THE TRANSLATION OF THE KITĀB AL-ASRĀR
Seventy years ago, science historian and language scholar Julius Ruska translated
the Kitāb al-Asrār into German using three Arabic manuscripts, from Göttingen, Leipzig,
and photographs of a manuscript in the Escorial. On a recent visit to the Real Biblioteca
del Monasterio at the Escorial in Spain, I was able to see the Escorial manuscript,
catalogued as MS Arabe 700, and hold the book in my hand. It consists of 91 pages
bound in a brown cover, measuring 13 by 17 centimeters (smaller than a folded sheet of
ordinary paper) and sits easily in one hand. The pages are flexible paper, not brittle, and
the writing is a clear and even black script, sixteen lines per page, having one to five
words in red on each page, possibly section headings. It shows no signs of wear or
damage, so it was probably not actively used in a laboratory, and yet even in the fifteenth
or sixteenth century someone thought it important enough to make a very careful copy.
By rendering Ruska’s scholarly German translation into English, I hope to make
the content of this book accessible to English-language readers. Since Ruska’s translation
is based on three Arabic manuscripts, he is careful to note where they differ, and, because
these are manuscripts, an occasional sentence is incomplete or illegible in all three
sources. I have followed Ruska’s conventions, including his parenthetical phrases, his
italicized phrases, the use of the letters G, L or E to indicate differences in the
manuscripts, the insertion of the symbol * to show parts missing in the Leipzig
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manuscript, and the consecutive bracketed numbers ([G1], [G2]) which indicate the
corresponding pages of the Göttingen manuscript.
I have parted from Ruska in my choice of chemical terms. I chose to use familiar
names for chemicals and containers as much as possible, even when Ruska chose to
retain the Arabic name. His commentary points out that many of these chemicals were
not available in the standardized form we know them today. However, using the term
arsenic sulfide in place of zarnich, for example, not only makes it easier to follow the
flow of the procedure, but also clearly shows that the procedure concerns handling a
poisonous substance. In deciding which English language terms to use, I referred to
Ruska’s commentary and to the English translations used by Holmyard and Stapleton,
both of whom knew Arabic. Of course, all errors are my own.
The Kitāb al-Asrār offers a view into the chemistry and procedure organization of
the tenth-century Islamic world. Yet a careful reading yields even more than that. As a
laboratory manual, it gives intriguing clues into Persian culture under the Abbasid
caliphate: the relationship of teacher and student; attitudes toward safety, labor, and
quantification; tools and logical problem solving; commerce and the availability of
luxury goods; and the value of the written word. This is the Kitāb al-Asrār.

Gail Marlow Taylor
Wolfenbüttel, Germany
Winter, 2011
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THE BOOK SECRET OF SECRETS
In the name of God the All-merciful God bless our Lord Muhammad, the Pure,
1

the Noble [G ] Thus says Abūbakr Muhammad Ibn Zakarīyā al-Rāzī: Glory be to God, a
glory that is worthy of his grace and in accordance with his beneficence. God bless our
Lord Muhammad and his family and his companions. Let there be glory to him and
peace!
What led me to write this book was the request of a young man among my
students, an honorable man named Muhammad ibn Yūnus, well-versed in mathematics,
natural sciences, and logic, one of those whose readiness to serve me is great and who has
a right to my service in return. He asked me – after I was finished with the twelve books
about the Art and with the refutation of al-Kindī and of Muhammad ibn al-Sinnī al2

Rasā’ilī – if I would like to put together something about the workings of the art of
secrets, that would be a guide that he could follow and a model to which he could turn.
So I have written this my book for him and with it given him something that I have never
once given any king or prince. I have explained to him that which is indispensable in the
science of the chemical arts from all my other books on this subject and compiled one
1
This translation uses Ruska’s notation for referring to the four manuscripts he used: L for
Leipzig, G for Göttingen, E for Escorial, K for Lucknow.
2

Ruska explains in his introduction that al-Rāzī had a known difference of opinion with al-Kindī
and Muhammad Ibn al-Lait. Al-Kindī, who had already died (in 873 C. E.), was a recognized opponent to
alchemy. Julius Ruska, Al-Rāzī’s Buch Geheimnis der Geheimnisse: Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte
der Naturwissenschaften und der Medizin Band 6 (Berlin: Verlag von Julius Springer, 1937), 9.

1

compact, concise book on this subject for him, the title of which is The Book of the Secret
of Secrets. Using it, the (status of) metals committed to its processes will be elevated, and
(the elevated metals) broken down again and returned to their original state. Therefore I
describe these procedures. God guides us to righteousness, the longing to fulfill that
which we have described is directed towards him; he is the dispenser of mercy.
In the book are (also) chapters that the adept and the scholars have not seen. If I
did not know that my days are numbered, and that my death is near, and if it were not for
my concern that this service that I want to render out of friendship might be prevented by
my death, I would not have brought all [G2] this together in my book and I would not
have tried to bring it to such a state of perfection.
My book encompasses three subjects: the knowledge of substances, the
knowledge of equipment, and the knowledge of procedures.

Section One: What one must know about Substances
Part one: Substances Required for the Chemical Art
1. Concerning substances, there are three classes: animal, vegetable, and mineral.
3

4

But the minerals fall into six groups: spirits, metals, stones, vitriols, boraxes, and salts.
5

6

2. Of spirits, there are four: mercury, sal ammoniac , sulfur, and arsenic sulfide .

3

“Any of various sulphates of metallic elements; spec. ferrous sulphate.” Oxford English
Dictionary, s.v. “vitriol.”
4

“A hydrated sodium borate . . . which is a white efflorescent crystalline solid found as a native
deposit or prepared from other minerals.” OED, s.v. “borax.”

2

3. Of metals, there are seven: gold, silver, iron, copper, tin, black lead, and Chinese
7

iron.

8

9

4. Of stones, there are thirteen: marcasite, magnesia, iron ore,
lazuli,

12

13

malachite,

14

turquoise, hematite, white arsenic,

10

tutia,

kohl,

15

11

lapis

16

talc,

17

gypsum, and glass.
5

Ammonium chloride. A German-English Dictionary for Chemists, 1934 ed., s.v. “sal
ammoniac.” Ruska uses the word salmiak. Ruska, 39. See also: Paul Kraus, “Julius Ruska,” Osiris 5
(1938), 14-15 for explanation of salmiac compared to sal ammoniac.
6

“A sulphide of arsenic, orpiment, realgar”. OED, s.v. “sulphide of arsenic.” Ruska states that in
Latin alchemic texts this mineral is called arsenic (arsenicum). Since this was a sulfide of arsenic and not
arsenic in its modern form, Ruska retained the term zarnīch as more appropriate. Ruska, 40.
7

Holmyard describes a khar sini or “Chinese iron” from Jabir which could be polished to a shiny
mirror-like surface. E. John Holmyard, Alchemy (Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, 1957; reprint, New
York: Dover Publications, 1990), 80. Stapleton suggests it may have been zinc. H. E. Stapleton, R. F. Azo,
and M. Hidayat Husain, “Chemistry in Iraq and Persia in the Tenth Century A.D.,” Calcutta: Memoirs of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal 8 (1927), 321, footnote 3.
8

“Orig. a metallic sulphide (as pyrites) or similar compound. . .” OED, s.v. “marcasite.”

9

Al-Rāzī would have meant manganese ores when he used the word mağnīsiyā, according to
Ruska. Ruska, 36. However, the dictionary definition of magnesia is of interest: “Alchemy. A mineral
supposed to be one of the ingredients of the philosopher’s stone. . . ” OED, s.v. “magnesia.”
10

Ruska uses the word daus, and suggests that “Daus must be a local Persian name for iron ore.”

Ruska, 43.
11

Tutia: Zinc ores. Ibid., 44.

12

Al-Rāzī uses the word lāzward which can be translated as azurite. Stapleton classifies it as
azurite (321) and translates it as lapis lazuli (370). Stapleton, 321, 370. Lapis lazuli, which derives from the
Persian lāzward, is defined as “A blue semiprecious stone composed chiefly of a sulphur-containing silicate
of soldium and aluminium. . .” OED, s.v. “lapis lazuli.”
13

“A monoclinic basic copper carbonate, usu. occurring as bright-green masses of fibrous
aggregates, which is used ornamentally and as an ore of copper.” OED, s.v. “malachite.”
14

Ruska defines this mineral as arsenic derived from smelting arsenic-laden silver ore. He cites a
passage from al-Rāzī describing its efficacy as a rat poison. Ruska, 45.
15

A sulphide of antimony used in powdered form as an eye makeup. Ibid., 45-46.
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5. Of vitriols, there are five: black vitriol, white vitriol, yellow vitriol, red vitriol,
and green vitriol.
6. Of boraxes, there are six: borax of bread,
20

tinkar , borax from Zarāwand,

21

18

natron,

19

borax of goldsmiths,

and borax of willow.
22

7. Of salts are there eleven: good salt, bitter salt, mountain salt,
24

naphtha salt, Indian salt, soda,

Andarānī salt,

23

25

urine salt, salt of ashes, salt of lime , and salt of

egg.

16

This talc referred to mica and to the transparent plates that split off some kinds of gypsum.
Alchemists liked the way mica made their elixirs glitter. Ibid., 46.
17

“Hydrated calxium sulphate, a soft mineral that occurs as colourless, white, or grey monoclinic
prismatic crystals in many sedentary rocks and is used in making plaster of Paris and fertilizer.” OED, s.v.
“gypsum.”
18

Bakers in Cairo coated the surface of bread with a watered-down borax to produce a hard shiny
brown crust in the oven, a practice which Ruska compares to the similar use of potash to coat pretzel sticks
before baking. Ruska, 47.
19

“Native hydrous sodium carbonate . . . occurring chiefly in solution and in evaporative
residues.” OED, s.v. “natron.”
20

Al- Rāzī later explains that this is an artificial borax. See al-Rāzī, Geheimnis der Geheimnisse,
in Ruska, 89 and this translation, 11.
21

Zarāwand refers to a river in Armenia, the source of this borax. Stapleton, 348, footnote 3.

22

Ruska uses the term tabarzad salt. “The word tabar-zad means ‘ax-split’, referring generally to
large crystals of mountain salt. . .” Ruska, 48.
23
Stapleton states that Andarānī salts includes a red rock salt “out of which plates and dishes were
turned on a lathe.” Stapleton, 322.
24

Ruska uses the word qali. Holmyard’s chart uses “qali (soda)”. Holmyard, 91. Note: The
English word alkali is derived from qali or kali which is defined as: “soda ash = alkali ; vegetable alkali,
potash.” OED s.v. “kali.”
25

Ruska uses nura. Stapleton translates this as salt of lime. Stapleton, 347.
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Part Two: About Distinguishing the Good and Bad Varieties
1. The types of spirits
8. Mercury. The best must be white and soft. When it is pressed through a cloth, no
residue resembling kohl (eye powder) must remain behind.
9. Sal ammoniac. There are two kinds. One of them is mineral, white, fissile, hot,
salty, pungent; (G it is brought from Khorasan and Samarkand), and there is (also)
a yellow kind, which is of no use in the Art. [G3] The other kind is (L artificial
imitation) sal ammoniac from hair. (G E We will mention this sort in the
procedures with animal stones, as God wills.)
10. Arsenic sulfide.

26

There are various kinds. Among them is a greenish kind, mixed

with earthy rocks; this is the most worthless of the arsenics. Then one that is
yellow and impure, mixed with earth; this is used in baths. Then a saturated
yellow, flakey, gold-colored one; this suits us and is excellent. Then a yellow one,
mixed with red; this is (L likewise) excellent for our work. Another, that has gray
flecks, is not useful to us. A red one, pure red and flakey is especially excellent
for our work.
11. Sulfur. There are various kinds. The red is unknown. A yellow variety is dense,
(glassy) like sandarac,

26

27

very pure. Another yellow one is grainy, pure and a

“Zarnich” is translated as “arsenic sulphide” in Stapleton, 321.

27

“A resin obtained from either of two coniferous trees, Tetraclinis articulate of NW Africa and . .
. Callitris endlicheri of Australia, which is used in the preparation of varnishes and (formerly) for blotting
ink.” OED, s.v. “sandarac.”

5

saturated yellow. One variety is as white as ivory and one is white mixed with
dust; this is not suitable for us. One is black and not suitable (L and all the others
are suitable.)
2. The metals
12. Concerning metals, we do not need their description (L since they are so wellknown), apart from Chinese iron (G E but this shines like a mirror), only that it is
even (smoother); it is unknown.

3. The types of stones
13. Marcasite. There are various kinds (colors). Among these are a silvery white
variety, a red copper variety, a black iron variety, and a yellow gold variety.
14. Magnesia. There are various kinds (colors). Among them is a black earthy one,
with sparkling eyes. Then there is also a hard iron type, which is male. There is a
red variety with a crust, which is female; this one has glittering eyes and it is the
best of its kind.
28

15. Iron oxide.

There are two kinds, the one from Istahr and the one from Iraq, and
29

the best of them is from Istahr.

28

It is the water of iron.

Daus is translated as “iron oxide” in Holmyard, 91.

29

The tenth-century geographer Ibn Hawķal reports that Işţakhr (Persepolis) was a source of both
iron and mercury. G. Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate: Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central
Asia from the Moslem conquest to the time of Timur (London: Frank Cass & Co., 1905; reprint, New York:
Barnes & Noble, 1966), 294-95.

6

16. Tutia. There are various kinds (colors). There is a green one, in pieces; then a
yellow and red, with a bark resembling cane. Then white one with a thin bark, the
Indian variety; then a yellow stemlike one, the mahmudish; finally there is a red
(E green), from Kerman.

30

17. Lapis lazuli. There is only one kind. It is a dark blue stone, which has a little red
in it, and has eyes that sparkle like gold.
18. [G4] Malachite. There is a green stone with veins; Official seals and amulets are
fashioned from it. There are new and old, from Egypt, Kerman, and Khorassan;
the old Kerman stone is the best kind.
19. Turquoise. There is only one kind. (E It is a green stone) and grease enhances its
shine (E beauty).
20. Hematite. There are two kinds. It is a red stone; one of the two is the color of
lentils, the other is a yellow-red. The lentil-colored is the best.
21. Concerning the malachite, lapis lazuli, turquoise, and hematite, they are all oily
stones (E like gold), (E and all make gold red and color it, because they possess
the same substance as copper.)
22. White arsenic. There are two kinds, one yellow and one white. It is brought out of
silver mines (G E and is the smoke of silver.)
23. Kohl. There are two kinds. One of them is dense, breaks like glass, and comes
from (G Isfahan and) Rayy. The other is grainy and (also comes) from Isfahan. (G
30

Kerman is a city in southeastern Iran.

7

E It does not belong to the stone-like (actual) stones), but instead is the stone of
lead.) (G I mean, in its fundamental substance.)
24. Talc. There are various kinds. To this group belong one from Yemen and a seatalc and a mountain-talc. They break into flakes when crushed, and have a
glittering appearance; the best kind is from Yemen.
25. Gypsum. There is only one kind and it belongs to the mountain stones.
26. Glass. There are various kinds. It is produced from sand (E and soda). The best of
them is Syrian, white, pure, as clear as rock crystal.

31

4. The kinds of Vitriol
27. The vitriols. There are various kinds. Among them is a yellow, dense, hard kind.
Then there is a yellow one, with golden eyes, which the goldsmiths use. In addition, there
is a green variety, which is mixed with dust, and is used by shoemakers and dyers.
28. Alum. There are various kinds. Among them is the kind from Yemen, white (G
fibrous, fissile); in addition, the Syrian, white, mixed with clay and rocks; then the
Minğānī, the color of which resembles green, then the yellow Egyptian and the white,
stable kind.
29. The qalqadīs is white vitriol, the qalqant is green vitriol and the sūrīn is red
32

vitriol, the qalqatār is yellow vitriol.

[G5] These four are strong, and the sūrīn is the

31

Bergkristall: rock crystal (transparent quartz). German-English Dictionary for Chemists.
Holmyard points out that the art of glass-blowing originated in Syria in the first century B.C., making glass
containers available in a variety of shapes and sizes. Holmyard, 45.
32

These will be referred to by their colors throughout this translation. According to Karpenko and
Norris, these names are derived from Arabic transliterations of the Greek: chalcathon, chalchitis,
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strongest. It finds an application in the chapter on reddening. It is brought from the mines
on Cyprus. Its origin is vitriol; it is washed up with the spring waters and with it comes to
the depths of the mountain mines. Learned men make a substitute for it and this works
more effectively, as God wills.
[L] Third part. About the knowledge of artificially producing of the afore-mentioned
substances.
30. Production of white vitriol: Take pure white alum, dissolve and clean it, then
33

distill vitriol and copper acetate , mix them with the liquid of the cleaned alum and let it
solidify in a beaker, and thus it will become the best white vitriol that there is.
31. Production of green vitriol. Take vitriol and dissolve it in water, purify it, drop in
some copper filings and boil it until it turns green. Then purify it, put it in a copper kettle
34

and cook it, after you have added a half dirham

sal ammoniac to every ten dirhams,

(and let it stand) until it has solidified, as God wills.
31a. [E] Even better, when you dissolve and purify the vitriol, and put it in a copper
kettle and dissolve it, after you have added a half dirham sal ammoniac to its ten dirhams,
until it solidifies.

colcothar, and sory. They were derivatives of copper and iron sulfates of various colors. Vladimir
Karpenko and John A. Norris, “Vitriol in the History of Chemistry,” Chemické Listy 96 (2002), 998-99.
33

Ruska translates zinğār as Kupfergrün. Ruska, 51. Stapleton translates zinğār as copper acetate.
Stapleton, 323, 373.
34

Ruska states that a dirham is four grams. Ruska, 64.
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32. Another way. You take yellow vitriol, cook it and then purify it, add to it just as
much copper acetate as vitriol and let it stand for several days, until it dissolves and turns
green. Then purify it and let it solidify, as God wills.
33. [E] Another way. You take vitriol, dissolve it and purify it, add an equal amount
of ferric oxide to it, cook it vigorously and purify it, so that it come out red. It sometimes
takes the place of red vitriol.
34. The production of yellow vitriol. You take vitriol, purify it, add the liquid of a
distilled egg yolk in the amount of a quarter of the vitriol and let it solidify.
35. Production of red vitriol. You take dissolved and purified vitriol, saturate it with
the liquid from copper acetate and roast it until it turns red.
36. [G E] These are the vitriols, which the learned prepare; they are more effective
than the mineral ones. So pay attention to their production and use them as needed, as
God wills.
5. The Kinds of Borax
37. [G6] There are different kinds, among them the borax of bread and the borax of
the goldsmiths. The borax of bread consists of small white and large hard pieces. Natron
also belongs to these; this is better than the borax of bread. Concerning the borax of
goldsmiths, it is white and resembles the efflorescence that forms at the base of a wall.
The borax from Zarāwand also belongs to these; its color (E is like dust and) pounds into

10

red, and is the best of the boraxes. Out of these tinkar can be made, that is the artificially
35

made borax.

36

The following is the description of its production.

38. [E] This is how to make tinkar. Take one part salt of soda, the choice white kind,
and three parts white purified borax and pour buffalo milk on it, so that it covers them;
boil it together until it solidifies; form little balls out of it, dry them and protect them
from dust and use them.
39. [E] Better yet, you take one part white salt of white soda and three parts natron;
boil it with cow milk and buffalo milk, poured it over three times, form little balls out of
it, and dry it and hang it in the sun, until it sweats, and pound it and use it as needed, as
God wills.
40. Description of the production of tinkar. Take white salt of soda, that you have
made clean, and natron, and purified borax, Andarānī salt, urine salt, and sal ammoniac,
one part of each, and pulverize them all with cow milk or with buffalo milk in a measure
that equals its volume. Then place it in the sun forty days, until its oil is sweated out and
it shines within like rock crystal, as God wills.

35

Ruska’s footnote: “E ‘and to this belongs the tinkar, that is a borax and a salt, made from animal
fat.’” (“E ‘und zu ihm gehört der Tinkar, das ist ein Boraq und ein Salz, gewonnen aus (mit) Fett der
Tiere.’”). Al-Rāzī, 89. Unless otherwise stated all translations are my own.
36

Ruska’s footnote: “The text about borax deviates so strongly that I will share it here in its
entirety: ‘The borax of bread is in white hard pieces; the natron is better than it. The borax of the
goldsmiths is white and resembles the efflorescence that forms at the base of a wall. The borax from
Zarāwand pounds into red and is the best kind.’” (“Der Text über den Boraq weicht in L so stark ab, daß
ich hier vollständig mitteile: ‚Der Boraq des Brotes, das sind weiße, harte Stücke; das Natrūn ist besser als
er. Der Boraq der Goldschmiede ist weiß und gleicht den Ausblühungen, die sich an den Fundamenten der
Mauern bilden. Der Boraq von Zarāwand schlägt ins Rote und ist die beste Art.’” Al-Rāzī, 89.
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To these belongs also the borax of willows. It comes from the willow tree (and is)
white.
6. The Kinds of Salt
41. (To these belong) good salt and table salt and bitter salt and that which the
goldsmiths use; (furthermore) the Tabarzand, that is a white, pure salt with (E without
hard pieces) luster (E and Andarānī salt), two kinds, one of which is white, pure, without
37

luster and the other red, large pieces; from that one the crucibles and sawani are turned.
In addition, the naphtha salt, hard black pieces without luster, with a smell of oil, then the
Indian salt, black, fissile, with very little luster, and the Chinese salt; of which it is only
known that it is white and hard and that the smell of boiled eggs clings to it.
And concerning the soda-salt and the urine salt and the quicklime and the ash salt,
these four salts are made artificially.
(G the production of soda salt has already been covered.
42. [E L] The preparation of soda salt. Take a half-ratl piece of white (L pure) soda,
grind it up, pour seven times as much water over it and let it stand seven days. Then put it
in a kettle and boil it until it is reduced by half, and let it settle. Then strain it ten times
and put it in thin-walled jars and hang them in the beaker. And what crystallizes at first,
grind it and mix it back in. And what drops out of the beaker, protect from dust, and what
crystallizes on the jars the second and third time, grind it and save it until you have
obtained all of it as a salt, as God wills.
37

Ruska suggests that this may be a beaker or drinking vessel. Ruska, 48, footnote 5.
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It is even better, when you want to achieve the utmost purity, that you put it in a
bottle that is sealed with clay; secure its plug and lay it in hot ashes until the salt has
solidified like mountain salt, as God wills.
38

43. Description of the production of ash-salt. Take white ashes of oak,

in which no

coal is mixed and that has no smell, strain it through silk and proceed with it as with
soda-salt, and a white salt will result.
44. Nura-salt: Take quicklime and handle it like the soda-salt.
45. Concerning the preparation of urine salt, take ten liters urine and bring it in a
bottle (decanter) into the sun or (G in a glass bottle) forty days long in the most heat
possible, so that it solidifies and turns to salt; if not, (E G put it in a glass bottle, cover it
with clay and) let it become solid in hot ashes (E G ashes of a fire); (E G and each time
when the ash becomes cold, replace them) until it solidifies into (L pure) white salt as
God wills.
46. * Another way. Take from it as much as you want and let it age for a month. Then
you distill it, put into each liter of the distillate four uqia of soda-salt and let it solidify for
three days in hot ashes, and it will solidify in this time as God wills.
47. * Another way. You take from it as much as you want, let it age one month and
distill it. Then calcine its residue until it becomes white,

39

then put in each liter of that

38

The Kitāb al-Asrār mentions ashes of oak four times. Stapleton points out that the fifth-century
B.C.E. Greek physician Democritus uses oak ashes as the source of a mild alkali, which is one indication of
Greek connections for al-Rāzī’s science. Stapleton, 376.
39

“Calcination, conversion of a metal or other mineral to the state of a fine powder, typically by
means of heat.” Holmyard, 276 (glossary).
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which you distilled, three uqia of the hardened residue, two uqia soda-salt and one uqia
egg shell calx and let the salt solidify over (hot) ashes (E thus it will become solid like
crystal.)
7. About the Other Substances
48. The substances break down into two groups, into natural matter and non-natural
matter. Natural matter includes egg, hair, metallic and simple stone-like matter.
Artificially-made matter includes copper acetate, ferric oxide,

40

41

Iqlīmiyā of gold,

silver

42

slag, lead oxide (smooth lead), the saqmūniyā, the usrunğ (red lead), the zarqūn, the
43

isfīdāğ (white lead) and the rūsahtağ.

I will describe which ones apply to our work, as

soon as we need them. [G8]
49. Concerning plant substances, apart from those that the understanding of the
learned is small, and they make little use of them, the best of those that are useful are the
trees with the long seeds.
50. Concerning the animal substances. From these, the adept prepare their elixirs and
refer to them and point them out and for them they use secret names. There are ten

40

“Za’farān des Eisens,” Ruska, 50. Stapleton suggests that it may be iron rust. Stapleton, 323. A
dictionary definition provides more clarification for iron saffron or crocus of iron: “Ferric oxide obtained as
a reddish or purplish powder by calcination of ferrous sulphate and used for polishing metal; any of the
various red or yellow powders obtained from metals by calcination.” OED, s.v. “crocus.”
41

This is the only mention of this substance. Ruska states the meaning is not certain. Ruska, 50.

42

Ruska uses martak. See Ruska, 50. Stapleton defines it as: “Lead Oxide, PbO, made by blowing
air on to heated lead.” Stapleton, 323.
43

I have found no reference to translate the last five substances. They are not mentioned in the rest

of the text.
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stones, namely hair, skulls, brains, bile, blood, [eyes], milk, urine, mussels, horns, and
egg. The strongest of them is hair, then brains, (E then bile), then eggs, then skulls, then
blood. We will describe (the most important) of their elixirs, when I come to that place,
where it is necessary that I describe them in this our book.

Section Two: What one must know about Equipment
Part One: About Equipment for Smelting

44

Metals

1. We have (E in another place) already stated in our book that there are two groups
of equipment: one for smelting metal, the other for working with substances.
2. The equipment for smelting is well-known; it is the following: smelting oven,
bellows, crucible, hammer, firetongs, double crucible, plate shears, and crusher.

45

They

are found at the goldsmiths, with the exception of the double crucible which is not found
46

at the goldsmiths.

44

“Fuse or melt (ore, etc.) in order to extract the metal; obtain (metal) by this process.” OED, s.v.

“smelt”.
45

Ruska translated the word māšiq as Treibhammer and the word miksar or mukassir as
Zerbrecher. He suggests the latter was probably a goldsmith’s tool to break hard materials up before
grinding them. Ruska, 55. I could not locate English equivalents to these words, so I have used hammer and
crusher to approximate their meaning.
46

Ruska’s footnote: “Closing words in L: ‘Some of them are at the goldsmiths and others wellknown, some are unfamiliar; we will explain what is unfamiliar.’” (“Schlußworte von L: ,Einige davon sind
bei der Goldschmieden und anderen bekannt, einigen sind unbekannt; wir werden erläutern, was unbekannt
ist.” Ruska, 92.
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3. The double crucible consists of a crucible below and another on top that has (E
one or) two or three holes (E in the lowest) in the bottom. You put that which you wish to
melt down in it, made into a paste with natron and olive oil. (E the crucible is placed in
the smelting oven), (E covered and) pounded down with coal and blow on it with
bellows

47

as with (the smelting oven for) copper, or if it (E the substance to be melted) is

iron or something like it, or (with) talc three times . . . (?)

48

4. * The secret of smelting is that the bellows bag must be large and its blowpipe as
wide as the eye of the bellows and the mouth of its pipe should be as wide as a farthing

49

and the wood at the back end of the bag should be shaped and made tight with light
leather thongs.
(E description of the smelting oven). Furthermore, it is necessary that the smelting
oven has a well-fitting lid and a well-fitting openwork grating [G9] that is placed inside
the oven, and that you surround the crucible by coal on all sides; (E and it is especially
necessary that) coal is arranged (E firmly under the crucible), if you smelt refractory
metals, especially iron and iron ore and steel; because these must be smelted in a large
oven and with coal from the coppersmiths (E or with cane coal).

47

Ruska’s footnote: “ Here the L breaks up.” (“Hier bricht L ab.”) Ruska, 92.

48

Ruska’s translation trails off, presumably reflecting a break in the text at this point.

49

Ruska’s translation uses the obsolete coin Heller as a measure of relative size. It can also be
translated “farthing.” German-English Dictionary for Chemists, 2d edition, s.v. “Heller.”
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5. (E About smelting iron. And the procedure with which iron is smelted by fire
consists of this, that the iron) is heated (G roasted) with a fourth part of red arsenic
50

sulfide or a half part of yellow arsenic sulfide in clay-coated cloths in an oven (tannūr)

that is heated up with a powerful fire. (Then it is) washed repeatedly with water and salt,
dried, and made into a paste with olive oil, after you have mixed it with a sixth part (E
red) natron. Then smelt it and let it flow to the middle of the double crucible.
6. * And if you want it to turn white, then mix it with equal parts white Syrian glass
and the best crystal-like sal ammoniac made into a paste with olive oil, and pour it on the
ground each time into a dry mold. You do this until it is white and soft; then grind it with
an equal amount of tin, then it is as fire resistant as silver. We will reach our purpose for
it when we come to the main chapters.
Part Two: The Equipment for Handling Nonmetals
51

7. Concerning the equipment for handling nonmetals, it includes the curcurbit
the alembic

52

53

and

with the beak and the receiver, vessels and blind alembics , the aludel,

50

Tannūr: Large baker’s oven. Stapleton, 325.

51

Curcurbit is defined as “flask or ‘gourd’ forming lower part of a still.” Holmyard, 276.

54

52

Alembic: “[Old French from medieval Latin alembicus from Arab, al-’anbīk, the still cap from
Greek ambix . . .] An obsolete kind of still consisting of a gourd-shaped vessel and a cap having a long
beak for conveying the products to a receiver; the cap of such a still.” OED, s.v. “alembic.”
53

Blind alembic: See diagram on p. 68. Ruska.

54

Aludel: “[Old French alutel, later aludel, from Spanish from Arab, al-’utāl the sublimationvessel . . .] A pear-shaped earthenware or glass pot, open at both ends so that a series could be fitted one
above another, formerly used in sublimation.” OED, s.v. “aludel.”
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the stove, beakers, flasks and vials, grinding plates
57

the self-ventilating oven,

55

56

and the graters, the oven, braziers,

containers and round molds and others like these, that one

needs.
8. The curcurbit, the alembic with the beak and the receivers are suitable for
distilling liquids. The secret of this is, that the vessel must be large and thick-walled,
without fissures in the bottom, and that there must be no blisters in the walls, and the
alembic must fit on it tightly. The kettle, in which the alembic is placed, should be shaped
like a cooking pot, and the vessel must be immersed in the water (of the kettle) up to the
highest level of the material that it contains. Furthermore, a large cauldron of boiling
water must be ready on the stove to fill the kettle (L the waterbath) when [its water level]
is reduced. And watch out lest the vessel touch cold water and secure the vessel so that it
cannot move, and that its bottom does not touch the bottom of the kettle, or it will break.
58

9. Sublimation

can also take place in clay vessels that are placed on the stove in a

saucer of potter’s clay. It is heated with a gentle fire and when the stove is hot and it

55

Grinding plates: Ruska uses the word “Reibplatte,” and points out that it was probably a flat
hard stone, because al-Rāzī only specifies a concave grindstone once in the text. Ruska, 55. This is found in
paragraph 27 of “The Procedures with Hair.”
56

Tābistān in Ruska, described by Stapleton as: “brasier or chafing-dish, similar to that used by
food-hawkers, the glowing charcoal being contained in a tray on top of the oven.” Stapleton, 325.
57

Selbstbläser in Ruska, described by Stapleton as: “a stove with perforated sides, half-filled with
charcoal, and mounted on three legs – in which the receptacle containing the substances to be calcined or
brought into combination was placed.” Stapleton, 325.
58

“The action or process of subliming or converting a solid substance by heating directly into a
vapour which resolidifies on cooling; the state of being so vaporized.” OED, s.v. “sublimation.”
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begins to distill fast, stop the heat until it (the contents of the vessel) comes to rest and the
distilling has ceased.
The vessels can also be placed in a kettle with (L K sifted) ashes and heated from
beneath. That is the best method for beginners.
One can also place a large brick on the bottom of the stove where the bottom of the
kettle stands, and put ashes on it and stand the kettle on it and pack sifted ashes around
the sides of the kettle. Then heat it; however it is necessary for you to secure the end of
the tube and the mouth of the receiver (make it tight) so that the smoke of the fire does
not enter it and the air pollute the contents.
10. * There are four kinds of alembics: one alembic with a very wide spout, for
distilling the blackness from calcined substances and suited for sublimation of sal
ammoniac; then one alembic without an especially wide spout, this is for distillation of
essences (K and impurities and colors) and suited for sublimation; then an alembic (with
a spout) that is still narrower; it is suited for distilling stones at the beginning of the work;
finally an alembic with a very narrow spout, it is suited to evaporate liquids and purify
them.
59

11. The cucurbit

with the blind alembic is suitable for dissolving spirits and

softened metals. [G10] It is an alembic with a gutter and without a spout. You place that

59

Ruska’s translation is kürbis. Ruska, 109. Stapleton translates it into English as cucurbit.
Stapleton, 381.
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which you wish to dissolve into the gutter, and one of the sharp waters

60

into the

cucurbit. Then the alembic is set on top of it and the connection is sealed and the whole
thing is placed in a kettle of water. This apparatus is suitable for nothing other than
dissolving, and (the kettle) is the bath which is mentioned.
12. The blind is a fitted beaker, set on top of a cucurbit, in which things to be
dissolved are placed. It is hung in a fitted oven and a burning lamp or coal or hot ashes
are placed under it. One must watch, however, that the fire does not go out (E and the
ashes do not get cold, before it has dissolved and solidified.)
13. * The equipment is made out of glass and potter’s clay and stone

61

and iron and

crucible clay; with none of them however can one do without the artist’s clay (E to coat
with clay).
14. To make artist’s clay. You take pure red or white viscous clay, free from stones,
spread it in a clean place and sprinkle water on it several times, until it is (sufficiently)
saturated and dissolved and its grains so (fluid) that the hand no longer feels them. Let it
stand there until it is dry (again), then pulverize it (E K as the jar makers do, and sift it
through a flour sieve and grind it with a mortar) and sift it through silk (E K or through a
hair sieve or a flour sieve); then saturate it with water, in which rice bran, from which
flour is made, was softened. Then knead (the clay) thoroughly and let the dough soften a

60

“Sharp waters” refer to strong solvents used in many of the procedures. These are reagents
mixed in the laboratory. See pages 135-41 for the chapter on making them.
61

Ruska describes birām as a white stone which is used to make kettles, pans, beakers, and other
items which might otherwise be made of glass. Ruska, 61.
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day and a night. You then take clean rice

62

and sift it (E through a large hair sieve, so that

all the dust falls out of it; then sift it with a fine sieve), and after you have pounded it
63

(again?),

mix it with an equal amount of the softened potter’s clay, adding to each

pound (ratl) the weight of ten dirhams of table salt, and the same amount of rice, and a
third pound of ground and silk-sifted pot shards, and a hand full of animal hair, cut up as
fine as possible. Let it stand three days and use it, for it is the best artist’s clay that there
is. And the success comes from God.
64

15. [G11] The chapter on the production of the aludel . You take a vessel in the
shape of a large pot

65

one ell long and two fists wide. Then lay it on a flat surface and

scatter (one and a half fists) sifted ashes all around it. Then remove it again and place a
cover (E made of artist’s clay) on the sifted ashes around the kettle, let it dry, and lift it
(out of the mold). Then you coat the outer surface and smooth it over with (a mixture of)
white lead and egg white, and coat it a second time and make a gutter around its edge and
leave a place in it open, so that the sublimated substances can be collected.
You now let it dry, then you turn the upper part of the aludel with the opening
beneath and coat evenly it with clay, (E K from medium grain, E not too big and not too
62

Ruska adds a footnote stating “K Mist, E trochenen Mist,” i.e. the Lucknow manuscript says
“dung” and the Escorial manuscript says “dry dung.” Ruska, 110.
63

The question mark is in Ruska’s text.

64

Stapleton translates Uthāl as aludel. The aludel is made by spreading clay in a mold of ashes,
which have been shaped by the impression of another aludel. Stapleton, 356.
65

Ruska uses the word dauraqa in the text, and compares it to a burma. Ruska, 61. Stapleton
defines burma as “a large vessel used in Khurāsān, made out of stone.” Stapleton, 362.
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fine). Then set the cover on the kettle and seal the joint with clay on both (E on all) sides.
Also make a continuous wing under the cover, so that the fire does not come in contact
with what is on the cover, and perhaps scorch and ruin it, and set the lid on it. There is a
secret about this, which we will mention, when we come to the description of the
sublimated substances.
16. * Concerning the mustauqid (oven), it is a small oven (tannūr) about the size of an
aludel. The bottom of the aludel is made to exactly fit within the interior wall of the oven,
so that the fire does not touch the sides of the kettle (E except only the lowest part of the
aludel and nothing else). In the lowest part is a cavity into which coal can be placed. Its
upper end is narrower than its bottom – I mean the oven – and opposite the door of the
oven is a hole bored under the winged rim, through which the smoke escapes, as God
wills.
17. The aludel is for sublimation of dry matter and the alembic with the beak is for
66

distilling waters.

67

18. The vials however are used to constrict

the sublimates. * Indeed sometimes the

wise want to constrict any of the sublimated things. So they place it in vials and force it
upwards, it rises into the neck and constricts in its upper section [like lead and tin] purer

66
Wilson uses a passage from A Book of the Twelve Waters, ascribed to al-Rāzī, to illustrate that
the word water was used for any liquid at this time, since there was no broad term for fluids in general. W.
J. Wilson, “An Alchemical Manuscript by Arnaldus de Bruxella,” Osiris 2 (1936): 298-99.
67

Ruska’s translation uses the German verb ersticken for this process. In his discussion of the
Lucknow manuscript, he quotes a letter in which H.E. Stapleton explains that the Arabic term refers to “the
process by which a substance is volatized and confined (‘strangled’) in the neck of a phial.” Ruska, 20.
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than before. And if it is a sublimated thing, that they want to constrict, they knead it with
any oil and put it in the vial so that it becomes a pure substance within. [there is a wing,
as we have mentioned.]
*The vials are spread with a paste of (ground) iron slag and egg white. They are left
to dry and coated over with artist’s clay, so that the fire cannot actually come into contact
with it (directly against the glass). If there is (E no oily matter in it, seal the top after
coating [the vial], and if there is) oily matter in it, then swab its top with clean white
wool. Each time that it is saturated, take it away, press it out, and set another in its place,
and when that one is saturated, take it away again and set the pressed one in its place (and
continue with this) until no more moisture remains in the vial at all [E and you burn one
of the two wool swabs.] Its top is then sealed (plugged) with (E roasted) salt and clay,
indeed one must use hot water for the paste made of salt and clay so that the vial and its
contents do not get cold. And this is the secret of coating the tops of the vials with clay.
19. One needs the beakers only for roasting substances. * The alchemists often soak
their substances with waters and put them (G dissolve them) between two clay-coated
beakers and make a tight bond between them with laces (and a paste) smeared on a cloth,
or with salt and barley flour in the same way with the mallow herb

68

smeared on a cloth,

or with lime, that has been kneaded into a paste with egg white. Then spread clay over
them also and roast them over a dung fire or in an oven (tannūr), as long as necessary.

68

Eibisch is here translated “the mallow herb.” “A shrubby herb, Althea officinalis, of the mallow
family, which grows in brackish ditches and has ovate leaves, pale pink flowers, and a mucilaginous root.”
OED, s. v. “marshmallow.”
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20. Concerning the grindstones and the grater, one needs both to grind substances.
21. The atūn is similar to a small kiln. It is used to calcine metals, until they turn to
white calx.
22. The tābistān is an oven similar to the oven of the metal molders. [G13] [E They
heat drachmas until the fire transforms them.] They put into it that which the fire should
contact on its upper surface, and on which the oil should be burnt, or that which the
chemists want to heat and roast.
23. The self-ventilator is an oven (tannūr) which has its lower part narrower than its
upper part. It stands on three feet and is placed on a saucer, whose walls have holes
through them. In the middle of its base there is a hole, through which the ashes fall out.
Coals are poured into its lowest part, and that which must be calcined is placed on them
and buried in the coals and covered over with coals. Place it where the wind blows
through it. Its fire is exceedingly strong, it calcines the metals and combines them and
melts them.
69

24. The clay box

is made of clay and serves to purify. One places in it that which is

to be purified, namely a sheet of metal, a layer of the medium and a layer of the metal
sheet. One sheet is brought to the other, the bond of the container and lid is secured and
then heated.

69

Ruska’s translation for durğ is Kapsel, which can also be translated saggar. The definition is:
“A protective case of baked fireproof clay in which fragile ceramic wares are enclosed while being fired in
a kiln; any case used to protect objects in a furnace.” OED, s.v. “saagar.”
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25. Metal filings are handled with a round mold. One mixes them with the medium,
with which the powder of the metal is to be treated; it is tied up in a sturdy cloth and
spread with clay, similar to a ball, and it is roasted to the desired level.
With that, the description of the equipment is ended. Now we begin to describe the
chemical processes, which we discussed at the beginning of the book, so that this can be a
guide to those who look within.

Third Section: About the Individual Parts of the Procedures
1. The procedures are divided into seven parts:
70

The first part is the purification of spirits and the calcination

of metals, stones,

eggshells, mussels, and residues.
The second part is the softening of spirits, lime, salts, and such.
The third part is the dissolving of spirits and the softened lime and the salts and
boraxes.
The fourth part is the blending of dissolved substances.
The fifth part is solidification, in order to take the process to its final state of
perfection. [G14]
The sixth part is the sublimation of metals and stones, in order to transform lead, and
such to full perfection.
The seventh part is the creation of red-coloring waters.
70

Calcination is defined as: “conversion of a metal or other mineral to the state of a fine powder,
typically by means of heat.” Holmyard, 276.
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Part One: Handling Spirits and the Chapters on Calcination
A. Procedures for Spirits
2. Let us begin with the procedures for spirits. These are the coloring and the
volatile, and in other than these there is no coloring (coloring power). (G E Spirits are
mercury, sal ammoniac, arsenic sulfide, and sulfur.) Mercury and sal ammoniac are
volatile, and do not burn, arsenic sulfide and sulfur are volatile and flammable.
3. That which is desired from mercury is the absorption and elimination of moisture
(wateriness), that which is desired from sal ammoniac is the purification and release from
earthiness, that which is desired from arsenic sulfide and sulfur is the whitening and the
elimination of oiliness and flammability.
4. Mercury, sal ammoniac, red arsenic sulfide, and sulfur are changed by reddening
and whitening together, the yellow arsenic sulfide by itself (L especially) by whitening.
5. The treatment of mercury is carried out by solidification, sublimation, and
amalgamation.

71

Sal ammoniac is treated by sublimation and amalgamation. Arsenic

sulfide and sulfur are treated by sublimation, washing, and roasting (E and boiling).
I. The Chapter of Mercury
First Chapter. About the Solidification of Mercury
6. The beginning of its solidification is, that you take as much of it as you wish, and
pound it with mustard for several hours, until it turns black. Then boil it with vinegar and

71

Amalgamate: “Chemistry. a. verb trans. Soften by combining with mercury; alloy with
mercury.” OED s.v. “amalgamate.” Amalgamation: “The action or process of amalgamating; the state of
being alloyed with mercury.” OED s.v. “amalgamation.”
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salt, until it is clean, then place it in a pit in the ground and sprinkle oil over it, so that
there is no part of its surface remaining that the oil has not touched. Then strew it with a
light layer of ashes, which should be white sifted ashes, and pour melted black lead or tin
on it. [G15] You melt it repeatedly and pour it on, until it is solid, as God wills. (E and
pour . . . enough tin on it to cover it a finger deep. You do this until the whole amount is
solidified like stone; I mean, melt the lead repeatedly and pour them on the mercury.)
7. Another way. You melt both leads in an iron spoon and then take them off the
fire. And when they are almost congealed, submerge some mercury in them, for this, the
mercury which you have with you is placed in a woolen cloth (E moistened with oil).
Now you lay it in the middle and keep it there until it is as solid as a stone.
8.9.10 [G] And from this another. You wash it (read: sprinkle it) with white
marcasite for whitening and with tin for whitening and with lead for reddening. And you
strew ashes on it by hand and then roasted alum for whitening, and red vitriol for
reddening. And it is also changed (fed) with yellow sulfur, and for whitening sprinkle
yellow arsenic sulfide on it and for reddening, red arsenic sulfide.
8.

[E] And it is even better, when you sprinkle white marcasite on it instead of

ashes, in case you want to whiten the mercury, and if you want to redden it, gold
marcasite. Or pour tin on it for whitening and for reddening, lead.
9. [E] And it is still better if you use what was named in the first chapter on the
mercury, for whiteness sprinkle roasted alum on it and for redness red vitriol.
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10.

[E] And another is, if you use the previously mentioned yellow arsenic sulfide

for whiteness and red arsenic sulfide for redness, or for redness use yellow sulfur and for
whiteness use sal ammoniac.
11.

* However, concerning the pure solidification, that purifies mercury to

permanent gold or to permanent silver, you will only find it takes place through the
mineral, plant, and animal elixir combined. We will mention these when we have finished
with the basic principles, or even earlier, as God wills.
Second Chapter. On the Sublimation of Mercury
12. Concerning the sublimation of mercury, there are two methods. (E one of them
for reddening, the other for whitening; and in its sublimation are two secrets.) One takes
place on removing its moisture (wateriness), the other serves to generate its dryness, so
that it becomes completely dry.
Regarding removal of its moisture, this takes place through two processes (operations),
after you have pulverized it that with which you wish to sublimate it; (indeed) while you
roast it in a clay-coated flask on a gentle fire, take it off and pulverize it and roast it
(again). Do this seven times, until it is completely dead. Then sublimate (L or soften it, E
pulverize it) with that with which you wish to refine it and roast it on a light roasting fire,
and place it in an aludel.
13.

And the aludel is an alembic of clay or glass, with a wide spout. (E L You use it

to distill everything that has moisture in it. You set a bowl on top of it, or set a wellfitting lid) on top of a kettle. There is a hole in the lid of the size that the head of a strong
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needle can pass through. You place a woolen wick in this and hang the end of the wick in
a clay bowl, until all the moisture in it has dried out. Then take it off (of the fire) and, in
place of the wick, place a lid on it that goes over (G on all sides of ) the entire cover, and
seal them firmly as God wills.
14.

[E] And better than these is a hole in the lid of the aludel so large that your little

finger can pass through it. (Heat) until the mercury is turned into a white dust; as soon as
the moisture has left it, plug it with (a small rod of) glass or wood wrapped in a cloth, so
that the moisture will be removed. When the powder that was white has turned black,
know by this that the moisture has been completely driven out. Now seal the opening, I
mean, plug the hole with wood, around which a fitted cloth is wrapped.
15. And that which the mercury is refined is alum, vitriol, salt, sulfur, lime, brick,
72

glass, ashes of gall,

ashes of oak, and marcasite; with waters except vinegar, water of

vitriol, water of sal ammoniac, water of alum, water of lime, and water of sulfur.
Third Chapter. The Sublimation of Mercury for Whiteness
16. Take solidified mercury, as much as you wish, and grind it with an equal amount
of sal ammoniac (E white alum) or (E and) an equal amount of salt or (E and) ashes.
Sprinkle vinegar over it, after you have placed it on a grindstone, and grind it carefully (E
for three hours, one) at the break of day and (E one hour) at midday, and (E one hour) at
the day’s end. Then place it in a clay-coated flask, secure its lid (plug) and put it on hot
ashes in a baking oven, which has just been used for baking. Leave it in there one night
72

Gall: cell tissue in plants rich in resin and tannic acid.
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and in the morning take it out again and put it in the vessel of the aludel, after you have
ground (the lot) with an additive of (E roasted) ground salt, and place it in the alembic
that we previously mentioned and remove its moisture. Then pick up the alembic and set
the cover in its place. Take care to get a tight seal and heat it from below, until you have
driven away the moisture with a gentle fire. After that, build up (strengthen) the fire, until
you have brought it to medium heat, and apply heat under the aludel twelve hours for
73

each ratl.

Each time, when the covering and the lid become hot, take it off the fire, so

that that which is on the covering does not get ruined and burnt before it is all sublimated.
Then place the top underneath and pulverize it and sublimate it. Do this three times, then
take burned bones, like one takes out of the oven, and grind them carefully, and pulverize
the sublimated matter with an equal amount of these (E burned) bones for one (E good)
hour. Then repeat this three times, [G17] each time renewing the bones, so that it
becomes (E completely dry) white and dead (L on the third time).
There is also a hole on the rim of the lid, big enough to insert a large needle
wrapped in cotton. Take this out every hour (during the process) and observe it for
anything you find on it from the sublimation. When you have taken it out and you see
nothing more on it from the sublimation, take it off the fire and let the aludel cool. Then
collect what is on the cover (G E after you have carefully loosened the seal), and gather it
together, knead it with castor oil and put it in a clay-coated flask. Set it in a pot with
ashes and plug the flask with wool, light a fire under the pot and drive off the moisture.
73

Ratl: 360 grams. Ruska, 64.
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When the moisture is completely gone (w.:cut off) plug the opening and pile ashes on it
and over the ashes, small coals. Light the fire over it, so that what is in the flask solidifies
74

(G E similar to a Chinese mirror).

Then it becomes solid and, if not, repeat the

procedure. When it is accomplished, cast one part of it (L dirham) on to 20 of copper, (E
press it into these and) thus it achieves a perfect effect (L thus it turns them to white).
17. * Another way: You take a ratl of solidified mercury and an equal amount of
vitriol, and roasted salt equal to the entire amount. Pulverize it with wine vinegar, until it
becomes like slush, dry it, pulverize it (again) and sublimate it three times in an aludel to
drive off the moisture (E as was already described). After that, let it sublimate with bone
lime, until it comes out dead and pure. Then saturate it with enough “virgin’s milk,”
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so

that you can knead it, and grind it a half-day long and place it in a [G gentle] dung fire
throughout one night. When it is dry and morning comes, take it out and let it get cold.
Take what is in it, pulverize it and saturate it as well, until it is stable and runs on the test
tablet and does not smoke. (E Cast one part of it on 25 parts copper, and you will find
what you desire. [G18] And if you soak it with water from whitened sulfur, in which (G
no dryness and) no black is, it will solidify to perfection. One dirham of it will color 30
dirhams of whatever metal you wish; (E you will find it like silver in all its qualities in
the utmost purity.)
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Ruska’s footnote: “That is to say that the walls of the flask look like a metal mirror.” “Damit
soll wohl gesagt sein, daß sich an der Wand der Flasche ein Metallspiegel zeigt.” Ruska, 104.
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Reagent preparation for “virgin’s milk” is in paragraph 40 of this section.
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18. Another way. Take mercury and grind it with half as much tin or black lead and
grind it with an equal amount of vitriol and an equal amount brick, and with roasted salt
equal to the entire amount. Pulverize it all carefully on a grindstone, sprinkle water (G on
the rim: the acid) of lemon on it, pulverize it (again) carefully and roast it in a clay-coated
flask with a tight lid on a gentle fire. Then pulverize it a second day with the same, and
after that roast it in a gentle fire. Do this with it seven times and use a dung fire for
roasting. After that sublimate it three times and mix with it an equal amount calx

76

of tin

or of black lead or of silver and knead it with hair sal ammoniac, that is dissolved in
distilled water, and roast it, so that it solidifies. Cast one dirham of it on to 30 of copper,
and it will color it (E with a most excellent color) as God wills.
19. Another way. Take living mercury and kill it with an equal weight of marcasite
and with as much as roasted salt as the entire amount. Pulverize it with sublimated wine
vinegar one day long and roast it through one night and remove its moisture. Then set the
lid on the aludel and let it sublimate three times. Each time, set the top beneath, until it
become white; after that saturate it with water from egg white, that has calx from egg
shells, sal ammoniac, and alum dissolved in it, for each ratl egg white one ūqia
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of each

individually. You pulverize it in the daytime and roast it at night. (E until it is solidified
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Calcination used heat to reduce a substance to a powder, which was then its calx. Holmyard
explains that this might or might not change the composition of the calcined matter, i.e. calx of gold was
still a metal, but calx of lead is lead oxide, a “yellowish-brownish powder of a non-metallic nature.”
Holmyard, 45.
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Ūqia: A ratl is divided into 12 ūqia (ounces) so that one ounce is 30 grams. Ruska, 105.
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and runs off the test tablet. For its dirham, it colors 25 dirhams of copper with the best
coloring.
20.

[E] Another way. You take a ratl of solidified mercury and a ratl of vitriol and

an equal amount of glass, and as much roasted salt as the entire amount, and grind it with
wine vinegar on a grindstone for one day, then roast it over night and in fact do this three
times with a light fire, and place it in an aludel and take the moisture away and let it
sublimate three times, until the whole is sublimated white and dead. Then soak it with
water of tin or of black lead and of silver, that is dissolved as well, and roast it seven
times, and when it is improved until it is stable, runs off the test table, and does not
smoke [G19], then cast one dirham on 50 dirhams of copper and change it into white
silver as God wills.
21.

Another way. When you take one part of it and one part sublimated arsenic

sulfide, that no more black adheres to, and you soften it with water of tin or of silver or of
black lead, dissolved with sal ammoniac in seven softenings, and dissolve it and let it
become solid, then one dihram of it will color one ratl of copper (E it emerges in perfect
purity). And when you dissolve each of the two by itself and mix them and lay them 3
weeks long in manure until they have dissolved, and you then solidify them, one dirham
of them will color two ratls of copper. However, if you soften the solidified matter with
them and saturate them with an equal weight of mercury, that was dissolved four times,
and you then dissolve (E soften) and solidify it, then one dirham will color 1200 (E 2200)
of copper.
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* And if you replace sublimated arsenic sulfide with whitened sulfur saturated
with water from egg white, in which calcined alum (E and sal ammoniac) is dissolved,
until it is stable, then one dihram of it enriches 1000 dirhams of mercury. If you finally
cast a dirham of it on 300 dirhams of mercury, this solidifies to an elixir, one dirham of
which colors 100 of any metal that you wish. And the effort will show you something in
this chapter that will bring you joy as God wills.
* This is the end of the chapter on sublimating mercury to whiten, and now we
begin with God’s help to explain its sublimation to red.
Fourth chapter. The Sublimation of Mercury for reddening.
22.

For this, you take a ratl from the mercury solidified (G L to redden), and

pulverize it with a equal amount of vitriol and soak it with the water from quicklime and
sulfur, that is known as zād al-rağwa.

78

Pulverize it, until no visible trace remains, then

dry it and crush it, and place it in a aludel and take its wetness away. Let it sublimate
three times, each time move the top to the bottom, soak it with zād al-rağwa and roast it
seven times on a light fire; on the seventh time let it sublimate [G20] in a vial with a short
neck, so it sublimates like rock crystal and it colors (G like garnet) with a good color.
And when you pulverize it and saturate the dissolved copper with water and roast
(G L and pulverize it during the day and roast it all night seven times, until it is stable and
flows on a silver test tablet), then one dirham of it will color 40 (E 30) dirhams silver to
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Preparation is in Section B, “The Calcination of Metals,” paragraph 58. This is a solution of
calcium polysulfide. Stapleton, 391.
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unrefined gold. And when you mix the ten (L the silver) with two mīthqāl of red gold, it
comes out as excellent refined gold, as God wills.
23.

* Another way. You take one ratl of mercury that has been solidified by

covering it with sulfur (for redness) and an equal amount of vitriol, and half as much
yellow sulfur as vitriol, grind it with the best wine vinegar a good hour, cast as much
roasted salt as vitriol on it and, after its moisture is driven away, let it rise seven times.
On the eighth time let it rise with half its amount of green vitriol and an equal amount of
copper acetate and constrict it in a vial; then it increases to red (G becomes red) as garnet.
Then soak it with water of copper, that was burnt (E calcined) with sulfur, that is
saturated with the water of dissolved vitriol, and roast it. Do this with it again, until it is
stable and does not smoke (any more), and one dirham of it will color 70 mithqāl silver
(E with a perfect color). And if you fully complete this process, you will not need to
grind it, as God wills.
24.

Another way. You take one ratl of mercury that is solidified with (E sprinkled

with) gold marcasite, and an equal amount vitriol, and half as much yellow sulfur as
vitriol, and the same amount of Andarānī salt as sulfur and pulverize the whole amount
with water from softened oak ashes for four hour long, until there is no visible trace. You
then roast it with a light roasting, pulverize it, and roast it (again). Do this with it (E
fourteen times) and do not soak it except for the first time. After that, let it rise in the
aludel seven times, so that it turns rose-colored or red; however if it comes out white,
then it is not good. Now saturate it with water from dissolved sal ammoniac, to which
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vitriol and green vitriol were added, [G21] from each one as much as a quarter of the
water, and roast it, until it becomes as red as liver. Now saturate it and roast it, then it
dissolves, after you have let it flow on a silver test tablet, until it no longer smokes and
flows, then dissolve it at once. After that soak it with calcined gold, that is mentioned at
the end of the chapter on copper acetate, and bury it in manure, so it dissolves into red
water. If you let it solidify, one dirham of it will color 40 (E 200) mithqāl of silver (E to
unrefined gold). And if you cast half as much red from hair or egg yolk or blood into the
dissolved material [made] from the solidified material, one dirham will color 200 mithqāl
from whichever metal you wish to the finest.
25.

Another way. Take one ratl mercury solidified to red and an equal amount

vitriol and let it sublimate until it becomes white, and elevated to dead and dry. Then
saturate it with distilled vinegar, in which you have placed one quarter as much vitriol,
purify it and add soda-salt over night; purify it (on the following day) and add ferric
oxide to it over night, purify it again and add copper acetate to it over night; purify and
pulverize with this water by day and roast it by night, until it becomes like blood. After
that take whitened stable sulfur, in which there is no blackness; the indicator for that is,
that if you sprinkle some of it on to a heated silver test tablet, it does not blacken the
tablet and flows over it and does not smoke. Then saturate it with the (E prepared)
79

vinegar, with which you saturated the sublimated mercury , and roast it ever so
carefully, until it has turned red from the roasting. Then take the calx of gold (E of tin,
79

The vinegar, which was prepared earlier in this procedure.
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powdery, white), which was calcined with mercury [or, he says, with tin] , then saturate
it with this vinegar (E and roast it), until it has turned red as well. (E Then take calx of
eggshell and saturate it with this vinegar and roast it, until it has turned red; then take the
calx of gold, that was calcined with mercury, and that was exposed to the smoke of sulfur
during roasting, and saturate it with this vinegar and roast it until it has turned red.) Then
take one part of the roasted mercury that was set aside and two parts ferric oxide, one part
calx [G22] of the gold that was made red, one part cinnabar from tin, one part cinnabar of
sulfur, and one part cinnabar of eggshells. Then saturate all the ingredients of the mixture
with sal ammoniac, sublimated with dissolved vitriol, to which a quarter portion of green
vitriol was added, which was prepared from vitriol and ferric oxide in equal parts, set in
the sun, purified by pulverizing (E an entire day, until it is softened. Then soften it like
wax; do this twelve times, then knead it thoroughly and dissolve it). And whatever of it is
not dissolved, saturate that and soften it and knead and dissolve it, until all has dissolved;
and when it is dissolved, put a fifth part of the color of egg yolk in it and bury it until it is
pure; then take it out and let it solidify, then will one dirham of it color 1300 of silver to
refined gold. And when a dirham of it is added to 1000 of any metal you wish, it will
come out perfectly pure.
[E He rejoices in the mention of this significant chapter (the author to the reader)]
27. * Another way, excellent. The mercury will solidify to a pure red. You take a ratl
of it, purified with mustard, then you put it in a clay-coated beaker and pour a ratl of oil
80

Comment in brackets is Ruska’s and appears to relate to the Escorial reference to tin earlier in
this sentence. Ruska, 108.
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on it, cast five dirhams yellow powdered sulfur in it and a equal amount of yellow vitriol,
submerge the beaker up to its middle in a dung fire and let (the contents) become solid;
each time when the oil is reduced, add more, and take care that the fire does not make it
too hot. Do this with it one day and one night, then take it out and wash it with water and
salt. Then take a clay-coated kettle and stand a clay lamp in the middle of it, and over its
top something like a small clay bowl. Put the boiled mercury in the lamp and around the
lamp in the kettle place a ratl of yellow pulverized sulfur and layer it also on top; seal the
connection and light a gentle fire under the lamp, for ten hours, until you know that the
sulfur has made everything red. After that, [G23] let it get cold and open it, and you will
find the mercury as a red (E crushed) powder.

81

When it is like that (erg.: then it is good),

and if not, then repeat the procedure, until you find the mercury like that.
28. * And the secret of this procedure is that you perceive when the smoke (E from
the steam) of the sulfur ceases, then discontinue the heat. The procedure for that is, that
you bore a hole in the lowest brim of the kettle with your finger, so that the head of a
large needle passes through it. You take a wood splinter and wind cotton around it, insert
it through the hole and take it out every hour and examine (E what adheres to it)
continuing, until you see no smoke upon taking it out. At this indicator point stop the heat
and let the kettle become cold and take it out. When you cast one part of this mercury on
to ten of silver and grind the ten (E with five), thus it comes out like (E excellent) gold as
God wills.
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Where Ruska has said nuqra, I have used powder. Ruska’s commentary says that usually there
is no doubt that it means powder and that it may be considered another word for elixir. Ruska, 76-77.
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* And when you cast its half part of burnt copper on it and an equal amount of
hematite and an equal amount of gold marcasite, and saturate it with water from
dissolved vitriol and water from sal ammoniac, that was sublimated with the same
amount of dissolved vitriol, and when you throw in equal parts iron saffron and copper
acetate and the redness of blood and pulverize it and soften it, until it becomes a salt, that
melts in moisture, then dissolve it, you will find it like a red water. Solidify it (E in a
blind alembic) with a small fire, so that it becomes as solid as garnet; one part of it will
color 100 of silver (E to gold as God wills).
* It is the end of the solidifying of mercury and it sublimation to whiteness and
redness (E and we begin now with the list of sublimations of sal ammoniac), and praise
be to God.
II. The Chapter of the Sublimation of Sal ammoniac.
29. Take sal ammoniac, as much as you wish, pulverize it carefully and combine it
with half as much table salt. Let it sublimate three times with the salt, and renew the salt
each time, so that you find it on the lid like salt (E like snow) as God wills.
30. Another way. (L to whiten). Take sal ammoniac and mix it [G24] with Andarānīsalt and pulverize them together, and place it in the aludel and let it (E according to the
work of salts) sublimate three times, so it rises up clean (E with a brilliant white color)
like salt as God wills.
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31. * Another way, to redden. Take sal ammoniac and pulverize it with an equal
amount of vitriol and let it (E according to the work of salts) sublimate three times and
renew the vitriol each time so that it rises up a brilliant red.
32. * Another way, to redden. Take sal ammoniac and pulverize it with an equal
amount of vitriol and green vitriol, and make a paste of it with egg yolk and let it
sublimate, so it rises up red.
33. * Another way, to redden. Take sal ammoniac and pulverize three times it with an
equal amount of vitriol and an equal amount of copper acetate and as much ferric oxide
as the whole amount (E according to the work of salts). Place the top underneath the
bottom, then take vinegar, in which is (dissolved) its quarter amount of vitriol and ferric
oxide and copper acetate and green vitriol and yellow vitriol in equal parts, and set it in
the sun for a week. Dissolve it then continually until it has become red and the best
cinnabar, then one dirham of it will color 30 dirhams of silver. Grind 10 dirhams with
three mithqals, and if you soften it in seven softenings and dissolve it, and cast in as
much as a quarter of mercury’s calx of gold and bury it, so will it dissolve in 40 days to a
water as red as blood. (E Let it then become solid, and one dirham will color 40 mithqals
to excellent gold. And if you dissolve it a second time and solidify it, it will color) 80
mithqals of silver to (E excellent) gold. And when you saturate it with half as much water
82

of lead oxide

(lead ore) and of red arsenic sulfide, and roast it, then one dirham will

color a ratl of silver as God wills.
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Martak, see “What One Must Know About Substances,” paragraph 47. Preparation of “water
from lead oxide” follows in paragraph 34 of the current section.
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34. * Description of water of lead oxide. Take two uqia of foliated lead oxide

83

and

three uqia arsenic sulfide and boil it with two ratl distilled wine vinegar, until it has been
reduced to one ratl, and purify it and put [G25] some purified vitriol in it and saturate it
with the elixir until it is saturated with red.
(G The sublimation of sal ammoniac for whiteness and redness is at an end with
praise to God and with his help.
III. The Chapter on the Procedures of Sulfur and Arsenic Sulfide
35. * Let us begin with the procedures for sulfur and arsenic sulfide. (E Every
procedure with sulfur that is successful, is even more effective and successful with
arsenic sulfide.) The procedures that apply to them are roasting, washing, boiling,
sublimation, and making the essence visible.
36. The substances that sulfur and arsenic sulfide are treated with are copper acetate,
quicklime, lime, iron filings, copper, tin and black lead, vitriol, salt, white lead, lead
oxide, glass, soda, talc and sea foam,
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burnt copper, mashaqūiniyā,

85

white brick, the ash

of gall nuts, of oak, and of carob. One of these is mixed together with another and (the
sulfur and arsenic sulfide) are treated with them. Also waters can be added to them, and
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Ruska uses martak in the title of this procedure and murdāsanğ as the main ingredient. Ruska,
111. According to Stapleton, they are both lead oxide. Stapleton, 353.
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Ruska states that zubd al-bahr or zabad al-bahr may be understood as “butter” or “sea foam.”
He suggests it may possibly mean “foamy borax” (“schaumigen Boraq”). Ruska, 52.
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Stapleton describes mashaqūiniyā as a salt-like drying substance used in glassmaking.
Stapleton, 352.
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with them simple and compound medicines are ground.

86

These [waters] are vinegar, salt

water, alum water, vitriol water, urine, sal ammoniac water, sour milk, and the acid
pressed from lemons, soda water, lime water, and such.
37. The secret of treating sulfur and arsenic sulfide is, however, that you put as much
of their powder as you wish into a kettle and set the lid (L coated with clay) on top and
seal the connection, after you have made a hole in the lid. Then go with it to a place
where no one will notice the smell, in the desert or elsewhere (L or a place free from
inhabitants), and dig a pit for it in the earth and light a medium fire in it, set the kettle on
the fire and observe the smoke that comes out. You leave the kettle on the fire, as long as
the smoke comes out black and yellow; however, when it begins to come out white, close
the hole and take the kettle from the fire, so that it can get cold. Take the contents out
[G26], grind it fine, and sublimate it in a house or in your dwelling or where you will,
because it will not harm you (now).
And the secret of the sublimation is that you test the sulfur and arsenic sulfide, by
spreading them on a heated silver test tablet, until they no longer blacken it.

First Chapter. About the Sublimation of Arsenic Sulfide and Sulfur
38. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and grind it with an equal amount
of roasted salt or bitter salt or Andarānī salt and with half its amount of copper acetate.
Grind it with wine vinegar or soda water or saltwater or urine from boys; grind it
86

This is the only mention of medicines in the Kitāb al-Asrār.
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carefully and roast it one night on a medium (E small) fire, after that grind it with these
waters and roast it. Do this three times and sublimate it in an aludel; after you have
removed its moisture, until (E it turns white, and when you test it) it does not blacken
silver. (E Put the top underneath the bottom, and if you add more salt to it each time, it is
87

very good. After that, take a ratl of it, of anzarūt water,

and of incense, both boiled as

much as one can boil them (E to make a paste); you place it in a flask and purify it in a
kettle with ashes and plug the flask with wool). Take away the moisture (E after you have
heated it from beneath), then plug the top with (a paste of) roasted salt and barley flour
and cover it over with clay, pack ashes over it and put small coals over the ashes, light a
fire in it – its fire would be from underneath and on top and the coal on top – and leave it
alone for the rest of the day. Follow this procedure through with it three times, until it has
become solid and stable and then add one part of it to 30 of copper, and it will leave it
behind as (L E gray) silver as God wills.
39. * Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and an equal
amount of unquenched quicklime; grind it with saltwater and soda water and roast it one
night on a (E gentle) medium fire; sublimate it to remove its moisture and add more
quicklime, until it is white and no (longer) black. After that saturate it with virgin’s milk
and roast it, according to what I have explained (E seven times), so that it is solidified.
Thereupon soften it several times with water of sal ammoniac and dissolved it and with it
saturate mercury that has been sublimated to whiteness, and roast it on a light fire. Do
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Ruska’s footnote describes anzarūt as “a kind of gum” (“eine Gummiart”). Ruska, 112.
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this with it until it (E is stable and) flows on a copper test tablet and loses itself in it. Then
add one dirham to 50 of copper, so it is stable as God wills. (E so it changes this to
silver).
40. [E] Description of virgin’s milk.

88

89

[outside of this manuscript] . He says: Take

the urine of twelve children, boys and girls; collected in a carafe and set in the sun for
one week with the top sealed, then a white salt congeals and collects on the bottom.
Gather the whole amount in a glass vessel; it is not necessary that it fills over half the
vessel. Now seal the closure between the vessel and the alembic, the receiver and the
spout, and when all that is in there is evaporated, a salt remains on the bottom. This is
now taken and sublimated and used for the treatment of all that you wish to purify. Then
take the distilled water and repeat its distilling seven times, until it is clean, and becomes
useful. That is the philosopher’s vinegar and virgin’s milk and the noble water.
41. * Another way. Take one ratl from whichever you will, from such that is just
roasted and whose smoke, blackness, and stench is driven off. Then take one ratl of it and
grind it with an equal amount of calx of bone, saturate it three days with saltwater and
grind it on a grindstone (E in the day and roast it by night with a gentle fire, and let it
arise in the aludel to take away its moisture), until it has become white; add more calx
and saltwater, and sublimate it each time, until you see that it has become white and no
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Ruska’s commentary states that the description “virgin’s milk” was used as a symbolic name for
mercury and other substances in Greek texts. It took on additional meanings in the later medieval alchemic
writings under the Latin phrase “virgineum lac.” Ruska, 67.
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Regarding this parenthetical phrase, Ruska’s footnote states: “writer’s addition” (“zusatz des
Schreibers”). Ruska, 113.
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blackness remains in it. Saturate it with alum, ground with soap, (E until both are
dissolved together) and roast it; you do that until it stays and no longer smokes. After
that, cast one dirham of it, if it is sulfur, on 30 of mercury in a crucible with a lid, make
the closure secure and let it become hot, then blow on it, and it will solidify to excellent
silver. If it is arsenic sulfide, cast it on 30 of copper, and it comes out as (E thus it
changes into) gray silver as God wills.
42. *Another way. Take one ratl from either of the two that you will, and add to it an
equal amount of salt and half as much iron filings. Now grind the whole amount carefully
with wine vinegar on three (E consecutive) days (E each day three times for three hours,
one hour at the beginning, one in the middle, and one at the end) and roast it on a medium
fire: then take it out, grind it, saturate it with vinegar and roast it. Do this with it three
times, after that sublimate it to remove its moisture, so that it ascends the first (E time
white with some yellow in it; then resume mixing it, having taken as long as the first
time) until no more residue remains behind (E and all is sublimated). Repeat this now (E
do this with it) until silver, when you test it, is no longer blackened. Then grind it with
half as much pulverized burnt copper and constrict it until it comes out like crystal. Now
take it and saturate it with mercury that is dissolved with the calx of tin, and roast it, until
it is stable, and flows, and does not smoke. Then let one dirham of it fall on 80 of copper
or 50 of tin and mercury and let it return to (E white) silver (E that has returned to purity)
as God wills.
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43. Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and one ratl copper
filings and one ratl bitter salt; grind it (G and saturate it) with soda water, (G grind it well
and) roast it one night on a medium fire, crush it finely and saturate it with soda water
and roast it. Do this with it three times, then sublimate it, until all the white is sublimated
(E and replenish the mixture each time; then knead it with oil) without burning, and distill
it and soften it until it is stable and does not smoke. Cast one dirham of it on 30 of
copper, and if it is sulfur, with 30 of mercury or tin; it turns it into (E gray) silver (E that
returns to purity).
44. *Another way. Take one ratl from whichever of the two you wish and one ratl
bitter salt or Andarānī salt; grind it and saturate it with purest water, roast it, sublimate it
and renew the salt in it each time, until all of it is sublimated, white as snow and the salt
stays beneath and there is no blackness is in it. Now soften it with water of sal ammoniac
seven times, until it melts into wetness, (G even if this is the first of 30 times). After that,
take an equal amount calcined tin and soften it with water of sal ammoniac, until it melts
into wetness even if this is the first of 30 times. After that take an equal amount of
mercury sublimated to whiteness and soften it with water of sal ammoniac, as you have
softened both its companions; combine all of them on a grindstone in equal parts and
saturate it with sharp water of lime, that is called crushing water
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and roast it, so that it

becomes white powder (E silver) after five softenings (E roastings). Let one dirham of it
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Instructions for making this strong solvent are in Part Three, “Dissolving Spirits and Softened
Calx and Borax and Salt,” paragraph 3.
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fall on one ratl of whichever metal you will; but if it is arsenic sulfide, then cast it on
copper, it leaves it all behind as (E white) silver (E that returns to purity) as God wills.
45. *Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and an equal
amount white lead oxide (G and an equal amount Andarānī salt). Grind the whole amount
with vinegar one night (E and roast it on a light fire several times); do this with it seven
times, then sublimate it and replenish the mixture [G29] each time, until it (E white) has
ascended and there is no blackness in it. Then make a paste with (E distilled) naphtha that
does not ignite, and constrict it. Let one dirham fall onto 20 of copper, purified with
boiled egg white, that is kneaded into a dough with sal ammoniac; it leaves it behind as
gray silver as God wills.
46. [G] Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and an equal
amount white lead of tin; grind it with vinegar, roast it with a weak fire seven times and
replenish the white lead each time, until it sublimates white, without blackening silver.
After that replenish the white lead, grind it and saturate it with water of lead oxide and
purify it, so that it come out as silver; one dirham of it colors 20 dirhams gray.
47. * Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish, an equal amount
burnt copper and as much roasted soda salt as both together; grind the whole carefully (E
without moisture) and roast it, let it sublimate, until it becomes white and replenish the
mixture each time without moisture. After that, stifle it with an equal amount of burnt
copper, so that it comes out purer than rock crystal. Now grind it now and soften it with
water of sal ammoniac, until it becomes a salt that melts in moisture; then dissolve it and
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put it aside. After that take mercury sublimated(E to whiteness) (E grind it and) soften it
with water of sal ammoniac, dissolve it and (E set it aside. Then take calx of silver and
soften it with water of sal ammoniac, until it becomes a salt that melts in moisture, and
dissolve it) and combine them (E the three waters). Now set as much as a quarter of the
entire water of dissolved sal ammoniac aside and bury it, until it dissolves (E to a water)
and no residue remains, then let it become solid with the blind alembic on hot ashes. Let
one dirham of it fall on 600 (E dirham) of whichever metal you wish and it leaves it
behind as white silver that in stable in its purity. And if you solidify it a second time and
dissolve it, it colors 1000 for you, and if you dissolve it a third time and solidify it , it
produces for you what you wish (E it shows you something to delight your eye) as God
wills.
48. *Another way (E to redness). Take one ratl from whichever of the two you wish
[G30] and three ratls of copper filings; saturate it with soda water and roast it, then let it
sublimate and replenish the copper, and pay attention to the copper that remains beneath
until all rises up white without blackness. Saturate it now with water of green vitriol and
of vitriol and roast it, until it turns red and is stable, then set it aside. After that, take an
equal amount mercury sublimated to redness, and soften it and set it aside, then take an
equal amount of green vitriol as the (E to redness) sublimated mercury and an equal
amount of ferric oxide, combine it all by grinding on a grindstone, saturate it with water
of sal ammoniac, that is sublimated with vitriol, after you have dissolved vitriol and green
vitriol in it, and soften it, until it becomes a salt, that melts (G in moisture). After that,
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dissolve it, add half as much oil of egg yolk to it and bury it, until it dissolves and
becomes a pure water; this takes 50 days. Then solidify it, then it will solidify as a red
ruby; one dirham of it colors two ratls of whichever metal you wish to (G excellent) gold
as God wills.
49. * Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and an equal
amount of talc, and saturate it with soda water and grind it and roast it one night. Do this
three times, then let it sublimate and replenish the mixture (E each time) until it arises
white, without blackness in it. After that,set a quarter of pure soda salt in it, soften it with
water of sal ammoniac, until it becomes a salt, which melts (G in moisture), then let it
solidify. One dirham of it colors 100 of copper to gray silver and if it is sulfur, then (it
colors) whichever metal you wish.
This is the end of the description of sublimation of arsenic sulfide and sulfur. So now
let us begin with the description of roasting, boiling, and washing (these substances) and
the success is from God.

Second Chapter. Excellent Washing.
50. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you will and grind it with an equal amount
of soda with the purest water [G31] for one day in the sun; then wash it (E on a filter
without a beaker and shake it until the saltiness goes out of it; E L then dry it and repeat
the process) until it becomes a white lead. Sprinkle it on a heated test tablet (E of silver)
until it no longer blackens it (E and does not burn it) and even this is the first of 50 times.
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[E: Description of virgin’s milk. ] Then take some whitened lead oxide and boil it with
four times as much vinegar, (G E until it reduces to half, and purify it. Then take soda,
calcine it and boil it with the fourfold amount of water, until it is reduced to half, and
purify it (E and take the pure part of it, then take one part water of lead oxide and one
part water from soda; then combine the two and beat it hard, and let it stand until it has
become clear; take the clear portion away from the upper flask, so that a white substance
remains beneath. Now dry it and cast a quarter of its amount calx of egg shells on it, and
as much as the calx (E L sublimated sal ammoniac, and grind it vigorously and let it
steam between two beakers several times, until it agglomerates), after that dissolve it (E
thus dissolve it by suspending it in the moisture and in manure and in vinegar). Combine
it with that which you have filtered, and saturate the washed arsenic sulfide and sulfur
with it and grind it (E L with it) and roast it gently until it is stable and does not smoke,
and then one dirham of it colors 20 of copper, it turns to gray silver. And be careful to
close the lid of the flask, before the moisture has dried out; then seal the lid and pile
sifted ashes over the kettle and cover the ashes with burning coals, and close the oven
door tight, so that it solidifies in (E L six) hours and becomes stable and changes copper
into silver as God wills.
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Reagent preparation for “virgin’s milk” is in Section Three, “About the Individual Parts of the
Procedures,” paragraph 40.
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51. Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you will, put it in a green
barniyya
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and pour saltwater over it and let it stand in there three days; shake it several

times each day, purify (filter) it with a strainer and wash it with sweet water, until you
find no more saltiness in it. After that, dry it and put it back in the barniyya, pour
saltwater over it and shake it several times and let it stand in there three days. Then purify
(filter) it and wash it (G and again repeat the task with it) until, when you test it on the
test tablet, it no longer blackens it (E and flows off it white). Then dry it [G32] and grind
it and put it aside. Then saturate an equal amount of dissolved lead ten times and roast it
with each saturation (E and grind it and roast it), until it is stable. Cast a dirham of it on
50 of copper, and it will change it into gray silver (E G and if it is sulfur, so will it change
any) metal that you wish.
52. Another way. Take from whichever of the two you will, grind it with an equal
amount of (G E bitter) salt and roast it (G E in a clay vessel and when it smokes, set it
aside. Do this with it 15 times, after that wash it and purify it with the strainer), until the
saltiness leaves it. Then pour (L E saltwater, after you have placed it in a green clay flask,
and let it stand three days, then purify and wash it the same way and put it back in the
flask. Do this with it until its appearance and its efficacy pleases you. Then take equal
amounts of soda and quicklime and pour four times the amount of water over it, and let it
stand three days and purify it. Then put in it) a fourth part soda and quicklime and let it
stand three days. Then purify it several times, until it is very pure, and be careful to
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Ruska uses the word barniyya. In his commentary he suggests that it is a wide-necked baked
clay flask. Ruska, 60.
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protect your hand and your nose, because it is a poison. Then to each ratl of it add an uqia
of calx of shells and calx of mussels and let it stand three days and purify it. After that,
cast one uqia burnt alum and (E burnt) sea foam on each ratl of it. Let it stand one day,
purify it and with it, saturate the arsenic sulfide or sulfur that you treated; grind it
together, put it in a flask (instead E L: gather it into a ball) and place it in a clay-coated
kettle. Place roasted alum under and over the sulfur, pack salt over it and leave it no air
and seal the top of the kettle. Do this with it several times, until it is stable and does not
smoke, then one dirham of it colors 50 dirhams of copper as God wills.
53. * Another way. Take (E one ratl) of whichever of the two you wish, grind it with
an equal amount of salt and roast it strongly, until it turns white (E: turns to a powder)
and melts. Then pour water of quicklime on it and sun it until it becomes good (E red),
then filter it and wash it with the filter, until its saltiness goes away. Place an equal
amount of salt on it, grind it vigorously [G33] and roast it, until it melts. Then take it out,
pour water of quicklime on it and sun it until it turns red. Then filter it and wash it, and
repeat the process in which you put an equal amount of salt on it, until it (E until its effect
on silver) pleases you; then set it aside (G after you have tested it on a test tablet). After
that, take distilled vinegar and for each ratl of it, add one uqia alum and Andarānī salt and
soda salt and bread borax and an equal amount calx of eggshells. Let it stand then several
days and shake it every day, morning, noon, and evening, indeed vigorously for a good
hour long, thus dissolving its potency and what is in it. After that, purify it and saturate it
with that which you treated and roast it as was previously explained, until it is stable;
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then one dirham of it colors (E one dirham of it falls on) 30 of copper (G and leaves it
behind as gray silver) as God wills.
54. Another way. Take from whichever of the two you wish and grind it with the best
pure wine vinegar, which contains a quarter of roasted sea foam. Do this with it a full day
until night, until it becomes like fluid clay, and make a cake of it and cook it an entire day
with this vinegar. Filter the vinegar from it and replenish it with the cooking and the
vinegar, until its color and efficacy please you, then set it aside. Then take a ratl of wine
vinegar, add to it a ratl soda, that was burned in a tābistān oven (E like powder), add to it
a half ratl whitened lead oxide (E and two uqia roasted alum, two uqia burnt soda) and
two uqia quicklime, leave it three days and shake it hard every day for two hours long,
each at the end of the day. After that, purify it and add a quarter of its amount of the
mixture as we have mentioned. Do this four times, after that, purify it even better and
with it saturate what you had treated and set aside (E and roast it), until it is stable, then
one dirham of it colors 40 of (E pure) copper so that it comes out as the best silver as God
wills.
55. * Another way. Take whichever of the two you wish [G34], then grind it with
wine vinegar, in which is a quarter of soda salt and roast it one night in a gentle fire, if it
is sulfur, but if it is arsenic sulfide, on a medium fire; the process is similar to the
previously discussed (G procedures). (G I mean about the sulfur and the arsenic sulfide).
Then grind it and wash it with sweet water and dry it and repeat the procedure until you
see that its color and efficacy satisfy you. Then that which you wish of it is the removal
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of its blackness and smoke (E: the elimination of blackness and burning and
combustibility and volatility), until both have reached an extreme degree of whiteness;
then set it aside. [Superscription E: Distill the oil so that it does not ignite]. Then take oil
and boil it (G several times) with an equal amount of water and some white clay several
times, until its color has changed. Then purify it (G and dissolve it) and put it in a vessel,
sprinkle (G water of ) quicklime and bitter salts in two portions on it, until it becomes like
a soup, then set the alembic on it and distill it. Do that several times, until (some) drips
over, so that the fire will not light, then make it into a paste with that which you have
treated (E set aside) and dissolve it several times until it is stable. Then soften it with
water of sal ammoniac several times, until it becomes a salt, that melts, and dissolve it
(through softening), until it dissolves into a flowing water; and if a residue remains,
repeat the process and soften it with water of sal ammoniac and dissolve it over again,
until no more remains of it and all is dissolved. Let it solidify in a flask and in an ash
kettle, and seal the flask on the top so that it becomes white powder. When one dirham of
it falls on 60 dirhams of copper, you find it is as white silver as God wills.
56. * Another way. Take from whichever of the two you wish, then grind it well,
make a paste of it with distilled salt and roast it one night. Then take it out, grind it, wash
the saltiness from it and dry it. Then pour saltwater on it and use the procedure with the
repeated grinding and roasting, until its color and its efficacy please you. (E and it uses
this procedure, after its odor has been eliminated by roasting, as we have explained as a
secret with this procedure); then dry it and set it aside. Then take a fourth ratl sublimated
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sal ammoniac and three uqia whitened lead oxide, and also add calx from eggshells, calx
[G35] from mussels and calcined soda, one uqia of each. Bury it for two weeks, purify it
and saturate it with that which you wish to treat and have set aside (E and roast it) until it
is stable. Cast one dirham of it on 30 of copper, thus it comes out as (E excellent) silver
as God wills.
57. *Another way. Grind whichever of the two you will with water of soda and
quicklime, boil it with them and filter the water off of it. Repeat the procedure with it and
do this until it has become white and its effect pleases you. Then make a paste of it with
white honey (E and roast it; do this) three times (E or more), until it is stable, and cast a
dirham on (E 10 of copper) 20 and more as God wills.
58. * Another way. Take a roasted portion of whichever of the two you will, grind it
with saltwater (E and soda) and roast it, then grind and roast it (E grind it in the daytime
and roast it at night), until it comes out white and wash it five times (E each day) and
purify it with the filter, until it becomes white powder, whose color and effect please you.
Then soften it with water of sal ammoniac (E to whiteness until it becomes a salt that
melts in moisture. Then take mercury sublimated to whiteness and soften it with water of
sal ammoniac, until it becomes a salt, that melts in moisture and set it aside. Then take
calx of tin and soften it with water of sal ammoniac, until it becomes a salt that melts in
moisture.) Then combine all of it by roasting and softening ten times (E in ten softenings)
and dissolve it all (E and was still remains behind, that soften more times and dissolve it,
until all becomes a water.) Then solidify it, so a dirham of it colors 300 dirhams (E it
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returns back to purity). [G] And if you dissolve it once more and let it solidify, thus it
colors 1000 for you as God wills.
59. [E] Another, even better than these. Dissolve each of these elements by itself, then
mix them together and crush them, until they are combined with each other and their
mixture has become beautiful. Then let it solidify, thus one dirham of it colors 400
dirhams of any metal that you wish; then if you grind that which has become solid and
saturate it with a quarter of its amount dissolved (fluid) mercury and roast it, one dirham
colors 600 dirhams and if you dissolve it and again let it solidify, then it colors 1000.
Third Chapter. Explanation of washing, boiling, and roasting
60. Take from whichever the two that you wish and grind it well with an equal
amount of salt and roast it. Then wash it through the filter and repeat with salt on it (E the
procedure of salt) and roasting three times; after that spray saltwater on it and let it
sublimate in an aludel, until its color and effect are satisfactory. [Superscription E:
Description of distilling black naphtha, so that it does not ignite] Then take black naphtha
and add an equal amount of sal ammoniac and distill it; repeat the task with it and watch
that it does not ignite. Then saturate it with that which you have prepared (E and set
aside) and roast it, until it is stable. Then cast one dirham of it on 50 dirhams (E 30) of
copper, thus will it change this into excellent silver as God wills the success.
61. Another way. Take from whichever of the two you wish and grind it with an equal
amount of tin filings. [G36] with saltwater and wine vinegar one day and roast it one
night. Then (E grind it with saltwater) wash it, saturate and roast it; do this seven times,
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then let it sublimate, take the sublimated matter and mix with it an equal amount of iron
filings and bitter salt. Grind it carefully one day long and roast it by excellent roasting,
grind it, and let it sublimate three times, while you place the uppermost underneath each
time (L once each day) until its color and effect please you. Then (E set it aside and) take
both arsenic sulfides and calcine each separately in a clay-coated jug, after you have
sprinkled (the arsenic sulfide) with water and salt) and set it in the oven until it turns to
white powder. After that, combine both, mix with it an amount of sublimated mercury
equal to the entirety and saturate it with the crushing water.

93

We will explain this in the

chapter on sharp waters [found] in the chapter on dissolving so God wills the success.
62. Saturate (E soften) it now with it seven times, then pour a stream on it (E after
you have placed it) in a lamp and seal it inside a large kettle in which there is water.
There should be a margin of space between it [the lamp] and the water; coat with clay
and make the connection tight. On one side of the lid there must be a hole, corresponding
to the amount of water that was poured in the kettle. When it is reduced, add hot water to
it (G by means of a funnel with a long tube, so that it does not touch the lamp. Seal the
hole) until all is dissolved. And what is not dissolved, dry it and soften it and roast it and
dissolve it following the roasting and the softening yet again, (E until you have saturated
it three times with an amount equal to its weight), so that it is stable and does not smoke.
Cast a dirham on one ratl of whatever metal you wish (G thus will it change it into silver)
so God wills the success.
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See Part Three, “Dissolving Spirits . . . ,” paragraph 3.
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63. * Another way. Take (E take again) one ratl of whichever of the two you wish and
four ratls of iron filings and grind it with a grindstone with vinegar and (E bitter) salt on
three consecutive days. Then roast it and grind it (G three more days, then roast it and
crush it; put it) with vinegar and salt (E and boil it with a stream of vinegar; until it is dry,
and roast it. Do this thus) three times [G37] (E then let it sublimate) and place the top part
underneath (E three times) and set the lowermost (G the residue) aside. And take an equal
amount of copper filings and Andarānī salt, grind both and let them sublimate and put the
top part underneath, until its color pleases you (G and its effect, and set it aside). Then
take the iron and the copper that were sublimated, and let it melt down, separately, after
you have washed it with water and salt, and make a paste of it with oil and natron, until it
has turned white. Then combine the two, (G I mean the copper and the iron, E and smelt)
and add it to tin, that is purified with sal ammoniac, thus it will change on the fire to gray
silver. And if you wish to apply its effect, mix any of them with one (G 100) dirhams
mercury, then will its effect (E its color) please you. (E and if you wish the fullest
accomplishment of its effect, then add any 100 dirhams of it to one dirham sublimated
mercury, thus will its color please you. Then take that which was set aside and grind it
with vinegar to which a quarter of its amount of alum has been added. Leave it three
nights in water, then will the water be filtered from it, then will it be replenished and
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anzarūt (sarcocolla ) and hiltit (Asa foetida ) cast in it and left in it three days. Then
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“A gum resin from Arabia and Iran, having the form of yellow or red grains.” OED, s.v.
“sarcocolla.”
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filter it (L sublimate it) and grind it with this water (E and saturate it one day and do that
until it is stable, then saturate it with boiled water of lead oxide) and roast it, so it
becomes white powder. Its dirham colors 60 of copper so that it comes out as silver as
God wills.
64. * Another way. Take one ratl of whichever of the two you wish, grind it with an
equal amount of vitriol and salt for one day with purest water, and roast it one night on a
strong fire, if it is arsenic sulfide, but if it is sulfur, on a gentle fire. Then crush it and
wash it with the filter until its saltiness is gone out, then replenish the salt (E water) and
the grinding and the roasting. Do this with it three times (E and let it sublimate three
times), until its color and its effect please you. Take the residue from it and calcine it,
saturate it with soda water and natron, then roast it, until it becomes a melting (metal) and
smelt it several times. Then grind it and combine it with an equal amount of sublimated
mercury and an equal amount of arsenic sulfide that you have treated. Saturate it with sea
water and soften it in seven softenings, dissolve it and let it again solidify, (G until it
satisfies you), then cast one (E dirham) on 100 of whichever metal you will, thus it will
change it to white silver. And if you dissolve it three times and solidify it again, then it
works on 500 of any metal that you will and the success comes from God.
This is the end of the chapter about the procedures; so let us begin now with the
production of essence of arsenic sulfide and sulfur.
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“An acrid gum resin with a strong smell like that of garlic, obtained from certain Asian plants of
the umbelliferous genus Ferula, and used in condiments. Also a plant yielding this.” OED, s.v.
“asafoetida.”
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Fourth chapter. The Drawing out of the essence of arsenic sulfide and sulfur.
65. Take whichever of the two you will and put it in a pouring spoon of iron and pour
and pound purified kidney fat into it. When it is burned and its blackness is removed
from it, then wash it with water and salt, and repeat the task with it, until its color and
effect satisfy you (G and its stability). Its dirham colors 30 dirhams of copper so that it
comes out as gray silver as God wills.
66. Another way. Take whichever of the two you will and boil it with oil, and as soon
as the oil turns black, replenish the oil until it stays white and is finished. [E Another
way. Take whichever of the two you will and] sprinkle it now with melted wax and roast
it in a hot oven (tannūr). Do this repeatedly, until it turns to powder; then wash it with
water of soda several times, and repeat the roasting (G until it becomes powder; then
repeat the washing with the soda water and roasting), until it becomes white powder. Cast
one dirham on 20 dirhams of copper, so it leaves this as white (L gray) silver.
67. * Another way. Take whichever of the two you will and crush it and sift it (E and
put it in a clay-coated beaker and set it on a coal fire) and pour a stream of sesame oil on
it and blow on it carefully one time after another until it boils and the oil turns black.
Now pour the oil off of it and wash it with (E hot) soda water – but it must be hot – then
it dissolves therein. Repeat the process with it seven times, until it becomes white (G a
white metal). Add its dirham to twenty-five [G39] dirhams of whichever metal you will
(E it turns to true silver).
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68. Another way. (E take of it what you will and) make a paste of it with white wax
and roast it one night; then grind it and make a paste of it and roast it; do this three times,
then make it into a paste with egg white (E and roast it, then make it again into a paste
with egg white) and put it in a kettle, in which are ashes (E in a flask and plug it with
wool and dry the moisture. Then seal the lid of the kettle) and pack ashes over it and
small coals over the ashes, and light the fire and burn a medium fire under it for three
days and nights; each time, if there is plenty of coal in the oven, take it out and put it over
the kettle, so that it is on all sides of it. Then let it cool and take it out and crush it, thus
you find it as white powder similar to silver. Grind it then with an equal amount of
dissolved calx of hair and roast it. Do this with it three times and roast it each time until it
becomes white powder like rock crystal. Its dirham colors one ratl copper (E to silver, G
L it comes out as white silver) as God wills.
B. The Calcination of Metals
1. Calcination takes place with metals and stones and salts and with shells and
mussels. It is the decomposition of substances and burning up the sulfur and oil that is
contained in them. Calcination changes them into white powder, so that they become
imperceptibly fine. Among the fusible metals there are three methods: one way is
calcination through burning, one way is calcination through letting it rust, and one way is
calcination through amalgamation. For (metals) other than these, calcination occurs
exclusively through burning. [G40].
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I. The Chapter on the Calcination of Gold
First Chapter. The Calcination of Gold through Burning.
2.

Take gold filings, mix red arsenic sulfide with them and pour them into a little

bag, coat it with the artist’s clay and roast it one night with a strong fire. Then take it out,
grind it (E L and wash it) with water and salt and add an equal amount of salt to it. Put it
in a clay-coated jug and set it in an oven (atūn), then after five times it becomes a white
calx as fine as dust as God wills.
3. Another way. Take as much gold as you will, melt it and transfer ten parts from it
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with one dirham lead or lead oxide,

so that it crumbles these. Then grind it with salt

water and put it in an oven in a clay-coated jug. Do this repeatedly until it has become a
fine powder (G is calcined) as God wills.
4. Another way. Melt it in a crucible, in which lead or lead oxide has been melted,
so that the gold calcines from its vapor. And if the lowest part of the crucible is coated
with lead oxide and the gold is melted in it, and then this is sprinkled with water and
ground salt, then put it repeatedly in a potter’s oven, then it becomes finely powdered
imperceptible calx as God wills.
5. Another way. Take gold filings and grind them with distilled water and salt and
water of sal ammoniac one day, and calcine it in an oven (G atūn, L and, E or tābistān),
until it turns to weightless dust. Rinse it out every day, once with salt and sal ammoniac,
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“Lead monoxide, PbO, a toxic red or yellow solid prepared by oxidation of lead in air and used
as a pigment and in making glass and ceramics. Also litharge of lead. . .Any of various impure ores or
mixtures containing lead monoxide.” OED, s.v. “litharge.”
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then (E replenish of these) and take yellow vitriol, dissolve it with water and boil them
together, filter it and put a quarter portion of ferric oxide (L calx of iron) in it.
6. Saturate it with, whichever calx you wish, and roast it until it leaves a red powder
of dust behind. Then take mercury sublimated to redness (G soften it with sal ammoniac,
that was sublimated with dissolved vitriol), add as much a quarter of its quantity (G with
vinegar) distilled copper acetate in it, soften it with ten softenings, dissolve it and saturate
these calxes with it , until it has absorbed an equal amount. Then add its dirham to 70 (E
L 30) mithqal silver, thus it colors these; [G41] and mix (grind) the ten with two, thus it
comes out as refined gold as God wills.
7. Another way. Take dissolved vitriol and cast as much as its quarter lead oxide
into it, let it stand three days, purify it, (E cast so much as its quarter yellow arsenic
sulfide into it and let it stand three days; purify it and cast as much as its quarter amount
of gold marcasite in it and let it stand three days; purify it) and strain it each time. Then
purify it again and cast as much as the whole oil of egg yolks in it and roast (E L and
saturate it with gold filings, grind it with them and roast) continuously until it becomes a
powdery dust as red as blood. Then set it aside and combine both with an equal amount
sublimated (E and constricted) mercury and soften it with water of sal ammoniac that was
sublimated with vitriol, in ten softenings. After that, dissolve it and let it solidify again,
so it colors 50 mithqal for you. And if you bring it together with whitened sulfur, in
which there is no blackness, saturated with water of vitriol and green vitriol and yellow
vitriol and redness of blood, until it is red as blood, and you soften it in fifteen softenings
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and dissolve and let it solidify, G then it colors 1000 of any metal that you will (E L then
its dirham colors 200 mithqal of any metal you will; E it turns back into purity E L to
pure gold). (E And if you soften each one separately and dissolve it and combine it all
together and bury it for three weeks and let it become solid, so it colors 600 with its one
part; and if you dissolve it three times and let it become solid, so its one part colors 1000
of whichever metal you will.)
Second Chapter. The Calcination of Gold through letting it rust (p.128)
8. Take gold filings (L E as much as you will) and grind it with an equal amount sal
ammoniac with distilled wine vinegar on a grindstone, until it has become a weightless
dust, even if it takes 30 days.
9. * Another way. Grind it with an equal amount of sal ammoniac, distilled with
wine vinegar three days, then let it sublimate (E place the top underneath and grind it
with vinegar and let it sublimate) and continue this until it has become an impalpable
weightless dust. Then take vitriol, copper acetate, cinnabar, and sal ammoniac, one uqia
of each separately, pour a ratl of distilled vinegar on it and bury it in manure, so that it
dissolves in one (E two) weeks. Then use it to saturate the calx that was set aside, and
dissolve it until it becomes a red dust powder. Cast its one on ten and grind (E mix) it
with its third, so it comes out as gold as God wills.
If however you combine (E grind) it with an equal amount of red mercury and make a
paste of it with egg yolk and roast it, and cast one mithqal of it on 30 silver, and grind it
with a third of it, then it comes out (E excellent), just as you wish it. And if you (E take
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and) dissolve the whole amount and saturate it with roasted sulfur and roast it [G42], thus
its part colors 50 (E silver to gold) and it comes out in the purest state. If you then
dissolve it for the second time and again let it solidify, that way its one part colors 100
dirham (E mithqal silver); and if you dissolve it (G and let it solidify), saturate it with
ferric oxide and again roast it, until it has absorbed an equal amount (G and even if it
takes) ten times, then its dirham colors one ratl (E copper or) tin to refined gold as God
wills.
Third Chapter. The Calcination of Gold through Amalgamation
10. Take filings of it, as much as you wish, amalgamate it with three times as much
mercury and grind it carefully; then roast it between vitriol and sulfur (E seven times,
until it becomes a red dusty powder, of which one part colors ten, so that it comes out as
an excellent metal). Grind it with three (E two mithqal), and then it becomes refined gold
as God wills.
11. Another way. Take five dirhams lead, amalgamate it with 30 dirhams mercury,
grind it and wash it with water and salt and press it out. Then take the expressed matter
and amalgamate it with the gold filings; grind it and roast it in a flask with sulfur inside,
until it becomes an impalpable powder. Saturate it now with oil from egg yolk and roast
it until it has absorbed an equal amount and turns red as blood. Cast its dirham on 15
mithqal (E 10) silver and grind the ten with two mithqal, so that it comes out red (E as
refined gold) [better than it] as God wills.
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12. * Another way. Take (E amalgamate) one part gold filings with three times as
much mercury and grind it with half as much vitriol as gold and with half as much sulfur
as vitriol; saturate it with water of quicklime and roast it seven times, until it becomes a
red dust powder. Then sublimate the mercury from it and saturate (the residue) with
water of vitriol, of copper acetate, of sal ammoniac, of quicklime, and of sulfur, and roast
it, until it becomes red, then soften it seven times with water of sal ammoniac alone. Now
dissolve it and saturate it with the mercury that was sublimated from it and roast it, until
it turns red; then distill it, take its water and its [G43] oil and concentrate the oil in a blind
alembic in the sun or on hot ashes, pour a stream of “white water” on it, until it turns red,
and pour (E filter) the water out of it. Repeat the process with it until you have taken all
its color, then saturate an equal amount of reddened mercury with it three times and roast
it, when you have saturated it and filter it, until its effect and color please you (E until its
color is saturated). Then cast its dirham on one ratl silver, thus it comes out as red gold as
God wills.
II. The Chapter on the Calcination of Silver
First Chapter. The Calcination of Silver through Burning.
13. Take silver and add ten (dirhams) of it to the weight of one half dirham yellow,
melted sulfur, then pour it on a grindstone and grind it (E well and saturate it) with
saltwater one hour long (E and grind it) until it is dry. Then place it in a clay-coated jar
and put it in the oven (atūn). Then take it out, when it has become cold (E and take out
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that which is in it) and grind (E and wash) it. Repeat the procedure (G and the work) with
it until it (G pleases you and) has become an impalpable fine white powder.
14. Another way. (G L Take the silver and) add ten (E of it) to one part of tin, so it
becomes a powder. Put it in the tābistān, sprinkle saltwater on it and shake it until it turns
white and becomes an impalpable dust (E until it becomes like quicklime).
15. [E] Another way. Take what you will of it and add it to kohl (antimony) until it
crumbles and becomes a weightless dust. Then saturate it with saltwater and put it in the
oven (atūn), until it is calcined and becomes a weightless dust.
16. Another way. (E and better than all these is,) that you soften the (G white)
marcasite with water of sal ammoniac in ten softenings; then let it sublimate in a aludel
(L in a vessel), until it (L E: until most of it) is sublimated. After that, take silver test
tablets, and moisten them with water of alum, after you have sprinkled them with the
sublimate. Now put the marcasite in a clay-coated clay mold, put a lid on it, seal the
connection and roast it one night; then take it out, grind and wash it and repeat the
process with it, until it is calcined, then saturate it with dissolved mercury and roast it. Do
this with it, until it has absorbed just as much and has solidified to white powder. One
dirham of it colors 60 (L: 70, E: its 50 to 7) of copper, and when you saturate these with
an equal amount water of hair, to ten (dirham) of which two dirham white calx has been
added [G44] and you roast it, then one dirham of it colors 100 (E one of it 80 of copper).
And if you soften the calx before the treatment, until it becomes a salt that melts, and you
dissolve G L: and you grind with water of hair and roast it, thus it colors and its quality
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increases. (E . . .: and saturate it with the amalgam
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and roast it three times, so will its

one [color] 120 of copper.
17. (Another way). And if you take a ratl of both arsenic sulfides and saturate it with
soda water and vinegar (E and with sal ammoniac), and then pulverize it and roast (G and
saturate it during its roasting) until it becomes white and stable and no longer becomes
black and does not smoke, then take one part silver calcined with marcasite and one part
of this arsenic sulfide, and soften it with mercury dissolved in sal ammoniac ten times (E
in five softenings), until it has absorbed an equal amount. Now pour an equal amount (E
water of lead) on it, until it is absorbed and bury it, until it is completely dissolved, then
let it solidify. Its dirham colors 600 (E 300) of copper to white, fine silver (E it returns to
purity).
18. Another way. Melt tin and pour it into water ten times; (E then melt silver and
pour it in this water ten times). And in each ratl of the water place one dirham yellow
sulfur (E: after you have placed . . .), thus this calcines it (the silver) black. Treat (w.:
heal) it with now with water and salt, until it is whitened as God wills. (E and becomes as
weightless dust).
19. * Another way. If you boil sulfur with soda water and sharp quicklime, then pour
the melted silver on it several times, then it burns, and its parts separate from each other.
Then saturate it with saltwater and put it in the oven (atūn), then in three times, it
becomes a white calx (like quicklime). If you mix an equal amount of sublimated
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mercury with it and soften it in ten softenings and dissolve and again let it solidify, and
then its dirham is deposited on one ratl of copper as God wills. (E so that its one colors
100 of copper; and if you dissolve it a second time and let it solidify, then its dirham
treats one ratl copper, as God wills.)
Second Chapter. The Calcination of Silver through Letting it Rust
20. Take as much silver filings as you will and (L grind it with) an equal amount sal
ammoniac, sprinkle both with water and shake them several times each day, and
whenever it is dry, then add more water, until it has turned to impalpable dust. Then wash
it and saturate it with water and salt and roast it, until it has become as quicklime [G45]
as God wills.
21. * Another way. Take of silver filings as much as you will and just as much sal
ammoniac, and grind it while roasting a good hour. Place it between two beakers, coat the
lower one with clay and set it on a coal fire and every time it smokes, lift it off and let it
cool. Do this with it ten times, then open it, take (the mixture) out, grind it and put it back
in the two beakers, and treat it, until it has become a white lump. Then sublimate it on a
gentle fire, until the sal ammoniac is driven off and the calx remains below; and place the
top one underneath and do not cease to sublimate it, until it has become white powder as
God wills.
22. Another way. Take of silver filings as much as you will, and grind them with
distilled saltwater, in which there is a quarter as much sal ammoniac, on a grindstone
continually every day for three hours, one hour at the beginning, one in the middle and
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one at the end (E and spread it on its grindstone and sprinkle wine vinegar on it, distilled
with sal ammoniac), and let it stand one night. Do this with it five times (E 15 days), until
it has become a dust (E zinğār); then cleanse it through the filter, saturate it with saltwater
(E and grind it three days), until it is white and impalpable so God wills the success.
23. [E] Another way. Take the distilled vinegar and put an equal amount sublimated
dissolved sal ammoniac in it, an equal amount of distilled copper acetate and an equal
amount dissolved distilled alum, and let it stand three days. Then, with it, saturate silver
filings in a flask with a wide mouth, the size you would use for a soup, and let it stand
one month and shake it every day for three separate hours, like the first time, according to
what we have said. Shake it thoroughly, and every time that it is reduced, replenish it,
until it has become a powder. Then let it stand several days, so it becomes an white lead,
and then dissolve it, then it will dissolve swiftly. Then take whitened arsenic sulfide, in
which there is no blackness, and soften it in ten softenings with sal ammoniac water, until
it becomes a salt, which melts. Dissolve it and distill it, and if any of it remains, then
soften it and dissolve it, until all is distilled. Then combine all of it and let it solidify in a
blind ambiq on hot coals, and then it will solidify in three days. One part of it colors one
ratl of whichever metal you will; it becomes silver that returns to purity. And if you
saturate sublimated silver with it or let it sweat and dissolve and solidify, then will one
dirham of it color 200 dirhams of whichever metal you will. And if you dissolve it and let
it solidify a second time, then it will color 400 dirhams. And if you dissolve it and let it
solidify a third time, then will its one [dirham] color 800 dirhams of which metal you
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will. And if you saturate it with an equal amount of water of hair and roast it, after so
much as a quarter of water calx of hair is cast in, then its dirham colors 100 of all metals
more perfect than that which comes out of the mines.
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Third chapter. The Calcination of Silver through Amalgamation.
24. [E] Take silver filings and amalgamate them with three times as much mercury;
grind it to the finest and sublimate it, after you have added half its amount of salt, and set
the top underneath, after you have washed it and replenished the salt, until it becomes a
white impalpable powder.
25. Another way. Take silver filings and amalgamate them with three (L four) of their
amount of mercury and grind it with water and salt and wash it, until it (G L is clean and)
becomes like foam. Then roast it between (E burnt) alum (G and salt) (G L and soda,
until you leave it behind impalpable) (E and grind it and make a paste with water of sal
ammoniac and roast it between alum, until it becomes an impalpable dust, then it is
reduced to dust as God wills.).
26. Another way. Grind it with four equal parts of mercury, carefully with (E water
of) dissolved sal ammoniac, (E and roast it between two crucibles) until it becomes an
impalpable (E weightless dust).
27. Another way. Take the silver (L the filings) and melt it and add an equal amount
of tin to it and grind and wash it constantly with water and salt, until it becomes as white
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is an allusion to the transmutation debate in which al-Rāzī was very engaged. It is also an unusual deviation
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as salt. Then amalgamate it with four times its amount of mercury and grind it [G46] and
wash it, until it becomes like foam, and let both sublimate with salt (E and replenish the
salt) and set the topmost on the bottom (GL and wash it each time) and replenish the salt
each time with the same (weight), until the lower one (L until it) becomes white like
quicklime. Then take the uppermost, let it sublimate two times with as much (L with an
equal amount) sal ammoniac and dissolve it. After that, take one part of (E white) sulfur
and from this calx one part, and saturate both with that which was dissolved in equal
weight, and roast both with each soaking. Do this, until it becomes white powder; its
dirham colors (E drop its one on) 150 dirhams. (G E and if you dissolve it and again let it
solidify for the second time, then its dirham colors 300 of whichever metal you will.)
28. * Another way. Amalgamate one part tin with four parts mercury and grind it
thoroughly. Then add three more dirhams mercury, without washing it, then grind it one
additional day, press it out and amalgamate the silver with that which was pressed out of
it, three for one, and grind and roast it, until it has become a white calx. Add to it three
times its weight dissolved mercury, let it solidify and add one dirham of it to tin
amalgamated with iron (E 100 pure), then you will find it as pure silver as God wills.

III. The Chapter on Calcination of Copper.
First Chapter. The Calcination of Copper through Burning.
29. Take copper filings, mix them with a quarter the amount of yellow arsenic sulfide,
place it in a clay-coated jar and roast it one night in the oven (tannūr). Then take it out,
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grind it and wash it several times with water and salt, until it is clean; then sprinkle it
with distilled water and salt, and place it (again) in a clay-coated jar and put it in the
oven. Then take it out, when it is cooled, wash and dry it, knead it with water and salt to a
paste, (E place it in a clay-coated jar,) and take it back to the oven, until it has become a
white calx (E and a powder) as God wills.
30. Another way. Take as many copper filings as you will and mix them with half (E:
a quarter) the amount yellow arsenic sulfide, coat it with clay (in a jar) and roast it one
night in a hot oven (tannūr). Then take it out (E if it has cooled), wash it with water and
salt and dry it and with it repeat [G47] the (procedure with) water and salt and dry it; mix
it with a sixth part of natron, make a paste with oil in proportion, as it amalgamates its
part, and let it melt down using a double crucible, then melt it as a perfect metal like
Chinese iron. Grind it and make a paste of it with water and salt, place it in a clay-coated
jar, set it in the oven (atūn) and take it out, when it has cooled; grind it (once again) and
wash it with water and salt, dry it and repeat the procedure with it, until it has become a
white calx as God wills.
31. Another way. Melt the copper and mix it with yellow sulfur, until it it burnt; then
grind it and wash it with water and salt and roast it in an oven according to what was
done previously, until it becomes white. Then saturate it with water of green vitriol and
white vitriol and yellow vitriol dissolved in vinegar, a quarter ratl of each, and roast it,
until it has become a red powder. Its dirham colors 10, and you add them each one by one
as God wills.
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32. Another way. Burn the copper with sulfur, then take it out and saturate it with
water of vitriol and copper acetate and sal ammoniac and roast it, until it has become a
red powder. Its dirham colors 20 of silver and is ground with 5 (E of gold made into
filings). If you combine it with dissolved red mercury and bury it, until it has dissolved,
and it is solidified, then one colors 50 of silver; you grind (E you mix) the 10 with one (E
so that it comes out red).
Second Chapter. The Calcination of Copper through Letting it Rust.
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33. This consists of making it into copper acetate.

You take copper sheets and dip

them in sweet milk and lay them on a cane strainer in a clay vessel, which contains wine
vinegar, until it has changed into copper acetate. (E Each time, when it has changed into
copper acetate,) scrape it off and repeat the procedure with it, until it is all left behind as
copper acetate and to God is the success.
34. Another way. Take copper filings, to each ratl of them add one uqia sal
ammoniac, pour wine vinegar on it, cover it and shake it several times a day until it has
become copper acetate, (E and each time, when it is dry) [G48] add vinegar to it again (E
moisten it with vinegar) until it has all changed to copper acetate. (L It is excellent to use
as God wills.)
35. Another way. Take one ratl burnt copper (E crushed) and grind it thoroughly,
place one uqia sal ammoniac on it and let it stand one night; then take two ratl (E of the
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best) wine vinegar, place it in a (E another) uqia (E sal ammoniac) and let it stand
overnight. Clean and pulverize (thus!) the burnt copper that was ground on a grindstone,
(E grind it by day and spread it out in the night) and moisten it each time with vinegar, if
it has become dry, until it has all changed to copper acetate.
36. * Another way. Take copper filings, as many as you will; if you have taken an
uqia, then take an equal amount of sal ammoniac, pour as much water (vinegar?)
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over

it, until it is just covered and shake it several times every day. Each time it becomes dry,
add some water to it, in which there is a little sal ammoniac, until it has become copper
acetate. If you soften this and add it to a dirham of silver, three times, then it will take
effect on it. As God wills.
37. * Another way. Take burnt copper [in sheets], grind it and put an equal amount of
sal ammoniac on it, pour wine vinegar on it, in which is a quarter volume sal ammoniac,
and shake it, until it has changed to copper acetate. Each time when it is dry, moisten it
with the vinegar, until all has changed to excellent copper acetate, it is good to use.
38. Another way. Take the aforementioned copper acetate, then grind it with wine
vinegar, in which a quarter amount of vitriol is (dissolved), roast it and do this with it 9
(L E: 7) times, until it has become (L E red and) colored. One part of this colors ten of
silver; if it is mixed with an equal amount of (gold), then it will come out red, as God
wills.
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39. Another way. Take the aforementioned copper acetate, grind and soak it with
wine vinegar, combined with a quarter part of vitriol and as much as half of the vitriol is
yellow sulfur and alum. Let it stand three nights, filter the residue out of the vinegar and
roast it, until it has become a more perfect cinnabar. Cast one dirham on ten of silver and
grind it with three (L with an equal amount gold), then it will come out as refined gold as
God wills.
40. Another way. Take the red copper acetate and saturate it with zād al rağwa,
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grind it by day and roast it in the night, do this seven times (E and saturate it with wine
vinegar, in which there is a quarter as much vitriol;) add a dirham of it to 15 of silver and
grind the ten with three, then it will come out perfect as God wills.
41. [G L] Another way. Take one part of the red copper acetate and as much as a
quarter of it of yellow vitriol, make a paste of it with oil of egg yolks in proportion with
that which you have combined, and roast it on a gentle fire; do this with it until it has
become a cinnabar. Its dirham works on 20; grind the 10 with 3, then it will come out
perfect, as God wills.
42. Another way. Saturate the copper acetate described previously with vitriol
dissolved in moisture, in which there is as much as its quarter of yellow marcasite (gold
marcasite) and ferric oxide and oil from egg yolk. Do not stop roasting it until it has
absorbed an equal amount of the mixture and has become excellent cinnabar as God
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The preparation is in Section B, “The Calcination of Metals,” paragraph 58. This is a solution
of calcium polysulfide. Stapleton, 391.
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wills. (G E Its dirham colors 30, and if you grind ten with two mithqal; it comes out good
as God wills.
43. * Another way. (E Soak it with this water, and that is, that) you take one part
roasted, clean, excellent soda salt, dissolve it in its moisture, and then sublimate it no less
than to redness, then pour constricted mercury, to which a quarter as much dissolved,
filtered, purified vitriol has been added, then it dissolves in it. (G Then it is mixed with
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that, which you treated with marcasite previously in this chapter.)

Grind it by day and

roast it by night, until it has absorbed an equal amount and has become cinnabar powder.
Cast one part on 40 of silver, then it comes out as perfect gold. And if you take vitriol and
dissolve it, roast, and purify it and add in a quarter as much red arsenic sulfide and gold
marcasite in equal amounts, let it stand three nights and then purify it, and if you saturate
gold filings with it, and roast it continuously, until it has become a red powder, and then,
grind with it a quarter of what is already prepared, and soften the whole with sal
ammoniac that has been sublimated in vitriol, in seven softenings, then one dirham of it
will color 100 dirhams as God wills. [G50]. And if you dissolve it and solidify it again, it
will color one ratl, and if you dissolve it a second time and add distilled water from egg
yolk equal to half of the whole amount and a quarter part oil and let it solidify, then will
its one part color 600 mithqal to refined gold (E it returns to purity) as God wills.
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Third chapter. The Calcination of Copper through Amalgamation.
44. Take as much of copper filings as you wish, amalgamate them with three times as
much mercury, add an equal amount of alum as copper and half as much sal ammoniac as
alum; grind it thoroughly (E one day) and wash it with water and salt, then roast it several
times with alum, made into a paste with egg white, until it becomes a white impalpable
powder. And if you grind it with an equal amount of silver, then it will come out perfect
(E as silver) as God wills.
45. * Another way. Take from the filings what you wish and amalgamate it with five
equal parts mercury, grind them well together and cook it three times with oil, until it
boils, then wash it with water and salt, let it sublimate in an aludel and place the topmost
underneath, until it becomes like powder, as God wills.
46. Another way. (G Take as much copper filings as you wish,) amalgamate it with
three (L five) equal parts of mercury, (L grind it well) and cook it three times with oil;
then place it in a clay-coated flask with vitriol and sulfur (and roast it), until it becomes a
cinnabar. Then soak it with water of sal ammoniac, that was sublimated with vitriol, ten
times (E and soften it in ten softenings), then dissolve it, saturate it with whitened sulfur
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and roast it, until it becomes a cinnabar.

Then soak it with vinegar, in which there is a

quarter amount of vitriol and just as much ferric oxide and redness from the oil of horns.
Roast it and do this with it until it has absorbed an equal amount of vinegar, then grind it
with just as much constricted red mercury, saturate it with (E the vinegar of) redness of
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Cinnabar: “Native mercury sulphide, a bright red hexagonal mineral which usu. occurs in
massive form and is the only important ore of mercury; this mineral is used as a pigment, vermilion.” OED.
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hair, (E dissolved with its whiteness) and roast it. Then cast a dirham of it on 600 (E 300)
of silver, [G51] (E thus it returns to purity).
* And when you have dissolved it and have distilled all of it (E and have taken its
residue and dissolved and distilled it with sal ammoniac that that was sublimated with
vitriol) and then solidified it in a blind alembic, then will its dirham color 2000 mithqal
silver, it returns it to purity.

The Chapter on the Calcination of Iron
First Chapter. The Calcination of Iron through Burning.
47. Take iron filings and grind them with an equal amount (E red) arsenic sulfide; put
it in a clay-coated jar and put it in the oven (atūn); then take it out, wash it and dry it and
make a paste of it with water and salt and repeat the procedure, until it becomes powder.
(E: . . . salt and put it in the oven, then take it out, grind it and dry it with water and salt
and put it in the oven; then take it out and grind it in the same way and wash it and dry it,
so that it becomes white powder.) If you then soften (E this calx) seven times with sal
ammoniac water sublimated with salt, and dissolve it and then soak the sublimated
mercury with it and roast it seven times with a small fire (E then soften and dissolve and
let it solidify), then it will solidify in an excellent manner. One dirham of it colors 100 of
copper and tin and changes it to excellent silver as God wills.
48. Another way. Take iron filings, as many as you will, grind them with just as much
yellow arsenic sulfide and place it in a clay-coated jar. Roast it in the oven and let it melt
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down, after you have ground it with a sixth as much natron, and sprinkle it with as much
oil as combines with it, then it melts down to a metal similar to Chinese iron. Then grind
it with together with water and salt, wash it several times and dry it (E then combine it
with Andarānī-salt and put it in the oven. Take it out, when it has cooled, and wash it,
after you have ground it, and dry it), and repeat the process and the procedure with it until
it has become white powder. Then soak it with mercury, dissolve it with sal ammoniac,
and roast it, until it has absorbed three times its amount. Then cast one dirham on 100 of
whatever metal you will, then it will come out as (E L excellent) silver as God wills.

Second Chapter. The Calcination of Iron through Letting it Rust (L E: so that it becomes
saffron).
49. Take the best iron filings and wash them (E and dry and filter them) and pour
them in a bag and leave them in a wet place three days. (G L Then take it out, crush it and
wash it.) Repeat the procedure with it in the same manner and place it [G52] in a wet
place three days. Then take it out (L crush it) and grind it and repeat the procedure with it
the same way, until it has become ferric oxide as God wills.
50. [L E] Another way. Take iron, that is not roasted (E iron filings are best) and
wash it with water and salt, until its dirt is gone. Then place it in a wide glass beaker,
pour wine vinegar over it and shake several times daily; each time that it becomes dry,
add new vinegar to it, until it has become saffron as God wills.
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51. Another way. Take iron filings, as many as you will, and mix them with a quarter
of their amount red arsenic sulfide, place it in a clay-coated jar and roast it one night in a
very hot oven. Take it out, when it is cooled, and wash it with water and salt, until it is
clean. Grind it with one-sixth part natron, make a paste of it with oil and let it melt down
several times, then grind it and soak it for three nights long with wine vinegar, in which is
a fourth part [G purified?] vitriol. Saturate it and soften (E grind) it by day and roast it by
night until it has become a red (unsurpassable) powder. And when saffron of hair is
combined with it, then it . . .) Add its one part to 6 of silver and add one to one, so it
appears as gold (L is perfect) as God wills.
52. Another way. (It consists of) that you saturate this saffron with vinegar, which
contains a quarter part purified vitriol and a quarter part copper acetate; grind it by day
and roast it by night, until it becomes (red) as liver. Cast one dirham on ten and add one
to one.
53. Another way (It consists of), that you soak this purified iron (G saffron), after you
have ground it, with vinegar which contains a quarter part green vitriol and sal
ammoniac, and as much as half the amount of sal ammoniac is sulfur. Let it stand in them
three nights, then clean it, grind it (E soak it) by day and roast it by night, until it has
become excellent saffron. One dirham colors 20 (L silver), and you grind ten with five,
(E L so that it comes out red as God wills).
54. Another way. Take this purified iron, let it melt down with a sixth part (L half) sal
ammoniac, then with a sixth part bat dung, then with a sixth part vitriol; (E do this with
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it) three times, then soak it with vinegar, which contains a quarter of dissolved vitriol and
copper acetate and sulfur and sal ammoniac [G and ferric oxide] in equal parts. [G53]
Grind it with them by day and roast it by night, so that it comes out as a red powder. Its
one part colors 30 of silver and it acts on tin with a moderate effect. Grind ten of silver
with three (Gold), then it comes out red as God wills.
55. Another way. (It consists of) that you saturate this (iron) with redness of hair,
solidify it and dissolve it with its water with four times its amount. You grind it, soak,
and roast it, until it becomes powder, red as liver. Its dirham colors 100 (E 30) silver and
50 tin as God wills.
56. Another way. Take from this chapter that which (has been mentioned), whereby
its dirham colors 30 of silver, and grind it with an equal amount mercury, that has been
sublimated to redness and constricted with Zād al-rağwa.
* [G We will mention this at the end of this chapter so God wills.] Soften it with
water of sal ammoniac, sublimated seven times with vitriol and egg yolk, and dissolve it;
add two dirham oil from egg yolk to it, moisten it and bury it, until they have both mixed
well with each other and it has dissolved and become a coloring water, then let it solidify.
Its one part colors (E its dirham) one ratl of silver (G and leaves it behind) as refined gold
as God wills.
57. *And if you desire the full accomplishment (E the perfection), then before it
solidifies, place calx of gold in it, that we referred to at the end of the chapter of copper
acetate, as much as the red mercury, and lead burnt with vitriol, as much as a quarter the
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amount of mercury, and whitened stable sulfur, as much as half the amount of mercury,
and bury it in dung, until it is dissolved. Then add an amount of redness of hair equal to
the whole and let it solidify in a blind alembic in a small fire (E a naphtha lamp), and then
it will solidify in seven days. Its dirham colors 1000 of whatever metal you will and
transforms it into refined gold. If you dissolve it a second time and let it solidify, it colors
2000, and if you dissolve it and let it solidify a third time, then it spreads throughout the
metal like snake venom in the bodies of beasts, and one part of it colors [G54] 3000 (E
4000) of whatever metal you will as God wills.
58. Description of Zād al-rağwa. Take two parts unslaked lime and one part yellow
sulfur and boil it with four times as much water until it turns red. Filter it and repeat the
procedure, until it turns red, then combine the waters and boil them until they have
104

evaporated to half, and use them (E Allah knows best).

Third Chapter. The Calcination of Iron through Amalgamation.
59. Take iron filings (G L that were polished for one hour long), boil them with alum
and sal ammoniac and pour four times as much dissolved mercury on them and roast it
seven times in a small fire, until the mercury flies away from it and white impalpable
powder remains behind. Then soften it with the dissolved mercury in seven softenings
and pour a stream of it thereon and bury it in dung, until it has dissolved. Then let it
solidify in a blind alembic on a coal fire, so that it solidifies in three days, then grind it
with a quarter of its amount of calx of egg white [G or, he says, calx of shells] and grind
104

Stapleton calls this procedure for Zād al-ragwa, “Solution of Calcium Polysulfide.” Stapleton,

391.
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it with dissolved mercury. Bury it, until it has dissolved, and put as much as a quarter of
its amount dissolved egg white in it, and let it solidify, so that it becomes white powder.
Its dirham transforms 100 of whichever metal you will, and if you dissolve it and let it
solidify a second time, then it colors more than this for you (E 200 dirham) as God wills.

V. The Chapter of Calcination of Both Leads.
First Chapter. The Calcination of Both Leads through Burning.
60. Take whichever of the two you wish and burn it with sulfur, one part for every ten
of sulfur, until it becomes a dust. Then grind it with water and salt, then put it in a claycovered jar and put it in the oven (atūn); then take it out, when it has cooled, (L E grind
it,) wash and dry it and repeat the procedure with it (L until it has become like a dust).
After that put it in the tābistān and heat it underneath, and continually spray water and
salt on it and shake it, until it has become a white powder (G L and even if it takes ten
days).
61. [E] Another way. Take whichever of the two you wish and burn it with a quarter
part of sulfur, until it becomes a dust. Then put it in a tābistān and light a fire over it and
spray it continually with water and salt and shake it, until it has become white powder,
and even if it takes ten days.
62. Another way. Burn whichever of the two you will with salt, then put it in the
oven, after it has been washed and dried [G55] and sprinkle it with distilled water and
salt, in which there is a quarter of the amount of sal ammoniac. Put it in the oven in a
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clay-coated jar, take it out (E when it has cooled) and wash it (G with grinding) and dry
it. Repeat this process, until you have left all of it as white impalpable powder as God
wills.
63. * Another way. Burn whichever of the two you will in a tābistān, thereby the lead
turns to a yellow powder and the tin to a white powder; then let the tin melt down, it
comes out of the oven as a noble metal. Then grind 100 parts with three of (E just as
much) pretreated iron ore and one dirham silver, that is solidified with mercury, then it
turns to a elixir [ra’s] (beginning, precursor) that it replaces for you.
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Soak the lead

with water and salt and put it in the tābistān again, until turns white and impalpable, then
use it.
64. Another way. Take sheets of whichever of the two you wish, dip them in water of
sal ammoniac and put them in the tābistān, after you have taken out the fire and the coal.
Then heat them in it with careful heating and take them out and wipe off what is on them.
Repeat the procedure until it (E L can be crushed between the fingers and) has become
white (G crumbly) powder. Then heat it in the tābistān and spray water of sal ammoniac
on it, shake it, and heat it over that, until you get a white impalpable calx. Then wash the
sal ammoniac out (G E with the filter), and dry it, put it back in the tābistān and burn it
one day long with the dissolved sal ammoniac, but be careful with its burning (E and
turning to dust). Then soak it with whitened dissolved sulfur and roast it three times, then
105

Ruska suggests that the word ra’s, which meaning “head” or “beginning,” may mean an elixir
that is sufficient to change color, but has not reached its highest potency. “Dann muß ra’s, pl. ru’ūs ‘Kopf’
oder ‘Anfang’ die technische Bezeichnung für ein Elixir sein, das zwar nicht den höchsten Wirkungsgrad
erreicht hat, aber doch schon Silber in beständiges Gold unzuwandeln vermag.” Ruska, 77.
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its dirham colors 30 of whichever metal you wish. And if you soften it in ten softenings
and dissolve it and distill it, (E and likewise soften the residue which is left behind, and
dissolve it and distill it until all is distilled) and you mix it with an equal amount
dissolved distilled mercury and a quarter of its amount dissolved talc and again let it
solidify, then one dirham colors 500 (E 100) of any metal, that you will (E it returns to
purity).
Second Chapter. The Calcination of Both Leads through letting them Rust.
65. Take whichever of the two you wish [G56] in sheets and put them over an open
bowl of vinegar and scrape the rust off of it, as soon as it rusts, and repeat the process,
until you have removed all the rust.
66. Another way. Take filings from whichever of the two you wish and put them in
vinegar, in which its quarter amount of sal ammoniac is dissolved, until it rusts, and every
time it dries, again add vinegar to it, until you have removed all its rust (L until it rusts as
God wills).
67. [E] Another way. Take filings from whichever of the two you wish, drop them in
this sharp water, and this is, that you take distilled vinegar and add its quarter amount of
sal ammoniac and alum and copper acetate in the same amount. Let it stand one week and
purify it, after you have shaken it several times a day, then replenish the mixture three
times and let it stand again for one week. Do this several times, then grind the filings
from whichever of the two you wish with this water, so that it dissolves therein and
precipitates to the bottom.
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68. Another way. Take distilled vinegar and add to it a quarter as much copper
acetate, sal ammoniac, and alum in equal parts and let it stand one week (E and purify it,
after you have shaken it several times every day. Then repeat the three mixtures and let it
stand overnight.) Do this three times, then grind it with filings from whichever of the two
that you will, then it dissolves therein and crumbles. Then saturate it with saltwater and
roast it, until it turns to rust.
69. Another way. Take (G L from it and) one part calcined vitriol (L glass, E lead)
and ten parts mercury dissolved with sal ammoniac, place it in a flask and bury it (G in
dung) , so that in 40 days it dissolves without residue. Let it solidify in a blind alembic,
then it solidifies to powder. One dirham transforms one ratl of whichever metal you will
into white silver as God wills. And if you grind it and soften it a second time and dissolve
it and distill it, until it is entirely distilled, and you let it solidify in a blind alembic, then it
comes out as powder, purer than crystal. One dirham colors 1000 of whichever metal you
will, it returns to purity. (L God is the helper, there is no other than him.)
Third Chapter. The Calcination of Both Leads through Amalgamation.
70. Take from whichever you will, amalgamate it with three times as much mercury
and grind it with water and salt, until it is pure, then roast it with alum. Do this with it
five times (G and grind it) and soak it with water and salt and roast it in a clay-coated jar
in a glassmaker’s oven
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one day and one night. Do this with it, until it has become a

white impalpable calx.
106

Note: this is the first mention of a glassmaker’s oven.
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71. Another way. Take from whichever of the two you wish, amalgamate it with three
times as much mercury, grind it and wash it with water and salt, until it is pure; soak it
with sal ammoniac and alum [G57] and roast it in a clay-coated flask with a gentle dung
fire. Do this with it three times, (E at the beginning of the night, and in the middle, and at
the end of the night; soak it after the drying) then let it sublimate in an aludel and place
the topmost below, until it (E the lowermost) has become white powder. Take that which
sublimated from it, purify it, and soak it with water of sal ammoniac and soften it, until it
becomes a salt, which melts. Then dissolve it (E and put it in a dung fire) and soak it with
the lowermost (L with mercury) and roast it. Do this until it flows over a copper tablet
and (disappears) in it. Cast one on copper, then it colors this to excellent silver as God
wills.
And if you soften the calx once again and roast it and dissolve it mix it with both
waters and then let it solidify again, then its dirham colors 60 dirhams copper. And if you
soften the residue once again and dissolve and distill, until it is completely distilled, and
you mix half as much whitened, dissolved, distilled sulfur and solidify it, then its dirham
colors 400 dirhams copper and transforms 200 dirham tin and lead as God wills. And if
you dissolve it a second time and let it solidify, then its dirham colors 700 of whichever
metal you will.
Now we are at the end of the chapter on the calcination of metals; so we will now
describe the calcination of stones as God wills.
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C. The Calcination of Stones
There is no calcination for stones other than through burning.
I. The Calcination of Marcasite.
1. Grind it with water and salt, then wash it, until it is clean, and sprinkle it with
distilled saltwater. Then place it in a clay-coated jar, put it in an oven (atūn) and take it
out when the oven has cooled. Do this until it has become white powder.
2. Another way. Take from it what you will, heat it on a (E long-handled) iron
roasting pan in a tābistān and cast it in soda water. Do this with it seven times, then
sprinkle it with distilled saltwater and put it in the oven in a clay-coated jar. Take it out,
when it is cooled, wash it and repeat the procedure [G58] with it, until it has become
white powder. Then soften it in seven softenings with sal ammoniac water and dissolve it
and set it aside. Then take amalgamate of silver six to one, and place it in a clay-coated
flask and pour the water that was set aside on it, from both of these waters, enough to just
cover it, and seal the connection. Roast it on hot coals one night and repeat the process
with it, until it has absorbed its weight of the water, and it has solidified and does not
smoke, therefore nothing escapes from it, then its dirham colors 30 of whatever metal you
will.
(E: . . . six, and of red arsenic sulfide as much as a quarter of it, until it has absorbed
its weight of water, and has solidified and does not smoke. Its one part colors and so on.)
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II.

The Calcination of Magnesia.

3. Grind it well, mix with it as much as its half part of yellow arsenic sulfide and
roast it one night in a strong fire. Then take it out and wash it with water and salt and dry
it and mix an equal amount of salt with it and place it in a clay-coated jar in an oven with
a roaring fire. Take it out when it has cooled, and wash it and repeat the procedure with it
and replenish the salt, until it (G in its state) has reached white powder.
4. Another way. Burn it, after being ground with an equal amount white sulfur, in a
clay-coated jar with a strong fire, take it out, wash it and mix an equal amount of salt with
it and put it in the oven. Do this (as often) until it pleases you, then mix it with an equal
amount whitened sulfur and grind it with dissolved mercury, until it has become dry, then
roast it. Do this until it has absorbed an equal amount of sulfur, then pour a stream over it
and bury it (L E three weeks long. Then take it out and distill it and take the residue and
soften it with dissolved mercury and bury it, E so that it dissolves, and distill it. Do this
with it, until all is distilled, then solidify it in a blind alembic,) then it solidifies like
crystal. Its dirham transforms 200 of lead or tin (L of both leads) and mercury. It makes it
permanently into white silver (E G it returns to purity as God wills.)
III.

The Calcination of Iron Ore

5. Take iron ore, heat it well and quench it several times in wine vinegar and salt, so
that it crumbles; (E but if it offers resistance), then break it up and crush it with a steel
mortar,
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so that it turns to powder. Mix it with red arsenic sulfide and roast it one night

First mention of this mortar.
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in [G59] a hot oven (tannūr) with a very strong fire, then take it out, wash it and let it
melt down, after you have ground it with a sixth part of natron. Mix it several times with
oil, then grind it with an equal amount of salt, put it in the oven (atūn) and replenish the
salt. Do this with it several times, until its color (G calcination) pleases as God wills.
6. Another way. Take it and heat it well and cast it repeatedly in water and salt, until
it crumbles. Then grind it well and mix with it half as much yellow arsenic sulfide, put it
in a clay-coated jar and burn it in a strong fire throughout one night. Then take it out,
grind it and wash it and let it melt down, after you have ground it with a sixth part natron,
and sprinkle it repeatedly with oil, E so it melts down as a white metal.) Grind it and
sprinkle it with saltwater (E vinegar), put it in the oven (atūn), take it out, when it has
cooled, and repeat the procedure with it, until it has become a white calx. Then mix it
with its third part calx of silver and soften it seven times with dissolved mercury, until it
has absorbed seven times its equal, then pour just as much as that on it and bury it 60
days, until it has become a white water. Then solidify it with the blind alembic, then it
turns to white powder. Its dirham transforms 100 lead and mercury into silver as God
wills. (E and if you dissolve it over again and let it solidify, then one part of it transforms
four ratl of whatever metal you wish.)
IV. The Calcination of Tutia. [zinc vitriol]
7. Take it [already] ground and sprinkle it with oil, put it in a clay-coated jar and
place it in a very hot oven (tannūr), then take it out; its fire, however, must be very
strong. Then grind it and wash it several times with water of soda, then sprinkle it (with
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oil?) and place it in the oven (atūn). Do this with it, until it becomes white powder, as
God wills.
8. Another way. Take the tutia and grind it with a sixth of its amount of red arsenic
sulfide, put it in a clay-coated jar and place it in a [G60] very hot oven (tannūr) and leave
it there until it is half (G L and immerse it) one day and one night. Then take it out (E
when it has become cold,) grind it and wash it several times with water and salt, then
several times with sweet water, then sprinkle it with water of sal ammoniac and alum,
both boiled with ten times as much water, until a third of it has gone away (evaporated).
Purify it and put it in a clay-coated jar and place it in an oven (atūn) three times according
to this procedure, wash it each time, when you take it out of the oven, and grind it, then it
becomes white as quicklime (powder). Then soak it with vinegar, in which there is a
fourth part of dissolved sal ammoniac and half as much dissolved vitriol, and roast it,
until it has become a zunğufr (cinnabar), and put it away. Then take as much gold as you
will and amalgamate it with five times as much (E mercury and roast it in a clay-coated
flask between vitriol and sulfur, until it has become a zunğufr (cinnabar), then grind it
with vitriol and sulfur and add half of it to the already prepared tutia and as much as the
whole) dissolved mercury sublimated for redness in it and bury it three weeks, then it
entirely dissolves in three weeks. Then let it solidify, grind it and soak it with vitriol and
green vitriol and yellow vitriol, dissolved with the dryness four days, until it has absorbed
four times as much in seven times. And roast it (E each time) until it has become red, as
you have seen (L and its color and effect please you). Then throw its dirham on 70 of
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silver, then after you have mixed the ten with one mithqal gold, it is returned to excellent
gold as God wills.
V. The Calcination of Lapis Lazuli
9. Take of it what you will, then grind it and soak it with wine vinegar, which
contains vitriol and alum (E salt) and sal ammoniac in an amount equal to a quarter of it,
and roast it strongly, until it has become a white powder. Then soak it with wine vinegar,
which contains vitriol, sal ammoniac, and yellow sulfur (E in an amount equal to a
quarter of it), and boil it (G and grind it) until it has absorbed a quarter of its amount and
turns red like cinnabar. Then put it aside, take mercury, sublimated to redness, and just as
much ferric oxide and half as much green vitriol [G61] and grind it well and soak it with
the vinegar, in which the vitriol, the sal ammoniac, and the yellow sulfur were dissolved,
and roast it in a gentle fire like a bird incubator – I mean the hot ashes – until it turns red.
Its dirham colors 30 dirhams of silver, and you grind the ten with three as God wills.
10. Another way. (It consists of) that you soften this lapis lazuli in ten softenings and
dissolve it and then let it solidify. Its dirham colors 50 dirhams of silver and you grind it
ten with two. And if you soften it and soak it with distilled water of egg white and
dissolve it, until it has absorbed as much as half its amount, then its dirham colors 70 and
it transforms it into excellent gold; it stays permanently with its ra’s (elixir).
VI. The Calcination of Malachite.
11. Take it and grind it and soak it with water of copper acetate, of vitriol, and of sal
ammoniac, but be careful with it, and roast it with hot ashes, until it becomes zunğufr
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(cinnabar). Then grind it with just as much whitened stable sulfur, soak it with water of
copper acetate, of vitriol, and of sal ammoniac and roast it, until it has become red
powder. Its dirham colors 10 of silver, and you grind ten with five, then it comes out red
as God wills.
12. Another way. Take from it what you will, grind it and soak it with water of sal
ammoniac, that is sublimated with vitriol, dissolved with moisture, roast it. Do this with it
constantly, until it has become a dust, then grind it with vitriol, dissolved with water from
distilled egg yolk, [until it has turned red] and roast it on a gentle fire, until it has become
red. Its dirham colors 10 silver, and you grind ten with five, then it comes out perfect as
God wills.
13. Another way. (L E This is a precursor. Take from this one part and one part
whitened sulfur and one part mercury sublimated to redness; soften it with water of sal
ammoniac, sublimated seven times with vitriol, then dissolve it [G62] and let it solidify,
so its dirham colors 30 and it is stable with its first stage.) And if you will, then soak it
before you soften it, seven times with water of green vitriol and of vitriol and of water of
108

sulfur and of quicklime, that is called Zād al-ragwa.

(E Roast it one night on a gentle

fire, with each soaking, then soften it) and dissolve it and let it solidify, then its dirham
colors 100 of whatever metal you will.
And if you, before you let it solidify, add to it half as much water of egg yolk and just
as much oil of egg yolk and keep it dissolving 14 days long, then take it out and let it
108

Instructions for this reagent are in Section Three, “The Calcination of Metals,” paragraph 58.
This is calcium polysulfide, per Stapleton, 391.
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solidify, then its dirham colors 200 mithqal silver and 100 mithqal mercury; it is stable in
its purity. And if you distill it, before you (E have mixed it with the water of egg yolk and
its oil, and you have added a tenth part of calx from egg yolk and) have mixed it with
water of egg yolk and its oil and let it solidify, then its dirham colors 700 of whichever
metal you will to excellent gold (E that is stable in its purity) as God wills.
14. Another way. Take one part of it and grind it and mix a quarter part red arsenic
sulfide with it and roast it in an oven (tannūr) in a strong fire, then wash it and grind it
after its drying, grind it with water of dissolved green vitriol and yellow vitriol and red
vitriol and roast it. Do this until it turns red and becomes a powder. Then take (E one
part from it and just as much calx of turquoise and) just as much calx of gold, grind it and
soften it in seven softenings with water of vitriol and of sal ammoniac and of egg yolk,
then (E sprinkle it with water of sal ammoniac and dissolve), then mix it with just as
much dissolved mercury and let it solidify. Then soak it, after you have ground it, in
seven times with as much as the whole of the redness of blood and roast it. Then soften it
with water of vitriol and of sal ammoniac and of egg calx three times and dissolve it and
add a quarter as much oil of egg yolk and just as much dissolved red mercury. Let it
solidify in a blind alembic [G63], so it solidifies to a powder similar to rubies. Its dirham
colors 1000 of silver, and if you dissolve it, after you have ground it and softened it three
times with water of vitriol, of copper acetate, and of sal ammoniac, and distilled it with
calx of hair, as much as a tenth added in, and let it solidify, then its dirham colors 3000 of
whatever metal you will, it transforms into excellent gold as God wills.
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VII. The Calcination of Turquoise
15. Take from it what you will, grind it and place it in the oven (atūn) with an equal
amount of Andarānī salt. Then take it out, wash it, and repeat the procedure with it three
times, so that it turns to powder. Then [G L grind it and] soak it with water of vitriol and
of sulfur and roast it until it turns red as God wills.
16. Another way. Take from it what you will, grind it and place it in a pouring spoon
of iron and place it in a heating oven – I mean the tābistān – and heat it fiercely. Throw it
in distilled salt water several time and grind it and sprinkle it with that and place it again
in the oven (atūn). Repeat the procedure with it and wash it each time with sweet water,
until the saltiness and the blackness has gone away. Then soak it with the redness of
sulfur, that is called Zād al-ragwa, and roast it. Do this with it seven times, then soak it
three times with water of green vitriol and just as much oil of distilled egg yolk, and roast
it each time on a gentle fire, then soften it and dissolve it and soak it with mercury
sublimated to redness, until the oil has absorbed three times as much mercury and has
solidified to red powder; its dirham colors 300 (E 100) of silver.
[G E and if you grind it and soften it seven times with water of vitriol, dissolved with
moisture, and water of sal ammoniac, and dissolve it and add its tenth part of ferric oxide
and just as much calx of skull and as much calx of distilled redness of sulfur, and then let
it solidify, so its dirham colors two (E one) ratl of whichever metal you will as God wills.
[G64].
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VIII. The Calcination of Hematite
17. Take of the lens-like stone (E as much as you will) and grind it well with distilled
saltwater and roast it three times, then make it into a paste (L grind it) with purified water
of vitriol, grind it an hour, and roast it in a light fire. Do this with it until it turns red, then
make a paste with it with egg yolk and roast it and repeat the procedure with it three
times, so it becomes a red powder.
18. Another way. Take it and grind it (E and make a paste) with vinegar which
contains vitriol, green vitriol, and ferric oxide in equal amounts, each equal to a quarter of
the vinegar, and roast it one night in a clay-coated flask in a fire of sheep dung. Do this
constantly, until it has become red powder. Then take of it one part, of red mercury one
part, and of gold marcasite a half part. Grind the entire amount with eggwhite, put it in a
flask, set it in a kettle with hot ashes and plug it with wool from time to time, until its
moisture comes out with it. Then close its top tightly and heap ashes on it and heat it
underneath for three days and their nights, then take it out (E thus you will find it) as
powder red as blood. Cast its dirham on 50 of silver and grind it ten to one, so it comes
out red (as gold).
IX. The Calcination of Kohl.
19. Take as much as it as you will, put it in a (L E long-handled) iron roasting pan
and place it in a tābistān and heat it until evening. Then grind it thoroughly and make a
paste of it with distilled vinegar and salt, grind it well together and place it in an oven in a
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clay-coated jar; then take the jar out, when the oven has cooled, and repeat the procedure
with it, until it has become a white powder as God wills.
20. Another way. Take from it what you will, grind it with just as much soda salt (E
and place it in the tābistān and heat it there until evening. Then grind it and make a paste
with soapy water and burn it one day long in the tābistān. Then soak it with water of
Andarānī salt) and place it in the oven (atūn) in a clay-coated jar; take it out, when it has
cooled and repeat the procedure with it, until it has become white powder. Then take just
as much calx of iron and just as much calx of silver and calx of tin equal to the entire
amount and soften all of it with water of sal ammoniac, until it has become a salt that
dissolves in moisture. Pour on it [G65] three times the amount of dissolved mercury and
bury it 40 days, then dissolve it to a clear water. Put this aside, take just as much calx as
kohl (E sublimated white stable arsenic sulfide and three parts) mercury, sublimate to
whiteness (E I mean three times as much kalk as kohl) and one part sublimated sulfur,
soak it with the water that was put aside and roast it on a fine fire. Do this with it until it
has absorbed all the set-aside water and has solidified to white powder. Then grind it and
soften it three times with water of tinkar and pure borax, put it in a flask between alum,
made into a paste with eggwhite, and roast it, after you have sealed the lid, in a dung fire
throughout one night. Cast one dirham on 1000 of any metal you will, then it transforms
it to white silver. (E It returns to purity as God wills.)
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X.

The Calcination of Talc

21. Take from it what you will and make it into a milk with bean-water and let it set.
Filter it and soak it with water of natron and soda and grind it together thoroughly three
times, until it is dry. Soak it every time, until you obtain a soupy liquid, roast it one night
in a hot oven (tannūr) and take it out, when it has cooled, and repeat the procedure with
it, thus it calcines [and melts] as God wills. And the sign of its calcination is, that it
absorbs water (L and makes it vanish].
22. Another way. Take from it what you will, make it into a milk (E with water of
soda and make a paste) and place it in the oven (atūn) in a clay-coated jar; do this with it,
until it becomes white powder. Then combine this with an equal amount mercury,
sublimated to whiteness, and soak it with borax of Zarāwand and natron, both dissolved
with moisture, and roast it in a clay-coated flask with a gentle fire and repeat the
procedure with it seven times, so it becomes white powder. Its dirham transforms 20 of
lead to silver, as God wills.
23. Another way. Take from it what you will, heat it on a ( E long-handled) iron
roasting pan in a tābistān, and throw it in soda water seven times, then combine it with
hot soapy water, (E after you have made the talc into milk, and put it in a clay-covered jar
and place it in the oven and place in the hot soapy water) as much as its quarter of very
white soda salt and sal ammoniac and egg shell calx in equal parts, and as much as a
tenth part whitened sulfur, and let it stand one day [G66]. Clean it and throw as much as
its fifth calcined sea foam in it and as much as its tenth urine salt, let it stand several days.
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Shake it every day and clean it; then roast it in the oven, take it out, when it has cooled,
grind it (E and wash it on a filter with sweet water, dry it and grind it) and repeat the
procedure with it three times, thus it becomes white powder. Now pour three times as
much dissolved mercury on it (E and just as much sublimated arsenic sulfide in which
there is no blackness) and bring it to dissolving, so that it dissolves to a water without
residue in 40 days. Then let it solidify, so its dirham transforms 500 of lead and mercury
into silver as God wills.
[At this point, the chapters on calcination of gypsum and white arsenic must follow.]
XI. The Chapter of Glass.
24. [E] Take from it what you will, heat it and cast water of soda in it seven times,
then make it into a paste, and place it in the oven, thus it calcines in three times.
25. (E Another way.) Take of it what you will, grind it well, and put it in a (E oven
for heating, that is the) tābistān. (Then take it out), spray distilled saltwater on it and
shake it continually, three times on three consecutive days, then wash it on the fourth day
with the filter and clean it; then on the fifth day place it in the tābistān and heat it and
shake it and scatter nothing in it, before you have shaken it. You obtain an impalpable
powder that melts on the tip of the tongue.
26. Another way. Take of it what you will, grind it well, make a paste of it with soapy
water in which a fourth of it (E soap and) eggshell calx and sal ammoniac were cast in.
Grind it well and put it in a clay-coated jar and place it in an oven (atūn), thus it becomes
white quicklime (powder) in seven times. Then take one part of it, soften it and dissolve it
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and put it aside, and [sic] of whitened sublimated stable (E softened) dissolved (G
109

distilled) sulfur (E one part and of distilled sublimated mercury) three parts.

(G E

Then mix all and bury it for 40 days, thus it dissolves into a water without residue. Let it
solidify in a blind alembic,) thus it solidifies into a white powder. Its dirham transforms
500 of mercury and lead to silver as God wills.
XII. The Calcination of Salts.
27. [G67] Take from it what you will and grind it well and put it in a clay-coated jar
with a tight plug (lid). Place it in an oven and take it out when it has cooled; (E crush it
and take out what is in it,) grind it and weigh it and repeat the procedure with it, until it
remains unaltered at one weight that does not diminish.
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This is the sign that the goal

has been reached. And another sign is this, that when you lay (L spread) some of it on a
hot iron, it does not change color. This is the sign of its stability, therefore keep it for
your work as God wills. [L God leads, if he wills, on the straight path.]
28. Another way. Take from it what you will, and grind it thoroughly, put it in a clay
jar and seal its opening (lid) tightly and cover it with artist’s clay; place it in a baking
oven and leave it in there three days with their nights, then take it out, let it cool and
crush it and grind it and put it in the tābistān. Heat it three days with their nights, until it
becomes white and its whiteness persists in its state. Then take it out, when it has cooled,
and dissolve it with moisture and mix it with an equal amount of whitened, dissolved,
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The verb in this clause is missing.
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This is the first direct reference to weighing, and appears to indicate that there is a balance in
the laboratory.
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distilled sulfur and soak it with mercury that is sublimated to whiteness, until it becomes
white powder. (E grind it and roast it, until it is stable and does not smoke and becomes
white powder, so changed and) one dirham of it colors one ratl of whichever metal, that
you will; it leaves it behind as white metal.
29. It is now the end of the chapter on metals and stones and salts, and it remains yet
for us to describe the calcination of mussels, eggshells, and skulls. We will mention these
in the chapter on animal substances, and begin now with the description of softening as
God wills [G68].
Part Two
The Chapter on Softening.
1. There are four methods: Softening through spirits, softening through salts,
softening through oils, and softening through borax.
2. The softening of spirits happens through spirits and salts and borax and oils.
Metals are softened through spirits and salts and borax, and salts are softened through
oils; God is the helper.
A. The Softening of Spirits
I. The Softening of Spirits through Salts
3. The best way to soften the three spirits is under the salts of sublimated sal
ammoniac, ground with an equal amount of eggshell calx in a dissolved state. And soak
each sublimated spirit with this water until it becomes like a soup, then grind it, until it is
dry, and steam it in a clay-coated bowl on coals and (E take care,) if its surface begins to
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steam and to smoke, put it aside, until it has cooled, and repeat the procedure ten times.
Then (E take it out and) grind it and repeat the procedure until it has become a salt, that
melts with moisture. Then dissolve it (E and grind it) and soak it with whichever calx of
metals, salts, and stones you will, and roast it (E L with a gentle fire) in a flask in a kettle
with hot ashes (E or in a clay-covered flask with a dung fire) several times, until it
solidified and does not smoke and flows on a heated test tablet of silver or (G and)
copper, so that it becomes solid on them.
4. Observe that the calxes which you use in this procedure are all precursors (ru’ūs,
beginnings),
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which color that which lies between 20 to 50; and if the calx softens over

again and dissolves, and if you mix it with the softened dissolved spirit and let it solidify,
then it will become a agent, that colors everything, that lies between 40 and 80 as God
wills.
II. The Softening of Spirits through Oils
5. Soften the spirits with distilled olive oil and distilled naphtha and distilled sesame
oil (E and castor oil). Soak that which was sublimated from them with these oils and roast
it in a flask, not clay-covered, in a kettle, in which [G69] there are hot ashes, and drive its
moisture off. Then secure the closure (lid) and fill ashes over it and light small coals
under it, until it turns to powder similar to Chinese iron, and is stable on the fire. Its
dirham colors what lies between 20 and 40, to gray silver; so work with it and take note
of it. [L I praise God, that I am in awe of him, and God is the helper.]
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Rū’us is the plural of ra’s, mentioned earlier, which Ruska describes as an elixir that effects
color change, but is not the fullest potency. Ruska, 77.
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III. The Softening of Spirits through Boraxes
6. Dissolve whichever borax you will with moisture according to that which we have
mentioned, and make it into a paste with whichever of the sublimated or whitened
without sublimation spirits that you will and grind it, until it is dry. Then place it in a
clay-coated flask, seal its closure (lid) and roast it in hot ashes several times on any day
(L one time). Then take it out over again and soak and grind it, until it is dry, and place it
back in the flask and roast it, until it is stable and turns to a (G coloring) precursor. Its
dirham colors what lies between 20 and 30 (E L from copper), and leaves it behind as
gray silver as God wills.
This is the end of softening of spirits; therefore we will begin with the softening
of metals as God wills.
B. The Softening of Metals
1. The Chapter of the Softening of Gold.
First Chapter. The Softening of Gold through Spirits.
1. Take what you will of red gold, pound it into thin sheets, take for it a clay-covered
kettle and put it in a layer of sublimated sulfur, in which there is no blackness, and a layer
of gold leaf (E until you are finished). Then fill the rest of the kettle with vitriol, until you
have filled it completely (L E set the lid on it), seal the connection tightly and place it in a
medium fire, I mean a dung fire, in an oven (tannūr) and take it out, when it has cooled.
Do this with it, until it flows and melts as God wills.
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2. Another way. Take from it what you will and melt it and mix it with red whitened
stable arsenic sulfide [G70] in one-quarter its amount (E little by little, then pour it and
repeat the procedure, until it flows like lead, even if it must be repeated several times.
Then soak it with water of white vitriol and roast it, until it becomes red and melts.
3. Another way. Take as many filings you will, amalgamate it with an equal amount
of mercury and grind both of them with an equal amount of the best sal ammoniac; then
place it between two beakers, the lower one of them being coated with clay, set it on
coals, and when it smokes, take it off, until it cools, then put it back. Do this with it five
times, then open it and take it out (E grind it) and soak it after the grinding with (E L
water of) sal ammoniac and grind it until it is dry. Then put it back in the two beakers,
seal the connection and repeat the procedure five times like the first one. Then grind it
and test it on tablets so that it flows and melts and penetrates into it (E and now is it
accomplished); if not, then repeat the procedure as long, until it melts and flows, and is
white, and does not smoke as God wills.
4. Soak that which you will from these (E three) chapters with reddened dissolved
mercury, that is cast in the color of distilled sulfur is cast, roast it in a flask on a gentle
fire three times, each time with its weight, then it comes out as a coloring (E stable)
precursor; its dirham colors (E 50 mithqal) as God wills. And if you soften this, until it
becomes a salt, which melts in moisture, and you dissolve it and let it solidify, so its
dirham colors 100 mithqal of whichever metal you will.
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Second Chapter. The Softening of Gold through Salt.
5. Take dustlike calx of gold and soak it with water of dissolved sal ammoniac in an
amount equal to its part. Grind it, until it is dried, put it in a clay-covered bowl and set it
on coals, without covering, and observe it. When the surface begins to smoke, take the
bowl away and let it cool an hour, then put it back. Do this with it ten times, grind, and
soak it with dissolved sal ammoniac and repeat the procedure ten times, until it becomes
a salt, that melts in moisture [G71] then keep it.
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6. Another way. Take salt that has dissolved in moisture, distill it, add a fifth of its
amount of sal ammoniac to it and grind calx of gold with it until it is dry. Soften it in a
clay-coated bowl on a coal fire, and if its surface begins to smoke, take it off. Do this
with it five times and grind it each time and soak it with saltwater and repeat the
procedure until it becomes a salt that melts. Then keep it (E for your use) as God wills.
7. Another way. Take what you will from its calx and grind it with distilled water (L
with saltwater) in which a quarter part sal ammoniac and an equal amount of soda salt is
dissolved, and evaporate it, as in the preceding, in a clay-coated bowl, until it has become
a salt that melts.
8. Next, dissolve what you will from these chapters, mix it with mercury sublimated
for redness and make a paste and bury it, until it dissolves therein. Then add the full
weight of the dissolved calx (E and from mercury suffocated to red) and bury it again, (E
and each burial lasts three weeks) until all the substances have dissolved (G in three
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First direct reference to storing something made in the laboratory.
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weeks). Then let it solidify in a blind alembic, then take it out (E and grind it) and soak it
with water of vitriol and copper acetate and dissolved ferric oxide and roast it, until it has
becomes red powder. Its mithqal colors 70 mithqal silver and leaves it behind as excellent
gold (G transforms it into excellent gold) as God wills.
Third Chapter. The Softening of Gold through Boraxes.
9. Take gold filings and soak them with water of tinkar and grind and roast it. Do
this with them, until they become like lead (L melts) and flows on the test tablet as God
wills.
10. Another way. Take its filings, grind them with borax from Zarāwand and with
tinkar, both dissolved during grinding and roast them. Do this with them, until it melts
like lead and flows on the test tablet as God wills.
11. Another way. Take its filings, grind them [G72] with water of natron and borax
from Zarāwand, both dissolved with (E sharp, purified) soda water , and roast it. Do this
with it, until it melts and flows, then amalgamate each of the two [E he means the first
portion, that was treated, and the second portion; this portion is the third after washing
with the filter] with 10 parts mercury and roast it in a clay-coated flask. Do this with it
seven times, then soak it with oil of egg yolk and roast it, until it becomes as red as
blood; then soften it with water of sal ammoniac between alum and vitriol with a fine fire
or with hot ashes, until the 10 in 7 is returned (evaporated). Then grind it with vitriol and
sulfur, both dissolved with hot water of borax (E and roast it in a clay-coated flask. Do
this with it seven times, then soak it with oil of egg yolk and roast it, until it is red as
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blood, then soften it with water of sal ammoniac) seven times and dissolve it, then it
dissolves in 30 days. Now let it solidify in a blind alembic, so it solidifies into a red
powder like garnet. Its dirham colors one ratl of whichever metal you will and leaves it
behind, pure as excellent gold as God wills.
II. The Chapter on the Softening of Silver
First Chapter. The Softening of Silver through Spirits.
12. Take sheets of silver (E take the silver and make it into sheets), put it in a casing
of crucible clay, make a layer of sublimated arsenic sulfide and a layer of the sheets, until
you reach the last, then fill what in the casing remains free with salt and sal ammoniac (L
E alum), both ground, set the lid on it and coat with clay and seal the connection tightly.
Then roast it on a gentle fire and take it out, when it has cooled, and repeat the procedure
with it, until it melts and (G on the test tablets) flows like wax as God wills.
13. Another way. Take the silver, melt it, mix it with whitened arsenic sulfide and
pour it in a mold. Repeat the procedure the same way (L E until it is softened) and melts
(E like wax).
14. Another way. [G73] Take silver filings and amalgamate them with an equal
amount (G best living) mercury and with as much sal ammoniac as mercury. Roast them
between two beakers. (G E the lower one clay-coated, and observe them, and when the
smoke begins, set it aside and let it cool. Repeat the procedure with it five times, until it
becomes a salt that melts. And always, when you have done the five times, grind it once
and soak it with water of sal ammoniac, and put it back in the clay bowl) and seal the
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connection. Do this with it, until it becomes (like) a wax, which melts and flows on the
test tablet and colors as God wills.
15. Soak what you will from this chapter with an equal amount dissolved mercury in
seven times and roast it with each repetition, after you have ground it for one day over a
gentle fire, until it solidifies into white powder. Its dirham colors 100 of copper (G and
transforms it) into white silver as God wills.
Second Chapter. The Softening of Silver through Salts
[L When you understand the calx, you will attain the desired.]
16. Take calx of silver and grind it with sal ammoniac, dissolved with moisture in ten
(E six) hours, then put it in a clay-coated māwardiyya
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and soften it, until the smoke (E

completely) comes out. Then let it cool, take it out, grind it and repeat the procedure with
it, until it becomes a salt that melts on the test tablets (L E and turns white on them) and
does not smoke as God wills.
17. Another way. Take powdery calx of silver and (E grind it well and) soak it with
water of sal ammoniac and egg shell calx, and grind it therewith ten (E six) hours, then
steam it in a māwardiyya, until its smoke goes out, then grind it and repeat the procedure
with it, until you see it as a salt that melts as God wills.
18. Another way. Take soda salt and urine salt and sal ammoniac and eggshell calx in
equal parts, pour on them the four times the amount of distilled vinegar and boil it
thoroughly, purify both and soak the calx of silver with it and steam it in a māwardiyya,
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Ruska defines the mārwadiyya as a “rosewater bottle.” Ruska, 59.
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until its smoke emerges. Then grind it and repeat the procedure with it until [G74] it
becomes a salt that melts in moisture as God wills.
19. Soak whatever from this chapter you will with dissolved, whitened sulfur and
roast it in a flask, according to what has gone before (L what you know) until it becomes
white powder. Its dirham transforms 50 of lead (L and changes it) into gray silver or 30
dirhams mercury. It turns to an elixir, one dirham of which colors 20 dirhams of copper
to white silver.
Third Chapter. The Softening of Silver through Boraxes
(L When you understand softening and know its nature and ways, you will attain the
desired.)
20. Take as many silver filings as you will, grind them and soak them with water of
tinkar and bat dung and sal ammoniac and roast it in a clay-coated flask, then take it out
and grind it and repeat the procedure with it seven times, so that it melts and softens like
wax as God wills.
21. Another way. Take silver filings (G and grind them) and soak them with water of
natron and borax from Zarāwand, both dissolved in soda water, and roast it. Do this with
it continuously until it becomes soft like wax and melts as God wills.
22. Another way. Take silver filings and soak them with water of natron and
dissolved bat dung and roast it. Do this with it until it melts and flows.
23. Soak whatever from this chapter that you will with mercury, sublimated with
vitriol and (G dissolved) sulfur, (E L both dissolved, and roast it and soak it,) until it has
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absorbed an equal amount of it and has solidified to powder. Its dirham colors (E
transforms) 60 of any metal you will, to white silver as God wills.

III. The Chapter on Softening Copper.
First Chapter. The Softening of Copper through spirits.
24. Amalgamate copper filings with three times as much mercury and an equal
amount of sal ammoniac, grind it and roast it in a flask with a sealed plug (lid) in a dung
fire throughout one night. Then take it out and grind it and soak it with water of sal
ammoniac, and repeat the task with it, until it melts and flows and does not smoke as God
wills.
25. [E] Another way. Take copper, melt it and mix it with an equal amount of stable
arsenic sulfide, in which there is no blackness, in five times and sublimate it, until it
melts and runs like lead.
26. Another way. Take sheets of cleaned copper and melt them and mix them with an
equal amount of whitened stable sulfur in seven times, until they become soft and melt
like lead. [G75]
27. Saturate whatever you will from this chapter with an equal amount o f mercury,
dissolved in four repetitions, and roast it with each repetition, so that it turns into a
precursor. Its dirham colors 70 of whichever metal you will.
28. Another way. Take (G L clean) copper filings and amalgamate them with four
times as much dissolved mercury (E and grind it with an equal amount of sea foam, then
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soak it with copper acetate), until it becomes like butter.

Then grind it and soak it one

day with vitriol and copper acetate and sal ammoniac (G and ferric oxide) and sulfur,
dissolved with distilled vinegar, and roast it (E one night) between vitriol made into a
paste with egg yolk, in a clay-covered flask on a dung fire, until it turns to red cinnabar as
God wills.
29. Another way. Take copper and melt it and mix it thoroughly with yellow sulfur or
(E and) red arsenic sulfide, until it melts and flows like lead. Then soak it with (E the
water from) the five vitriols, namely green vitriol, yellow vitriol, white vitriol, red vitriol,
and dissolved vitriol, grind it on a grindstone and roast it. Do this with it until it becomes
purple red, then soak these two waters with red stable dissolved mercury, in which is a
quarter of the color of distilled sulfur, and roast it. Do this with it, until it (E has absorbed
an equal amount and) has become powder. It absorbs an equal amount of each, its dirham
colors 100 of silver to pure gold as God wills.
Second Chapter. The Softening of Copper through Salts
30. Take calx of copper and soak it with water of sal ammoniac that was sublimated
with vitriol, and evaporate it in a mawardiyya, until its smokes comes out. Do this with it
seven times, until it becomes a salt, which melts, as God wills.
31. Another way. Take calx of copper and soak it with water of green vitriol and of
sal ammoniac and of distilled copper acetate and roast it, and do that with it, until it
becomes a salt, which melts.
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Sea foam: see footnote 84.
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32. Another way. Take calx of copper and soak it with water of green vitriol and of
sal ammoniac and of distilled copper acetate and roast it, and repeat the procedure seven
times; then soak it three times with water of sal ammoniac by itself, thus it becomes a salt
which melts, as God wills.
33. Soak whatever you will from this chapter with the redness of blood and of hair in
equal amounts, three times the amount in three repetitions, [G76] and roast them each
time; then soften them (E and grind them) in three softenings with water of sal ammoniac
and dissolve it, thus it dissolves in 30 days. Then soak suffocated mercury with it, grind it
with it and roast it, until it has absorbed twice its amount of this water and has become
red powder; its dirham colors 100 from whichever metal you will.
* And if the mercury softens and dissolves and blends between the two waters and
becomes solid, then the power of the coloring doubles. And if you soften it a second time
and dissolve it and let it solidify, then its dirham colors 400 to pure gold as God wills.

Third Chapter. The Softening of Copper through Boraxes
Take copper filings and soak them with water of natron and of borax from Zarāwand,
roast them, and repeat the task with it, until it becomes a wax, that melts and flows.
35. *Another way. Take copper filings and soak them with (water of) natron and
borax of Zarāwand and roast them, repeat the procedure and the process with it until it
becomes a wax, which melts and flows.
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36. Another way. Take filings of copper, grind them and soak them with tinkar and
sal ammoniac and vitriol and copper acetate, dissolved in four times as much distilled
vinegar and roast it. Do this with it, until it flows and melts (E and turns into a wax) as
God wills.
37. *Amalgamate [what you will from] this chapter with ten times as much living
mercury, and put it in a plate of clay, that is set on a saucer of clay and set into a claycovered kettle. Put yellow sulfur around the saucer (E as much as the amalgam) and also
cover the amalgam with sulfur (E and seal the connection) and heat it from beneath with
a moderate fire according to what has gone before, so that it becomes a precursor. Its
dirham colors 30 of silver, and if it is soaked three times with water of redness and
roasted each time, thus will its dirham color 40 dirhams, and if it is softened with
dissolved sal ammoniac several times (E and dissolved) and some purified vitriol is
added and solidified, then will its dirham color 60 (E silver to gold).

IV. The Chapter of Softening of Iron
First Chapter. The Softening of Iron through Spirits.
38. Take iron filings, then grind it with a quarter of its amount of red whitened arsenic
sulfide for one day and one night with water of sal ammoniac (L tinkar) and of natron;
put it in a clay-coated jar and pack [G77] powdered and roasted salt over it and roast it
one night in a strong fire; then put it in a clay-coated open beaker and place it in an oven,
until its smoke goes out. Repeat the procedure with it seven times (E and dry it), then
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soak it and let it melt, until it becomes like a soup. Then grind it, until it is dry, and let it
melt down, so that it melts like a (E white, G stable) melting metal. Then mix it
thoroughly with sublimated red arsenic sulfide, until it melts and flows. And if you want
to treat it to redness, then soak it with the five vitriols, dissolved in wine vinegar, and
roast it; do this with it until it turns red.
39. Another way. Take iron filings, mix an equal amount whitened sulfur with them,
soak and grind them with soda water (E one day) and roast them one night in a claycovered jar in a hot oven (tannūr) with a fierce fire. Do this with it seven times, grind it
by day and roast it by night, until it becomes a wax, which melts as God wills.
40. Another way. Take iron filings, grind them with an equal amount of red whitened
arsenic sulfide and yellow whitened arsenic sulfide and whitened sulfur, (E grind it) and
soak it with distilled urine in each ratl of it (E one uqia soda salt and) one uqia natron
and one uqia bat dung. Grind them carefully with it and roast one night with a strong fire,
then take it out and grind and soak it with the urine and repeat the procedure with it, until
it has become soft like wax and melts and flows like lead.
41. Add sublimated mercury to whatever you will from this chapter and soak it with
whitened, dissolved distilled sulfur. Roast it in a clay-coated flask on a dung fire until it
has absorbed an equal amount and has changed into white powder. Its dirham colors (E
transforms) 50 of mercury or both leads and transforms it into white silver as God wills.
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Second Chapter. The Softening of Iron through Salts
42. Take dust-like calx of iron and soak it [G78] with dissolved sal ammoniac and a
quarter its amount of shell lime and grind it carefully several times, (E L and soften it in
a clay-coated māwardiyya, until its smoke comes out; however the grinding must take
place on a grindstone. Grind it then every time three days and do this L ten E seven
times), so it becomes a salt, that melts with moisture.
43. Take calx of iron and soak it with water of dissolved sal ammoniac and alum,
both distilled, and in so doing a uqia of bitter calcined salt is added to each ratl. Soak it
and grind it on a grindstone by day and spread it thereover by night, and spray it with
water until it is pulverized. Do this with it one week long, then steam it 30 times (E and
soak it each time with water for an hour) and grind it more hours, then steam it in a claycoated māwardiyya, thus it becomes a salt, that melts in moisture.
44. Another way. Take dust-like calx (G E filings) of iron and soak it with water of
sal ammoniac and alum and with calx of egg shells, dissolved in distilled urine; roast it (E
grind it) and soften it by day and roast it in the night in a māwardiyya, until it melts and
its smoke comes out. Do this with it until it becomes a salt that melts in moisture. Then
take three parts dissolved, whitened, distilled sulfur and three parts sublimated mercury,
grind them and soak them with water of sal ammoniac and steam it in a clay-covered
beaker ten times and each time, if its upper surface steams, take it away, until it has
become a salt that melts.
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45. After that dissolve (L and take) from any in this chapter on softening, and mix it
in equal parts.
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Then let it solidify with a blind alembic, so that it solidifies to white

powder (L E and belongs to precursors). Its dirham colors 100 of copper and one ratl of
lead (E both leads) and mercury to white silver, as God wills).
Third Chapter. The Softening of Iron through Boraxes
46. Take iron filings and grind (G soak) them on a grindstone for three days with
water of natron and of tinkar, dissolved with sharp water of soda, in which a tenth of its
amount of yellow whitened sulfur has been added, and every time it is dry, moisten it
with (G E and grind it), until it becomes like mud. Then roast it one night [G79] in a claycoated top opening māwardiyya, and repeat the process with it, until it becomes a salt that
melts (L like wax). Then soak it one single steeping with water of sal ammoniac and
grind it therewith one full day (G E and soften it in a māwardiyya) and store it for your
use, as God wills.
47. [G L] Another way. Take iron filings and soak them with water of natron and
borax from Zarāwand, dissolved in a jug and beaker, and pulverize (L soak) it one day
and roast it one night continuously in a māwardiyya; grind it by day and roast it by night,
until it melts and flows like lead as God wills.
48. Another way. Take iron filings and grind them with tinkar (G E and natron) and
bat dung and purified borax and borax from Zarāwand and urine salt in equal amounts.
Grind it by day and roast it by night, until it turns to powder, that melts like wax. Then
115
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soak it with water of dissolved sal ammoniac and steam it. Do this with it seven times,
until it flows like wax as God wills.
49. Soak whichever from this chapter you will with dissolved mercury and bury it,
until is dissolves, then let it solidify. For it is the substrate, from which one dirham colors
one ratl of any metal that you will. And if you dissolve the first (L E and with an equal
amount of mercury let it solidify, then one dirham of it transforms two ratls of whichever
metal you will into white silver. And if you distill it and soften with it (E its residue) and
then dissolve it and mix it with dissolved mercury and distill all of it (G until all is
distilled) and let it solidify, then (one dirham) transforms four ratls. And if you soften it
for the second time (E repeatedly) and dissolve it with water of sal ammoniac, in which
there is eggshell calx, dissolved and distilled several times, and you dissolve and solidify
it, then it transforms eight ratls for you. Each time that you elevate the substance, it
increases double for you (with respect to the effect). However, your nose (E L the
nostrils) should be plugged with cotton, (G and if there is some oil of violets in the
cotton, L and if you can prevent touching it, then do that), because it is a poison within an
116

hour,

when it is treated for the third time, I mean by dissolving and solidifying.
V. The Chapter on Softening both Leads
First Chapter. The Softening of Lead through Spirits

50. Take whichever of the two you will, mix it with an equal amount of sulfur and
pour it in a mold; pulverize it and soak it with distilled urine, and pulverize it a good
116

Ruska’s footnote: “That is, a poison, that kills within an hour.” (D.h. ein Gift, das in einer
Stunde tötet.”)
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hour. Then place it, after it has dried through the pulverizing, in a clay-coated flask (E
māwardiyya) and roast it one night on a dung fire. Do this with it, until it (G turns to
powder, which [G80] melts like wax and does not smoke as God wills.
51. [G L] Another way. Take filings from whichever of the two you will and
pulverize them with an equal amount of sublimated mercury and whitened sulfur and
soak it with wine vinegar, as much as one-sixth vinegar as the whole, in which are equal
parts of alum and sal ammoniac. It is boiled with them one hour and then purified; then
soak it with them one full day and roast it one night on a dung fire in a clay-coated flask.
Do this with it, until it melts and flows.
52. (E and the difference) between the fire for roasting for softening and the fire for
roasting for solidifying has no one yet discovered. The difference between the fire for
roasting for softening and the fire for roasting for solidifying is that the fire for roasting
for solidifying dissolved substances is a powerful fire, while the fire for roasting for
melting is a gentle fire; so take note of that and use it. And it works similarly with the fire
for solidifying the dissolved substances, and that is the secret of it. Take note of it and
count on it, and thus you will profit by it as God wills.
53. Another way. Take filings from whichever of the two you will, pulverize them
with (L an equal amount of mercury and) an equal amount of whitened, sublimated
arsenic sulfide, and soak it with dissolved sulfur; pulverize (L and soak) it therewith a full
day, until it is dry, then roast it in a clay-coated flask in a gentle fire overnight. Do this
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with it three times, until it has transformed into powder, and then take it away, then one
dirham colors 50 of copper or lead or mercury as God wills.
54. And if you soak [the product] from these sections with an equal amount dissolved
mercury and bury them, after you have taken as much sal ammoniac as mercury and have
pulverized both for three days on a grindstone; soak them by day (G and bury them) and
roast them by night, let it become solid (E in a flask) in an ash kettle, as was described
previously, three times, so that it solidifies into white powder. Its dirham colors 100 of
copper (E to silver). This pertains to the first two sections and from the last section it
colors 200, (L and what appends to it) from the last section.
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Second Chapter. The Softening of both Leads through Salts
55.

Take sal ammoniac and bitter salt and rock salt and desert salt and Andarānī salt

and soda and urine salt and cooking salt, one part from each individually. Dissolve the
whole in moisture in a clay-coated jug, drilled through underneath and set on a clay box,
and on the holes in the jug are a piece of a hair sieve [G81] and a piece of palm fiber.
Take it high, if it is dissolved, then distill it and put as much as a quarter amount of sal
ammoniac in it, dissolved by itself, and soak (and pulverize) with it the calx of whichever
of the two you will on a grindstone. Pulverize it one day and roast it in the night
constantly on a gentle fire. Do this with it continuously until it becomes a salt that melts
on the tongue.
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56. Another way. Take calx of whichever of the two you will, then pulverize and soak
it with water of sal ammoniac and alum, both distilled on a grindstone under strong
grinding, then steam it in a māwardiyya, until its smoke comes out. Do this with it seven
times, then steam it three times with water of sal ammoniac alone, thus it comes out as a
salt (L it is transformed into a salt), which melts.
57. Another way. Take calx from whichever of the two you will, soak (G and
pulverize) it with bitter salt, in which a tenth amount of sal ammoniac is dissolved, and
grind it eight hours. Then steam it in a māwardiyya (L flask), until its smoke comes out.
Do this with it five times, then soak it in five other steepings with dissolved sal
ammoniac and steam it with each steeping, so that it becomes a salt which melts.
58. Dissolve (E take) whichever from these sections you will and mix them with an
equal amount of whitened, dissolved, sulfur, and let it solidify, so that it solidifies and it
develops one dirham to one ratl of mercury. You put the mercury in a clay-coated
māwardiyya (L flask) and sprinkle the elixir on it and roast it one night in a māwardiyya
on hot ashes, thus will it solidify to white silver; its dirham colors 30 dirhams of copper
to excellent silver. And if you add its dirham to (L 30, G 80, E 200) of living mercury and
roast it in a clay-coated flask on a medium fire (G dung fire), thus will it make the
mercury solid to an elixir. Its dirham colors 50 of copper (G and leaves it behind) to
white silver as God wills.
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Third Chapter. The Softening of both Leads through Boraxes
59. *Take filings of whichever of the two you will, pulverize them and soak them
with borax of bread, dissolved with moisture, [G82] and roast it with a gentle fire. Do this
with it seven times, until it becomes a wax, which melts as God wills.
60. Another way. Take filings from whichever of the two you will and pulverize them
and soak them with water of sal ammoniac, of tinkar, and bat dung and roast it. Do this
with it seven times, so that it becomes a wax, which melts (G and flows fast.)
61. [E] Another. Take whichever you will and soak it with tinkar, dissolved with
water of soda, and roast it. Do this with it seven times, so that it becomes a wax, which
melts and flows fast.
62. [E] Combine whichever from these sections you will with an equal amount
whitened sulfur and sublimated arsenic sulfide as much as sulfur and as much sublimated
mercury as the whole. Soak the whole with dissolved talc and roast it on a gentle fire,
until it has absorbed a quarter of the talc in four times. Then soften the whole three times
with water of sal ammoniac and dissolve it, then it dissolves; solidify it, so that it
solidifies to white powder. Its dirham colors 300 of both leads and of mercury; it
solidifies to pure silver, that returns it to purity.
63. [E] This is the end of the softening of meltable [fusible?] metals, which we
identified as the beginning of the book. Now let us begin with the softening of stones
through salt and borax in accordance with the plan that has been laid out.
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[L] This is the end of the softening of the actual bodies (metals) and now we begin
with the softening of stones, with the help of the highest – our God.
C. The Softening of Stones
[L] The stones are softened through salt and borax. And this is the explanation of the
first and with it the process is fulfilled; the success comes from God.
I. The Softening of Marcasite
First Chapter. The Softening of Marcasite through salts.
1. [L E] Take white calcined marcasite (E as much as you will), pulverize it
thoroughly with water of sal ammoniac and roast it on a gentle fire (E dung fire). Do this
15 times until it becomes a salt that melts with moisture. Then dissolve it and soak with it
(G E the amalgam) of silver and roast it on a gentle fire; the amalgam is composed of the
dirham (silver) and 10 parts mercury, then it is solidified to white silver. And when you
combine 100 dirhams amalgam in a clay-coated flask and one-tenth of this water with a
half dirham of whitened sulfur, thus it solidifies to white silver. (E L It colors one dirham
of this silver 40 (L 4) copper) to white silver as God wills.
2. Another way. Take calx from gold marcasite and pulverize it with water of sal
ammoniac, sublimated with vitriol, and with an equal amount of wine vinegar, in which
there is a fourth of vitriol, and roast it. Do this with it ten times, so that it becomes red, of
incredible redness. Now dissolve it and put in one ratl one uqia redness of distilled sulfur,
take gold amalgam, for one dirham 500, and place it in a clay-coated mārwardiyya and
pour 3 dirhams of this (G substance, that is the) water, and seal the closure and bury it in
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hot ashes, thus it will solidify to a red elixir like gold; cast its dirham on ten mithqal of
silver as God wills. And if you soak this solidified matter with water from purfied vitriol,
in which the color of sulfur is added, and you roast it, thus the power of its coloring
doubles for you.
3. Another way. You grind (L soften) gold marcasite and soak it with water of
distilled vitriol and copper acetate and sal ammoniac (G E and roast it), until it is softened
like wax. Then dissolve it and put oil from egg yolk in it and tint from distilled sulfur and
the tint of blood [G83] in equal parts. After that take gold amalgam, for one part, 20 parts
of mercury, and roast it with vitriol, that is made into a paste with the color (L redness) of
sulfur in a clay-coated flask, whose lid is secured, so that it becomes the best vermilion.
Then soften it with water of sal ammoniac, sublimated with dissolved vitriol, to which (G
for each ratl of it) one uqia egg shell calx and one uqia urine salt were added, until it
becomes a salt, which melts. Then dissolve and combine it with the marcasite treated by
roasting and solidify it. Its dirham transforms 1000 of whichever metal you will and
leaves it remaining as pure gold.
Second Chapter. The Softening of Marcasite through Boraxes.
4. Take marcasite and pulverize it well with water and salt for one hour, then pour
the water and the salt off of it and (E L wash it and renew the procedure with it. Do that
with it twelve times in twelve hours, dry it and soak it with water of) natron in the
amount, that it combines with, and pulverize it, until it is dry. Do this with it one day,
then roast it one night in a dung fire, then soak it the second day with water of natron and
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tinkar, both dissolved in moisture; pulverize it by day according to what has gone before,
and combine and work thereupon, so that it is completely dry by eventide, then roast it.
Do this with it seven times in seven days, so that it melts and flows like wax. Then take
one ratl from it and melt it and mix it with an equal amount of tin and pour it on the earth.
Then pulverize it and amalgamate it with fourfold of living mercury and pulverize it well
and soak it with water from whitened dissolved sulfur and roast it. Do this with it
continuously in a dung fire according to that which has gone before, until it has solidified
into white powder. It absorbs as much as half of the whole of water of whitened and
dissolved sulfur, and its dirham transforms 200 dirhams of whichever metal you will in
white silver as God wills. [G84].
II. The Softening of Magnesia
First Chapter. The Softening of Magnesia through Salts.
5. Take the calx of magnesia and pulverize it well with water of sal ammoniac (G E
one day) and roast it (G E one night) in a clay-coated māwardiyya, until its smoke
emerges. (L E Then take it out when the oven gets cold and pulverize it with water of sal
ammoniac a whole day and soften it in a māwardiyya, until its smoke emerges.) Do this
with it until it becomes a salt, that melts in moisture.
6. Another way. Take urine, let it stand (age), distill it and add to each ratl of the
distillate two uqia sal ammoniac and one uqia shell calx. Let it stand one (L three) days
and shake it several times a day, until it has dissolved therein. Then soak the calx of
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magnesia with it and soften it in a māwardiyya, until the smoke emerges. Do this with it,
until it becomes a salt, that melts (E with moisture) as God wills.
7. Another way. Take the sharp water of soda and put a quarter amount of natron in
it, dissolved with moisture, and an equal amount of dissolved sal ammoniac; then
pulverize the calx with it until evening, and it should not become evening before it dries.
Then steam it in a māwardiyya, until its smoke emerges. Do this with it continuously,
until it becomes a salt, which melts in moisture and flows.
8. Then soak whichever from this section you will with mercury, dissolved and
distilled in five repetitions on five days; pulverize it the whole day for each soaking and
roast it at night in hot ashes, then soak it with water of red whitened distilled arsenic
sulfide (G in five repetitions of five times) and roast it until it becomes white powder (G
E similar to rock crystal). Its dirham transforms 1000 of whichever metal you will, and if
you pulverize it yet again and soften it with water of sal ammoniac in a (G clay-coated)
beaker repeatedly until its upper surface steams, and then it dissolves and solidifies, thus
will its dirham color 1000 dirhams to purity.
Second Chapter. The Softening of Magnesia through Boraxes
9. Take magnesia and make it into a paste (L pulverize it) with oil and natron and let
it melt down. Then take it, pulverize it, and soak it with natron water, dissolved with soda
water, [roast and] pulverize it the whole day and roast it in the night, until it (G E
becomes a wax, which) melts as God wills.
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10. Another way. Take magnesia and pulverize it with sea foam

(L E one day) and

roast it one night, (L then pulverize it with oil and grind the fat one day and roast it one
night) then wash it with hot water and coarse salt seven times and set it aside. Then take
natron and soda salt and tinkar and borax from Zarāwand and combined borax, dissolve it
with moisture [G85] and soak with it that which you have set aside. Pulverize it, soak it
one day, and roast it one night, and do this with it continuously, until it melts and flows
like wax.
11. After this, melt whatever you will from this section, pour three times as much
melted lead on it, and grind it with one six mercury.
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Pulverize it well, then put it in a

clay-coated flask and pour a stream of whitened dissolved sulfur on it and seal the lid and
put it in hot ashes, but these must not be too hot, so that the flask does not shatter. Do this
with it, until it has absorbed whitened dissolved sulfur equal to the whole and has
transmuted to powder. Its dirham transforms 500 of whichever metal you will and leaves
it behind as white silver as God wills.
III. The Softening of Iron Ore
First Chapter. The Softening of Iron Ore through Salts.
12. Take calx of iron ore, pulverize it with water (E salt) of soda and quicklime, both
dissolved for one day and steam it in a clay-coated bowl (māwardiyya). Do that with it
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ten times. Then soak it in water of sal ammoniac, dissolved ten times, just as much as
before, and steam it with each soaking, until it becomes a salt, which melts as God wills.
13. Another way. Take sal ammoniac as much as you will and an equal amount of
shell calx, pulverize it on a grinding surface with distilled salt water one day and roast it
in the evening time in a clay-coated māwardiyya. Do this with it continuously, until it
becomes a salt that melts in moisture.
14. Another way. Take sal ammoniac and alum and natron, dissolve them with a jug
and beaker in moisture and soak the calx of iron ore with it and steam it. Do this with it
until it becomes a salt which melts. [G86]
15. Soak whatever you will from these sections with three times the same amount
whitened arsenic sulfide, dissolved and distilled in three repetitions, and roast it each time
and soften repeatedly according to what has gone before, until it becomes a white
powder. For one part, it colors 50 of whichever metal you will, and if you pulverize
repeatedly and soften according to what has gone before, until it becomes a salt which
melts; and if you dissolve and distill it, so will its dirham transform one ratl (G of
whichever metal you will as God wills). If you mix this with an equal amount of
dissolved sublimated mercury, then will its dirham transform 1000 of whichever metal
you will as God wills.
Second Chapter. The Softening of Iron ore through Boraxes
16. Take the iron ore from Istahr, heat it in a powerful fire, the fire of the oven for
casting iron, and cover with dissolved salt repeatedly, so that it crumbles and
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distintegrates into dust. Then wash it and soak it with water of the three boraxes, I mean
with the tinkar and the natron and the borax from Zarāwand, dissolved in moisture.
Pulverize it with them a whole day and roast it in the night. Do this with it ten times, until
it becomes a wax that melts as God wills.
17. [E] Another way. Take the crumbled iron ore and pulverize it with tinkar and soap
thoroughly and roast it. Do that with it continuously, until it becomes a wax which melts.
18. Another way. Take the iron ore that was broken down through the (E powerful)
heat and soak it with water of soda and quicklime, in which sal ammoniac and natron and
tinkar have been dissolved. Soak and pulverize it by day and roast it by night and do this
with it until it melts and flows like wax.
19. Melt that which has been elevated (L twice the amount) from these sections and
mix it with an equal amount of tin and pulverize it. Then amalgamate one part of that
with nine (E L seven) parts living mercury. Pulverize it well and soak it with water and
salt, until it turns white. After that, soak it with dissolved, sublimated arsenic sulfide,
mixed with sulfur, in which no blackness remains, and roast it in a clay-coated flask with
a gentle fire, until it has absorbed as much as two-thirds of the whole and has become
white powder. Its dirham transforms [G87] one ratl of whichever metal you will into
white silver as God wills. (L E and if you dissolve it a second time an solidify it, so it
doubles the color for you, and if you dissolve and solidify it a third time, then its one
transforms four ratls of whichever metal you will as God wills.
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The Softening of Tutia
First Chapter. The Softening of Tutia through salts.
20. Take dust-like calx of tutia and pulverize it with water of sal ammoniac and of
vitriol, both dissolved, and steam it in a māwardiyya. Do this with it, until it softens and
reddens and becomes a salt that melts in moisture.
21. [G L] Another way. Take calx of tutia, pulverize it and soak it with copper acetate
and sal ammoniac, dissolved in moisture, and steam it and grind it. Do this with it
continuously, until it reddens and becomes a salt that melts.
22. Another way. Take calx of tutia and soak it with (G water of) green vitriol and of
copper acetate, dissolved with moisture, to which calx of eggshell and calx from egg yolk
has been added, as much as one from the substances of equal parts. Roast it and pulverize
it an entire day and steam it (E in the night). Do this with it continuously, until it reddens
and becomes a salt that melts.
23. Take whichever from these sections you will, I mean the sections on softening,
and mix it with an equal amount of red dissolved mercury and let it solidify with the
blind alembic, thus will its dirham color 60 dirhams of silver. You grind it ten with two
and if you soak it seven times with zād al-ragwa and pulverize it with each steeping an
entire day and roast it by night in a dung fire (L gentle fire), thus is the mixing not
necessary. And if you soften it with water of sal ammoniac, (G E repeatedly, until it
becomes a salt and you dissolve it) and then let it solidify, thus will its dirham color 200
dirhams as God wills.
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Second Chapter. The Softening of Tutia through Boraxes
24. Take fresh (G blue) tutia and pulverize it with oil and natron (G E and let it melt
down repeatedly, then pulverize it and wash it repeatedly with water and salt, until it is
pure. Then make a paste with water of natron) and [G88] of borax from Zarāwand,
pulverize it one day and roast it one night and do this with it until it becomes soft and
melts as God wills.
25. Another way. Take the sublimated tutia and pulverize it well and soak it with (L E
120

water of) uschnān

and soda and pulverize them with it, until it is dry. Then pulverize it

and roast it three hours (E in the margin: with a strong fire, then pulverize it as additional
hour and roast three hours), and do this with it until it is softened and melts (E and flows).
26. Another way. Take tutia and sprinkle it with pitch and uschnān and date syrup and
roast it in a clay-coated flask, open at the top, until its smoke comes out. Do this three
times, then pulverize, wash, and dry it, and soak it with water and bat dung and borax
from Zarāwand, both dissolved; roast it (L continuously) and do this with it, until it melts
and flows.
27. Take whichever from these sections you will and combine it with an equal
amount of red mercury and with whitened sulfur as much as mercury, and soak it with
zād al-ragwa (L as much as combines with it, and pulverize it with it a good hour) and
roast it. Do this with it three times, then soak it in ten soakings with (L the water) of five
reddened vitriols, in the amount that combines with it, and roast it with each soaking in a
120
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clay-coated flask, until it becomes red (L E liver-colored) powder. Its dirham colors 100
of any metal that you will, to pure gold as God wills.
V. The softening of Lapis Lazuli and Malchite and Turquoise
First Chapter. The Softening of these three stones through salts.
28. Take the best white soda salt, dissolve it with moisture, and distill it, add a quarter
of sal ammoniac to it, and distill it a second time and again add a quarter of sal ammoniac
to it and distill it [G89] yet again. Do that (G in regard to the renewal of the sal
ammoniac) seven times, then take whichever of the stones you will and calcine it, then
soak it with this water and pulverize it with it eight hours, then steam it in a clay-coated
māwardiyya on a coal fire, until its smoke ceases. Do this with it, until it becomes a salt
that melts.
29. Another way. Take salt of urine (E G and bitter salt) and soda salt in equal parts,
then dissolve the whole in moisture and put as much as the whole (G: its quarter) sal
ammoniac in it, dissolve it, and soak the calx of whichever stone you will with it,
pulverize it with it the whole day and steam it in the evening in a clay-coated
māwardiyya, until its smoke ceases. Do this with it, until it becomes a salt that melts in
moisture.
30. Another way. Take sal ammoniac and sublimate it with vitriol and dissolve it with
moisture (G E distill it) and soften it with calx from whichever stone you will (G
pulverize it an entire day) and steam it (G in the evening) in a (G clay-coated)
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māwardiyya, until its smoke ceases. Do this with it (L continuously) until it becomes a
salt that melts.
31. Dissolve whichever from there sections you will and grind it with an equal
amount (L E red) dissolved mercury and an equal amount whitened sulfur and an equal
amount of redness from (L whitened) sulfur (L and equal amount vitriol). Bring the
whole to dissolving, after you have pulverize it with as much sal ammoniac, as a quarter
of the whole, and bury it forty days, thus it becomes a red water. Now let it solidify in a
blind alembic, thus will it solidify into a essence; its dirham colors 500 of whichever
metal you will (G it come out) as pure gold (E red gold) as God wills.
Second Chapter. The Softening of these three Stones through Boraxes
32. Take whichever of them you will, pulverize it well and soak it with water of
natron, as much as dissolves in moisture [G90], that it becomes like a soup. Then
pulverize it on a grindstone, until it has become dry, and roast it. Do this with it until it
becomes a wax, that melts, as God wills.
33. Another way. Take tinkar and soda salt and alum in equal parts and dissolve them
with moisture, pulverize and steam it. Do this with it repeatedly, until it (G becomes a
wax) melts and flows as God wills.
34. [L E] Another way. Take whichever of the three you will, pulverized, then soak it
with water of purified soda, in which as much as its half of alum is dissolved, in seven
soakings. Dissolve it, until it looks like a soup, then soak (E pulverize) it with it, until it
has become dry. After that, roast it with a light roasting, then soak it with water of tinkar,
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dissolved similarly to that one, until it melts and flows like wax when you test it on a
heated test tablet. Then take some green vitriol and qalqatār
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and white vitriol and

yellow vitriol and dissolve them in the moisture.
35. (L E ) Soak with it whichever of the these sections you will, until you leave it
remaining as a soup, pulverize it therewith until it is dry, then steam it in a clay-coated
māwardiyya. Do this with it until it has become a red powder (E liver-colored red). After
that, soak it with dissolved sal ammoniac seven times and pulverize it with each soaking
a half day, then steam it in a clay-coated māwardiyya, until it becomes a salt that melts.
After that, take one part of it and one part of softened calx of gold and twice as much as
the whole of dissolved mercury. Pour it on there and bring it to dissolving, then bury it 40
days, so that it dissolves into a water with no residue. Add an equal amount of water of
hair to it and an equal amount of redness of hair and as much as these (water of egg yolk
and) oil of egg yolks, and as much calx of mussels (E of egg yolk) as a quarter of the
whole, and bring it to dissolve, thus will it dissolve in 40 days to a red water. Let it
solidify in a blind alembic, thus will it come out as a red grauhara in seven days.
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Its

dirham transforms 400 (E 2000) mithqal of whichever metal you will. And if you soften
it a second time and dissolve it, then add a tenth of its amount of whitened sulfur and also
121

Al-Rāzī defines qalqatār as yellow vitriol on page 10, so the repetition in this listing is unclear.
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Science historian Gerard Heym suggests that grauhara or jauhar is a word for elixir or essence
which is more potent than ra’s. “Therefore,” he states, “we have here a new term for the ‘lapis
philosophorum.’” Gerard Heym, “Al-Rāzī and Alchemy,” Ambix 1 (1938), 190. Al-Rāzī does not mention
the philosopher’s stone, but a note in Latin in the front of the Escorial manuscript refers to the “lapis
philosophorum.” The unknown author of this note may have been an owner or perhaps a reader of the
book.
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of redness of sulfur and bury it 40 days and let it solidify, thus will one mithqal of it color
5000 mithqals for you of whichever metal you will to pure gold, it returns to purity.

Second Chapter. The Softening of Talcs, Gypsum, and Glass
First Chapter. The Softening of these stones through salts.
36. Take whichever of them you will, calcined and dust-like, and soak it with (E the
water from) bitter salt and Andarāni salt, both dissolved with moisture, in addition with
its quarter of sublimated sal ammoniac and an equal amount of whitened sulfur, and
pulverize it a half day and steam it in a māwardiyya, until its smoke ceases. Do this with
it seven times, until it becomes a salt that melts with moisture as God wills.
37. Another way. Take stale, three-times-distilled urine and add to it (E an equal
amount) soda salt and quicklime and let them stand in it three days and shake it
repeatedly every day. (G E Then add (G fresh) sulfur to it, as much as a tenth of the urine,
and let it stand a couple of days) and distill it and with it soak whichever calx of them
you will, twenty times (G or, he says, one day) and pulverize it with each soaking eight
hours, then steam it in a māwardiyya. Then (E pulverize and) soak it three additional
steepings with water of sal ammoniac, and steam it, until it becomes a salt that (E L with
wetness) melts as God wills.
38. Another way. Take one part distilled urine and two parts (E L water of) soda and
sharp distilled quicklime, and as much as the whole (E G dissolved sal ammoniac, and as
much as a tenth of the whole of dissolved tinkar, and as much as a tenth of the tinkar [G
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91] whitened, dissolved sulfur. Soak with it whichever of them you will and steam it in a
clay-coated māwardiyya, until its smoke ceases; proceed with it as before, until it
becomes a salt that melts.
39. Soak whatever you will from these sections with three times its amount dissolved
mercury and set it to dissolve 40 days, then let it solidify, thus will it solidify into a
powder like silver. And if you distill it before solidifying and soften the residue and
dissolve it and pour three times its amount dissolved mercury on it and bury it, until it
dissolves, then distill it all and let it solidify in a blind alembic, thus will its dirham
transform 700 lead and mercury to silver as God wills.
Second Chapter. The Softening of these three Stones through Boraxes
40. Take whichever of them you will, spread it out in a long-handled roasting pan (G
of iron) and put it in the tābistān, until it becomes red (L hot). Then add it to water of
sharp soda, purify it with a filter spread it out in the roasting pan and place it again in the
tābistān (L until it is hot). Do this with it seven times, then make the talc and the gypsum
into milk, then filter it and dry it and pulverize it on a grindstone, and shake it in a thick
(L soft) tied cloth (pouch) in the interior of a bustūqa
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(G E a stove) until all comes out.

The (E combine it and) soak it with water of borax from Zarāwand and of natron, from
each seven separate times, and pulverize it with each soaking a half day; roast it one night
on a light fire, then soak it in three soakings with virgin’s milk, then it melts in the way
that metals melt.
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Ruska’s footnote for bustūqa states, “a water jug according to Wahrmund.” (Nach Wahrmund
ein Wasserkrug.”)
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41. Soak whichever from this section you will with three times as much dissolved
mercury in three times, pulverize it each time a half day and roast it one night in a claycoated flask and secure its lid (stopper), thus will it solidify to silver-like powder; its
dirham transforms 50 of mercury [G92] or lead into white silver. And if you soften it
three times with water of sal ammoniac, and let it solidify again, after you have dissolved
it, thus will its dirham transform one ratl (L mercury and lead as God wills.)
VII. The Softening of the Salts through Oil
42. Take cooking salt and make a paste (G and cook it) with oil and roast it in a claycoated kettle with a secured plug (lid) in a gentle dung fire several days. Do this with it
seven times, thus it melts and flows.
43. Another way. Take whichever of the salts that you will and soak it with whitened
dissolved oil and roast it. Do this with it repeatedly, until it melts and flows.
44. Another way. Take whichever of them that you will and soak it with distilled
naphtha and pulverize it one day and roast it one night with a powerful fire. Do this with
it ten times, thus it melts and flows (E like wax) as God wills.
45. Soak whichever from these sections that you will with an equal amount of
whitened sulfur in which there is no blackness, dissolved in three times, and roast it each
time, so that it becomes a substrate (G a water), of which one dirham colors ten of copper
(E of which one transforms 30 of mercury into an elixir). And if you soak it with a potion
of sal ammoniac and roast it (L soften) and dissolve it, and mix it with an equal amount
of dissolved mercury and as much shell calx as mercury and take the whole to dissolving,
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then it dissolves in 40 days; and if you let it solidify, so will its dirham transform 100
dirham of whichever metal you will in white silver as God wills.
This is the end of the chapters on softening (L the metals and the stones and their
calcinations) whole and complete.
Now we begin with the description of dissolving. In it is included the general mixing
and the complete dissolution.
Part Three: Dissolving Spirits and softened Calx and Borax and Salt
1. There are six ways to dissolve: Dissolving with sharp waters, dissolving with
dung, dissolving with moisture, dissolving with the dann, dissolving with the kettle
[G93], dissolving with the blind alembic, dissolving with the karafs and the cistern, and
dissolving through distillation.
I.

Dissolving with Sharp Waters.

2. Description of sharp waters. Take 20 ratls of purest water and add two and one124

half ratl of (E L white) soda and unslaked lime (quicklime)

and leave it in there three

days, filter it, and repeat the procedure with it seven times and each time pour an equal
amount (L E as one eighth) pure water in it, add as much as a tenth of the water of copper
acetate or yellow arsenic sulfide to it, leave it three days in there, and filter it, then put as
much as a half its amount of dissolved sal ammoniac in it, and let it stand several days.
Dissolve in it what you will, it dissolves talc immediately (L and God is the helper).
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Unslaked means not hydrated. To slake lime is to hydrate it “to produce calxium hydroxide”.
OED, s.v. “slake.”
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3. Description of crushing waters. Take salt of urine and of (L sharp) soda and sal
ammoniac and (G living) lime and quicklime and bat dung, one part from each
individually, and sprinkle (G soak) it with water of sal ammoniac and dissolve it with a
jug and moisture. Dissolve with this anything that you wish to dissolve, as God wills.
125

4. Description of poison water.

Take equal parts of sal ammoniac and copper

acetate, pulverize and distill both, then pour that which you distilled, on equal amounts
sal ammoniac and copper acetate as the first time and distill both. Do this with it seven
times, but during each distillation stick cotton in your nose (E soaked with violet oil or )
with rose oil. Set aside what you have distilled, and combine the residue with an equal
126

amount of sal ammoniac and its weight (L a quarter) pulp of colocynth

and let it

sublimate. Take what is sublimated and soften and dissolve it and combine it with that
which was set aside and bury it several days, so that it dissolves into a sharp water as God
wills.
5. Description of waters of salts.

127

(E: Chapter of dissolving of the seven salts. That

is a sharp water, that splits a rock forthwith.) Take good salt, bitter salt, Andarānī salt,
rock salt [G94], Indian salt, salt of urine, and salt of soda, part for part, and as much as
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Stapleton labels this procedure “Impure Solution of Ammonia.” Stapleton, 392.
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Colocynth: “The bitter apple, Citrullus colocynthis, a plant the the gourd family, whose pulpy
fruit furnishes a bitter purgative drug.” OED, s. v. “colocynth.” Al-Rāzī also describes administering
colocynth to his patients in his massive medical work, Hāwī: “He then drank the pulp of colocynths in great
quantity and was healed.” Max Meyerhof, “Thirty-three Clinical Observations by Rhazes (Circa 900
A.D.),” Isis 23 (Sep 1935), 347.
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Stapleton suggests that this procedure, which uses seven salts, “may be explained as a primitive
method of obtaining Hydrochloric acid.” Stapleton, 333.
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the whole of the best crystalline sal ammoniac, and dissolve them in moisture and distill
them, so that it distills as a sharp water, which splits rocks (L talc through its sharpness)
forwith. (L Praise to the all-knowing creator, he is our confidence and a marvelous
protector.)
6. Description of waters of soda and of quicklime.

128

Take calcined soda and

quicklime in equal parts and pour four times as much water on them and let it stand three
days. Then purify (filter) it and renew the soda and the quicklime in with a quarter of the
purified water. Do this with it seven times, then filter it ten times and add as much as half
the water of dissolved sal ammoniac to it, then bury it, so that it becomes an extremely
sharp water, that splits talc forthwith. (L And Allah is the helper through his favor and
courage.)
7. Description of other crushing waters. Take as much as you will of purest water,
add a seventh part unslaked lime to it, let it stand three days and filter it. Do this with it
seven times, then distill it and mix it with an equal amount of distilled sal ammoniac, and
store it in a Chinese barniyya
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, because it destroys (G bores through) glass and pottery

(E stone] as God wills.
8. Description (G E of waters) of pulp of colocynth. Take what you will of purest
water, add as much as its half of sal ammoniac in it, and let it stand several weeks. Then
128

Stapleton’s description: “Solution of Caustic Soda and Ammonia.” Stapleton, 392.
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A rare reference to storage. Ruska suggests that a barniyya is a “wide-necked kind of flask of
fired clay.” (“eine weithalsige Art von Flaschen aus gebrannten Ton.” Ruska, 60.
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filter it and add pulp of colocynth to it, as much as a quarter of the sal ammoniac,
powdered in a soft bag and hang it several days in this water and shake it every day
repeatedly. Then take it out and add as much as a quarter (L third) of colocynth (G
soqotrische, L E yellow) aloe also in a soft bag, hang it several days in water and shake it
repeatedly each day and filter it. But be careful not to smell it and be on your guard
against it, for it is a very sharp water, [G 95], therefore beware of it as God wills.
9. Another sharp water. Take fresh iron marcasite and sal ammoniac in equal parts
and make them both into a zinğar; then distill both and set the distillate aside. (L E Now
take copper acetate and sal ammoniac and distill both and set the distillate aside). Then
take yellow arsenic sulfide and pour water of soda and lime over it and filter it. After that,
combine both in equal amounts and take just as much water of hair and combine the
whole in a green barniyya. It is a very sharp water, that exerts a powerful effect on you as
God wills.
10. Another water. Take copper acetate and sal ammoniac and sulfur in equal parts
and pulverize it (G a while) with wine vinegar (L and place it in a pouch), then soak it
with water of sal ammoniac (G L and soften it repeatedly with it and bury it, so that it
dissolves into a sharp water. Then distill it and take the residue and soak it with water of
sal ammoniac and take the residue and soak it with water of sal ammoniac in proportion
to that which combines with one quarter egg shell calx. Pulverize it and let it sublimate in
an aludel, then add from the sublimate as much as its quarter to the distillate and let it
stand several days and purify it; it is a very sharp water as God wills.
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11. Another water. Take three and a half ratls of soda and burn it strongly until it
turns white. Then pulverize it well and divide it into seven parts and pour 12 ratls water
on each part and boil it vigorously, until it is reduced to one ratl. After than, filter it and
add another part water to it and boil it (E the same way). Do this with the seven parts,
until you have done them all and there only remains two ratls of the water. Now filter it
and add to it one ratl dissolved sal ammoniac and let it stand one day, and then it is a
sharp water as God wills.
12. Description (G Chapter) of sharp vinegars. Take one part from the water that
stands over coagulated milk and an equal amount of the acid of lemon and distill both,
and set the distillate aside. Then take sal ammoniac and copper acetate, both (L distilled
and) dissolved, take from each one part and four parts from the distillate that was set
aside, then it is a sharp water (G E therefore be cautious with it) because it splits (E
dissolves) [G 96] talc forthwith as God wills.
13. Another excellent water (from the sharpness of vinegar). Take one part mercury,
that was sublimated away from soda and sal ammoniac, and two parts sal ammoniac (L
an equal amount), and one part bat dung and copper acetate. Part for part, then pulverize
the whole on a grinding surface three days and bury it, so that it dissolves; then distill it,
then it is a very sharp water, from which one can benefit, as God wills.
14. Another water. Take one part copper acetate and one part bat dung and two parts
sal ammoniac, distill it and set it aside. After that, take one part mercury, sublimated with
sal ammoniac and with water of soda, one part of zinğar from the chemist and one part
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sal ammoniac; pour the four parts on the set-aside water and bury it, until it dissolves,
then distill it (E and pour from it on its quarter equal parts mercury, sublimated with
copper acetate and sal ammoniac, and bury it until it dissolves, then distill it.) Do this
seven times, then is it a very sharp water (E from which you benefit).
15. A sharp water. Take urine and let it age (get stale) one month long, then distill it
and add G mercury to it with equal parts sal ammoniac and bury it for a week; then distill
it and add to one ratl of it one uqia asafoetida
half uqia wolf’s milk

132

130

131

and one half uqia alkekengi

and one

and bury it for a week, then distill it, then it is a very powerful

sharp water as God wills.
16. Another way. Take marcasite sublimated with sal ammoniac and mercury
sublimated with sal ammoniac and bat dung and white soda salt, part for part, and two
parts sal ammoniac, and pour water on it and bury it 14 days and distill it, thus it is a
powerful sharp water.
17. Another way. Take sublimated sal ammoniac and sublimated mercury and calx of
hair (L shell calx), part for part, and pour on it four times sharp soapy water, repeated
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Asafoetida: “An acrid gum resin with a strong smell like that of garlic, obtained from certain
Asian plants of the umbelliferous genus Ferula, and used in condiments.” OED, s. v. “asafoetida.”
131
Alkekengi: “An ornamental plant, Physalis alkekengi, native to southern Europe and Asia,
bearing red berries enclosed by an inflated red calyx. Also called Chinese cherry, winter cherry, and other
names.” OED, s.v. “alkekengi.”
132

Wolf’s milk is a plant exudate obtained from spurge. Spurge: “Any of numerous plants
constituting the genus Euphorbia . . . which exude an acrid milky juice with purgative properties. . .” OED,
s.v. “spurge.”
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seven times, and soften it ten days, then filter it. Do this with it five times, thus it will be
a powerful sharp water.
The Chapter of Mercury dissolved through Sal ammoniac. [G 97]
18. Take sublimated mercury, soak it with dissolved sal ammoniac and steam it ten
times in a clay-coated capsule (L beaker). Then dissolve it, and if something of it remains
behind, then soak it with water of sal ammoniac and steam it several times, until it
dissolves without residue; then this is the foundation of the matter. And this is a (E L very
sharp) water, in which all calx and all metal filings are dissolved.
19. Another way. Take one part tin and one part living mercury, amalgamate and
pulverize them well and wash both and combine them with an equal amount sublimated
mercury and as much sal ammoniac as mercury; pulverize it well and steam it between
two beakers with a gentle fire, so that it rises (G yellow). (L Set it aside), take it back to
its residue, do this repeatedly, then dissolve it, so that it dissolves. Go to the extreme to
soften its residue and steam it and dissolve it, until it all dissolves; then it is a sharp water.
The Dissolving of Living Mercury
20. Take four parts mercury, that was solidified through the vapor of black lead, and
two parts sal ammoniac and one part shell calx; pulverize it one day and steam it; Do this
with it seven times and dissolve it, so it dissolves to a sharp water, that dissolves
everything as God wills.
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Description of dissolving through this water.
21. You soften calx and metal filings using the previously described procedures and
moisten them and bring them to melting (G with which ever water you wish) and dissolve
them as you will with dung or other similar matter. And if you (L E carry out their
preparation well and) have (E whitened and) softened them several times and doused
them with a stream (of sharp water) and each time if it is reduced, have again doused it,
then all will dissolve in several days, of what you wish to dissolve, as God wills.
E This is the end of the Chapter of Sharp Waters and the help is from God. Now let us
begin with the description of (the procedures of) dissolving, that is the general mixtures.
[The Chapter on Dissolving. There are eight chapters and one of them is the dissolving
with dung.]
II. Description of Dissolving with Dung.
22. Dig two pits in a place where the wind does not come in, the depth of each of the
two is two ells and their width is one ell, and smear them with dung from house doves,
made into a paste with juice expressed from black radishes, and take one part dung from
a purebred horse, that was produced the same day, and one part dung from house doves
[G98] and make a paste from both with radish juice, not too thin, and fill both (pits) one
ell deep solidly with this mixture. Then place that which you wish to dissolve in a flatbottomed glass bottle with uniform sides above and below, and keep a mold of the shape
of the bottle ready, in which the substance is, and sink (press) it in this filling of dung and
turn it around in there. Then take the mold out and put the bottle in its place, after you
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have sealed its stopper with sārūğ.
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Then plunge a felt-lined basket over it and pack it

with the prepared dung up to the top, then cover a wash basin over it and make the
closure tight, lift the bowl out each day and spray hot water on it; renew the dung each
week, while you fill in the other dove-dung smeared pit up to halfway or more with the
prepared dung, sink (press) the mold in it, and invert the bowl over it and leave it on there
one night, without making the tight closure. Then when it is morning, uncover the bottle
buried in the first pit and lift the other mold out, take the bottle out as fast as possible and
bury it again, invert the basket over it and cover it with dung and bring the bowl back
again and seal the closure tight. You treat it in this manner until it (the contents of the
bottle) are dissolved, and in fact with this any (L E hard i.e. difficult to dissolve) thing (G
E of metal and stones and others of the like) as God wills.
III.

Description of Dissolving with Moisture.

23. For this dissolving there are three methods. One method is that you dig a pit in
wet earth on which the sun never shines, of a depth of two ells or more, and with a width
of one ell. Now you make from its lowest end to its highest an inclined hole through
which the pit is soaked with water, then fill it up to one (E two) thirds with moistened
clean sand (E dung, G ashes) in which you sink the bottle with the substance to be
dissolved up to its neck, after you have sealed its stopper (lid) with sārūğ, and leave an air
hole in the bottle, but do not put more of the substance in the bottle than halfway. Now
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According to Ruska, sarug is a medium used for a watertight coat or seal, similar to potter’s
clay. It may have been a cement-like compound of sand and lime or a mixture of gypsum and ash. See
Ruska, 61.
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invert a small felt basket over it and fill damp dung (G sand) around it and on top of it
until you have filled the pit. Then cover it over with a bowl and over the bowl a moist
canvas bag. Now soak it every three days from the inclined hole with five ratls (G E hot)
water, and sprinkle water on the canvas every day, repeatedly in the days of summer and
once in the days of winter, so that all within dissolves, whose dissolving you wish, after it
has become admirably softened as God wills. [G99]
24. The second method of dissolving with moisture requires that you dig a (G small)
pit in a place on which the sun (E the wind) does not fall, of which the depth is two ells
and the width is one ell. You line it with sārūğ and also make a top of sārūğ and put water
in it in the amount of two (G one) third, and attach a ring to the top, in the middle of the
inside, and hang the bottle on it, in which the substance it, after you have sealed its
stopper with sārūğ, with a tight thread of cotton (G E or from the tail) of beasts, G and
that is the best). Then immerse it up to its neck in the water and lay the top over it and
secure the closure and sprinkle water on it every day and open it every three days and put
new water in it, when this is needed, and then all that you wish to dissolve will dissolve
for you as God wills.
25. The third method of dissolving with moisture is, that you dig a pit in a moist place
on which the sun does not fall, which has a depth of three steps; you make a cover for it
out of a clay brick and (E or) gypsum, which has a ring in the middle of the inside, and
place that, which you wish to dissolve, after the best softening, in a clean washed leather
bag and hang it on the ring, after you have tied up its opening with a cotton thread, so that
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it dips to one (E two) third or more in the water; but do not immerse it one full day (L E
and watch it), because it will quickly get spoiled. It dissolves that way all, which you
wish to dissolve as God wills.
134

Description of Dissolving with a Dann

.

26. This is the only way. You take a wide dann with a wide mouth, that holds at least
30 ratls, put vinegar in it up to two-thirds and make a cover for it from brick clay, on
which on its inner side in the middle there is a ring, and on it hang a lamp with a thread of
cotton (E or from the tail of an animal, G or of hair, because that is the best). Now put
that which you wish to dissolve in a cotton cloth, after you have moistened it with water
of sal ammoniac, and tie it up loosely and hang it over the lamp on the ring; between the
lamp and the vinegar should be two fingers wide and between the lamp and the sack
should be a space a fist wide. Make the cover on it tight, as it is necessary, and connect
the stopper [G 100] and fill the sides of the dann with animal dung and dove dung that is
mixed into a paste with water from seeds of garden carrots or wild carrots, and sprinkle
hot water on it every day, at both ends of the day. It will dissolve everything through this
dissolving (method) and every hard calx as God wills.
IV. Description of Dissolving with a Kettle.
27. For this dissolving there are two methods. The first of the two requires that you
take a large kettle with a cover of brick clay, under the middle of which is a ring. Then
fill it with water and rice bran to two-thirds deep, hang the bottle in it with the substance,
134

According to Ruska, the dann was a large-bellied wine jug, whose lower section was buried in
the earth. Ruska, 59.
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after you have sealed the lid, from a cotton thread, set the cover on it evenly, establish the
connection and immerse the bottle halfway in the rice bran. Then stand the whole on a
stove and light a cane fire under it and every time the stove gets hot, and you fear that the
water in the kettle might come to a boil, then take it off the fire until it ceases to boil, then
repeat the procedure. In the lid is a hole in which a wooden peg fits exactly, and with
which you seal it; also you have a spoon curved at the end, with which any bran that
accumulates in the kettle can be taken out at all times. And watch it lest the water
decreases and dries up or diminishes (L every hour). On the stove there is a cooking pot
(G or kettle) containing hot water, from which you scoop in a funnel, the tube of which
reaches to the kettle (L under the rice bran); and every three days you change the water
and the bran, (E after you have put the water and the bran in another kettle). Now you
heat and let it stay there, until its heat (L G I mean of the kettle, which contains the
bottle) has abated and cooled down, so that the bottle, when you take it out, and it is
exposed to the air, does not break. Consider that and treat accordingly, (L then you will
do well with it as God wills).
28. The second method of dissolving with a kettle [G E that is the philosophers’ bath]
requires that you take wool from a (G E small) ram, pull it to pieces as fine as possible
and mix an equal amount of dove dung with it. Beat it with water and put it in the kettle
and proceed with it as in the first procedure [G 101], then it dissolves any type of difficult
to dissolve substance. And this is the wet bath, which is referred to in the books of the
philosophers; so take note of it as God wills.
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V. Description of Dissolving with a Blind Alembic
29. It requires that you take the softened object and wet (L melt) it with sharp waters
and put it in the blind alembic. You put water in up to half the curcurbit, with which you
have wet (L melted) it and set the blind alembic on it, after you have placed the vessel on
a kettle of water, seal the closure tight and heat it underneath with a gentle fire and open
it every three days and take what has dissolved of it, and soften the residue and wet it
again and repeat the procedure, until all has dissolved, as God wills.
VI. Description of Dissolving with Karafs and Sirdāb.
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30. Take a (G E large) sirdāb of a medium filtration and make it a lid out of clay,
which has a ring in the middle of its lower surface, and take a vial that holds twice the
amount of the substance, set a glass funnel on it, and put a layer of karafs and a layer of
the material in the vial, until it gets to the end. Then hang it with a linen thread from the
lid in the sirdāb and seal the closure tightly. Cover it with a wet cloth and spray water on
it every day, in summer several times and in winter a single time. Also the sirdāb is
situated in a wet location, so that the dissolving will go faster for it.
VII.

Description of Dissolving by Distilling

31. This dissolving is especially appropriate for salts and vitriols. It requires that you
take whichever of the two you will, melt it in the evening, (G dampen it with a little
water) and one night (G until morning) leave it under the open sky. Then when it is
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Ruska states that karafs was translated as celery (apium) in Latin, but a slight vowel variation
might make it cotton, In any case, he says its function in this procedure is unclear. He suggests that sirdāb
in this context is a cold- or ice-cellar. Ruska, 68, 60. Stapleton translates karafs as “parlsey.” Stapleton,
334.
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morning, distill it, then pulverize the residue with a little water one hour, until it is dry,
then moisten and pulverize (G soften) it for a second and third time and pour off the
distillate and pulverize it one hour, leave it one night under the open sky, and distill it
(again) in the morning. Do this with it and weigh it each time and as long as its weight is
increased by distilling [G102], distill it again, and when it begins to decrease, then take it
away.
32. This is everything that the philosophers have used (explained) for dissolving, and
nothing of it was hidden (G left out), except for a single very elegant chapter; we explain
it in our book that is called “Secret of Secrets” as God wills.
Now the chapter on dissolving is at an end. Now let us begin with the description of
mixtures in order according to the procedures which we have already introduced.

Part Four
The Chapter on Mixing
1. Of mixing, there are three (L perfect) methods. One of them is mixing through
pulverizing and roasting, and the second is mixing through pulverizing and softening;
both of these are not ideal. The third mixing is the one depending on dissolving, and this
is the perfect mixing.
I. Mixing by Grinding and Roasting
2. Concerning the mixing through pulverizing and roasting, then it is similar to that
which we have explained in a previous chapter regarding the soaking of the whitened
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spirits, dissolved with calcined metals, and calcined metals dissolved with the whitened
spirits, and their roasting in flasks in ash kettles to drive away their moisture and after
that sealing their lids and covering them with ashes and lighting small coals over the
ashes, so that the fire acts on it from all sides. And watch them that they do not thicken
and resolidify against your wishes.
II. Mixing by Grinding and Softening
3. What pertains to mixing that takes place through pulverizing and softening, (so is
it) as with mercury and sal ammoniac, when they both are sublimated and mixed and
pulverized on a grindstone and when they are placed in a clay-coated beaker (G kettle)
and this is set on an open fire of coals, until it steams, and when the smoke begins, they
are taken off and cooled. (L Then put it back in its place and) do this with it ten times,
then it is pulverized and soaked with water of sal ammoniac on a grindstone, until it
becomes a salt, that melts on the tip of the tongue.
4. And likewise you proceed with calxes, only that the calxes are soaked with water
of sal ammoniac and pulverized, until they are dry. Then the calx is placed in a claycoated māwardiyya and set on a coal fire (G dung fire), until it steams and its smoke
ceases.
5. The difference between the softening of spirits and the softening of calxes is that
the spirits, when their upper surface steams [G103] and the smoke begins, are taken away
(E from the fire), until it ceases; however the calx are left on the fire until their smoke has
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entirely come out and ceased. Also the spirits are softened in the two beakers, but the calx
in the māwardiyyas.
III. Mixing with Dissolving
6. Concerning the third method of mixing, that takes place with dissolving, so that is
the most perfect mixing. It requires that you softened the spirit by itself and dissolve it,
136

then the nafs

by itself and dissolve it, and then the metal by itself and dissolve it. After

that, you combine the three waters (dissolved materials) in equal parts and bury them 40
days, until they are pure and permeate into each other and no longer separate from each
other; so note this as God wills.
This is the end of the chapter on mixing. Let us begin then with the description (G the
chapter) on solidifying.

Part Five
The Chapter on Solidification
1. Of these there are four methods: Solidifying through roasting, solidifying with the
flask and the kettle, solidifying through burying and solidifying with the blind ambiq [E
and that is the solidification of mineral matter.]
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Heym states that nafs, which literally means soul, refers to “a substance that rises when the
distilled water begins to change colour.” Recognizing this stage would therefore require close observation
of the liquid during the distillation process. Heym, 190.
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I. Solidifying by Roasting
2. With this you solidify mineral substances and their components and, indeed,
while you soak it with the water to solidify it, and pulverize (the soaked matter) on a
grinding surface until it is dry. Then place it in a clay-coated flask and seal its plug (lid),
if there is no more moisture in it, and put it, covered up, in a dung fire; if however there is
moisture in it, then take the moisture away and then seal the plug and let it stand, until it
becomes dry and hot. Then cover it over with fire and let it stand as God wills.
II. Solidifying with Flask and Kettle.
3. There are two methods. The first one requires that you soak the spirits with that
which you wish to soak it, in the amount in which their portions combine; then pulverize
it until it is dry, put it in a clay-coated flask, and indeed place this in a kettle with ashes,
so that under it is a little less ash than three fingers held together; pile many ashes around
it, under (L heavy) even packing up to its neck and plug it with wool one time after
another until you have driven away its moisture. [G104, Hs. 105]. As soon as a ball of
wool is wet, replace it with another and press it out and let it dry (and substitute another
for it) until it too (L its sister) has become wet. Then take these and bring them back to
dryness, until the moisture is depleted and the wool stays dry and it shows a trace of
burning (E about itself). Then put roasted salt and barley flour over the wool, made into a
paste with hot water, (G E and let it dry G and get hot; then coat it with the artist’s clay
and in fact let the clay be made into a paste with hot water) so that the flask does not
shatter. Then let it dry and become very hot, then pack ashes solidly over it and pack
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small coals over the ashes and light a fire in it and watch that the coal’s flame does not
extinguish. Take care as well, that the fire is even on all sides, so that all that you wish
solidifies to a (G single) powder (L E to an enduring (in fire) powder), supported and
tested through the fire.
4. The second method of this solidification (L with the flask and kettle) requires that
you put the substance in a clay-coated flask and seal its lid after driving away the
moisture; and the driving away of its moisture requires that you set the flask up to
halfway in a dung fire and plug it with a ball of wool like the other one; (L E you drive
away its moisture until the wool turns brown) and shows a trace of burning. Then seal the
lid with a paste made of roasted salt and barley flour with hot water, so that the flask does
not shatter, and let it stand until it dries and becomes hot. Then coat it over with artist’s
clay, made into a paste with hot water, so that the flask does not shatter, and let it stand,
until it has become dry and hot (G and is hardened).
Then take a clay-coated kettle, six fingers higher than the flask, and put sifted (G hot)
ashes two fingers deep into the kettle, then the kettle will be packed with ashes (around
the flask). Inside the kettle there is a ring one fist wide underneath the brim and a cover
on which the ring fits. Now the flask is placed on the ashes and the lid is set on the
projecting ring, then the closure is assembled with a cloth and laces (E and egg white)
and then it is coated with clay over the lid and the adjoining parts, after you have placed
the kettle on the stove. Then a gentle fire is lit under it, until the whole has become dry.
Then put small coals over the lid [G105] and light a fire on the stove; be careful that the
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fire is even on all sides (L uniform), so that the substance solidifies by means of the fire
and becomes strong in it. And with these methods of solidifying, the procedure is now
repeated until the substance is solid and has become powder that withstands fire and does
not smoke and does not dissolve as God wills.
IV. Solidifying by Burying
5. This is the solidification of dissolved substances, and indeed requires that you
place the dissolved matter in a clay-coated flask and seal its closure. Then dig it a pit
corresponding to its size and put solid earth in it and pack it solidly. Spray water on the
earth and cover it with dung, put one or two baskets of coarse dung on it, depending on
the lesser or greater amount of the matter, and light a fire in it. Let it stand until it
solidifies, then take it out and test it. If it does not smoke and flow and has become
powder, (then it is good;) and if not, then repeat the procedure with it, until it has become
powder (E until it is very solid) as God wills.
V.

Solidifying with a Blind Alembic

6. There are two methods. One of the two requires that you place the thing that you
wish to solidify in a cucurbit and set it on a beaker; then put the closure together and set
the blind alembic on a small close-fitting stove, (G to solidify) that which is in the
cucurbit. You place a lighted lamp or burning naphtha lamp and take care that it does not
go out, and observe it until it has solidified. The underside of the cucurbit must be heavily
coated with clay, and also be careful that the wick is not too thick, lest that which is in the
cucurbit comes to a boil and breaks it, (G mark this) as God wills.
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7. The other method of this solidification requires that you set the blind alembic in
hot ashes of a medium heat; they will be replaced as long as it takes to solidify as God
wills.
This is the totality of the chapter on solidification, and with this its description is at an
end. Now let us begin with the description [G 106, Hs. 107] of the sublimation of metals
and stones and their transformation into metals.
Part Six: The Chapter on Sublimation

137 138

.

1. The sublimation of metals and stones takes place through the spirits, just as the
stability of the spirits depends on the metals and stones. It happens in two ways.
2. One method requires that the three spirits be mixed and soaked with water of sal
ammoniac; then the mixture is placed between two crucibles, of which the lower one is
clay-coated and between which a binding is established. On the lowest portion of the
open crucible is a hole; so big that the little finger passes through it, it is plugged with
139

wool (G and wax) so that the air can go through it (?)

and that which is sublimated can

be seen. When the smoke ceases, you let it become cold in its place, then take it out and
make the uppermost the lowermost and soak it with dissolved sal ammoniac and
pulverize it therewith, until it becomes dry, then put it back in the two crucibles and
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Note that the following procedures utilize the techniques of softening, dissolving, and
solidifying which have now been explained.
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Earlier chapters covered sublimation of mercury, sal ammoniac, sulfide of arsenic, and sulfur,
all of which are classified as spirits. This chapter introduces the sublimation of stones and metals.
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The question mark is in Ruska’s translation.
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soften it and let it stand until the smoke ceases. Do this repeatedly, until nothing more
remains underneath. This is the (E method) of sublimation.
3. The second method requires that you mix the substance with spirits [G and the
metals], as you will, and carefully pulverize it with water of sal ammoniac (E on a
grinding surface), and in fact at least one day. Do this with it in a new aludel of the
artist’s clay or birham, (G whichever of these it may be), and coat it proficiently with clay
and set it on the stove (L or on the tābistān) and heat it below with a strong fire (L E from
the very beginning of the task until it is sublimated) and do not drive off its moisture.
4. The difference between the sublimation of spirits and metals consists in this: that
you drive the moisture away from the spirits, but not the moisture of metals. You replace
the bottom with the top (E L with pulverizing and drive it repeatedly higher) until all is
sublimated. Or you set it in an oven of the shape of a self-ventilating oven and blow on it
with two bellows, however take care with the blowing, until it is sublimated and the
smoke ceases. Then reverse the bottom and the top [G107] (G and take care with the
blowing), until it is sublimated as God wills.
A. The Sublimation of Metals
I. The Sublimation of Gold
5. This is effective and suitable for reddening (L E alone). It requires that you take
gold filings and amalgamate them with an equal amount of mercury, and as much yellow
sulfur as a quarter of the mercury, and add the same amount of vitriol. Soak it with water
of sal ammoniac and pulverize it on a grinding surface, then let it sublimate, as we have
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described (L earlier), and make the uppermost the lowermost, until all is sublimated.
Then soak it with the solution of five vitriols and roast it in a flask in a kettle with ashes.
Do this with it repeatedly, until all of it has become red (G best) cinnabar. It (L E its
dirham 30 dirhams of silver) colors for you as God wills. And if you soften it and
dissolve, (L E then its one colors 100 of any metal you wish). And if you add to it an
equal amount of the red of hair, then its mithqal colors for you 700 of any metal that you
will, as God wills.
II.

The Sublimation of Silver.

6. It requires that you amalgamate silver filings with an equal amount of mercury,
and roast it one night in hot ashes with alum, made into a paste with egg white, in a claycoated flask, whose top is sealed. Then take it out and with it pulverize half as much
mercury-whitened (L yellow) arsenic sulfide,
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in which there is no blackness, with

water of sal ammoniac on a grinding surface one full day. Then sublimate it with a strong
fire at the beginning of the undertaking, and replace the top with the bottom and pulverize
and soak it with water of sal ammoniac until all is sublimated. Then soften it all
repeatedly and dissolve it and solidify it. Its dirham colors 500 of copper to silver as God
wills.
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For the properties contributed by sulfide of arsenic, see page 27. Yellow sulfide of arsenic is
used for whiteness, i.e. the color of silver. Chapter III has the procedures for handling sulfur and sulfide of
arsenic, and paragraph 40 in that chapter gives a method for sublimating sulfide of arsenic with mercury.
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III. The Sublimation of copper
7. Its sublimation takes place as well to red as to white. If you wish to sublimate it to
red, then proceed according to the procedure for gold, and if it should take place to silver,
proceed according to the procedure for silver. Its effectiveness comes close to the
effectiveness of both as God wills.
IV. The Sublimation of Iron
8. Take iron filings [G108, Hs. 109] and wash them repeatedly with water and salt
and purify them from their blackness; then wash out the salt with sweet water, until its
saltiness is gone away (L from it). Then pulverize it well with an equal amount of
sublimated arsenic sulfide and sublimated mercury with water of sal ammoniac, and put it
in an aludel and sublimate it with help from bellows and replace the uppermost with the
lowermost. Then pulverize it each time, with water of sal ammoniac (L E one day) until it
sublimates, and add to it each time that which has diminished from the spirits; then soften
it and dissolve it and let it solidify. Its dirham transforms 100 dirhams of both leads and
of mercury as God wills.
V. The Sublimation of both Leads
9. The sublimation of the two leads corresponds to silver, but the efficacy of tin
exceeds the efficacy of silver; so take note of this as God wills.
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B. The Sublimation of Stones.
I. The Sublimation of Marcasite, Magnesia, and Iron ore.
10. Pertaining to the sublimation of marcasite, magnesia, and iron ore, the
sublimation of these three is like that of iron, and their efficacy is like its efficacy,
nothing of them remains behind. And if you soak these sublimated stones with an equal
amount of dissolved sulfur and with as much dissolved mercury as sulfur, and let it
solidify, then its dirham colors what lies between 500 and 700 of any metal that you will
as God wills.
II. The Sublimation of Tutia and Malachite and Lapis Lazuli and Hematite
11. What pertains to these, is that it is necessary that they be pulverized with three
times as much mercury, sublimated with a mixture of sulfur, that is saturated with water
from the five reddened vitriols. You sublimate it like you sublimate gold, and its efficacy
comes close to gold as God wills.
III. The Sublimation of Talc and of Gypsum
12. What pertains to both of these is that they can not be sublimated at all, and there is
no procedure for both in this regard; therefore do not burden yourself (E your heart) with
them as God wills.
IV. The Sublimation of Glass.
13. Take of them what you will and let its substance truly be a pure white, and soak it
with water of sal ammoniac and steam it in a clay-coated [G109] māwardiyya until its
smoke ceases. Do this with it ten times, then put it in a clay-coated new aludel and set it
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on a strong fire or a stove shaped like a self-ventilating oven, and sublimate it and return
the uppermost to the lowermost and soak it with water of sal ammoniac, (adding) with
each sublimation the amount that was driven off from it. And pulverize it on a grinding
surface, until it is dry and nothing remains to evaporate (L E then it is all sublimated).
Then mix it with three times as much dissolved mercury and an equal amount of
dissolved sulfur and an equal amount whitened distilled (G sublimated) arsenic sulfide,
and bury it 40 days in dung, so that it becomes a pure water, purer than tears (L E and
than emerald). Its dirham transforms 700 of whichever metal you wish as God wills.
This chapter, that we have explained here, is the chapter of Ibrahīm (G Alī) Ibn Gafar
al-Hamadānī. I have encountered a marvelous story with him that I will relate in the
explanation of procedures of animal matter.
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14. Now it is the end of the sublimation of metals and stones and next we begin with
the explanation of metal development of the procedures of stones and metals. (L And
Allah is the helper with his grace and his bounty in all things, and he is our certainty.)
V. The Procedures of Developing Metals.
15. Regarding gold and silver, they are both pure (unmixed) metals and need no
procedure. Regarding copper and the two leads, then one has (E if they are also less pure
than the two other metals, not much work with them). Only for the developing metals of
iron (is a procedure necessary) among the metals. And of the stones are marcasite and
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This is a rare reference to sources in the Kitāb al-Asrār. Unfortunately, the story is not in this

text.
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magnesia and iron ore, then talc and gypsum and glass and nothing further (L E and the
treatment of all is the same, except for talc and gypsum and glass.)
16. Regarding iron, the masculine (L E its filings) is taken from it, and regarding iron
142

ore,

from it the Istahrish is taken, which is coated with a fine crust. It is heated and

immersed (G repeatedly) in water and salt until it crumbles and turns to dust.
17. Regarding marcasite and magnesia, then both are pulverized and a quarter part or
less of red arsenic sulfide is added to them, then they are (G made wet and) pulverized
well. After that it is tied tightly in a cloth and the overlap is cut off, and the bag is
covered with the artist’s clay and dried as thoroughly as possible and roasted one night in
an oven (tannūr), that has been heated with an intense fire [G 110, Hs. 111]. Then it is
taken out (L E and washed continuously with water and salt until it is clean), then washed
with sweet water, until the water is sweet and the saltiness is removed. And among the
adept there are some, who instead of the (E L raw) red arsenic sulfide use an equal
amount of whitened yellow arsenic sulfide or whitened sulfur. Roast it in a clay-coated
jar and (G L do not) leave a spot open, from which the steam can escape. Then mix it
with a sixth of natron and make a paste with oil in the amount that combines with it, and
let it melt down in a double crucible. Pour it in a dry mold, then melt it (again) and mix it
with glass and sal ammoniac in equal amounts, both sprinkled with oil. Mix ten of this at
a time with one dirham weight of glass and sal ammoniac, and pour it on the ground. Do
this with it repeatedly (E L continuously) until it becomes white and soft.
142

Daus is an ore of iron, described on page 5, where al-Rāzī states that the best is from Istahr.
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Then add one part of it at a time to ten of lead and mix ten and a half dirham of it with
143

a danaq

and two grains of whichever (E dustlike) elixir (E L to whiten) you will. It

transmutes them to white (E lets them turn to white silver), after it has been in the sulfur
and mercury elixir (G then it is stable in the pure state as God wills).
If you wish to calcine metals and hard stones, an amount of red arsenic sulfide equal
to them is added, and if you wish to transform them into metal, as much as a quarter of it
is used. Note this difference, because many errors are made on this account.
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18. Regarding talc and gypsum and (metallicized) glass, their sublimation occurs in
only one way. It requires that whitened sulfur or whitened arsenic sulfide be sublimated
from them repeatedly. Pulverize them continuously with water of natron (L repeatedly),
until it has absorbed sevenfold, and with water of tinkar in the same amount. Then mix it
for melting with whitened lead oxide (litharge) ten to one, so that it melts like water. Pour
it in a dry mold, so that it comes out similar to ivory as in a white stream. Talc and
gypsum, that you transform, can both be dissolved with bean-water (E with water of
soda). Regarding glass, calcine it with water of soda, and [G 111] indeed, heat it
therewith and dissolve it therewith and take an equal amount of sublimated mercury with
it. Make from it a paste with egg white, distill with it what is in it from shell calx [G
similar to hail] and salt of (G whitened) soda; you roast, soak it continuously, until it
solidifies to white powder. It dirham transforms 30 dirhams of lead into silver, and if you
143

Ruska’s footnote: “A sixth [of a] dirham.” (“Ein sechstel Dirham.”). Ruska, 199.
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Warning against using the wrong amount of arsenic sulfide by confusing two procedures.
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soften it in 10 softenings and dissolve and pour an equal amount of sublimated mercury
on it and bury it, it will dissolve. Then let it solidify, so that its dirham colors one ratl of
whichever metal you wish as God wills.
This is the end of the description of the metal generation of metals and stones, and
that is the conclusion of the sixth section of this our book. (E Now let us begin with the
seventh part.)
Part Seven
1. This is the last of the sections, on which the procedures depend, and it contains (L
is that) the procedure of waters, that tint the whitened precursors, whose description has
gone before up to this final conclusion of the book. (E and to that belongs the procedure
of a red water.)
I. The Procedures of Waters.
2. Take (E one ratl) distilled wine vinegar and add a quarter of its amount of purified
vitriol and let it stand a few days (Margin E: and boil it to bubbling) and purify it, then
add as much as its quarter of sal ammoniac to it, let it stand a few days (Margin E: and
boil it to bubbling) and purify it. Then dry it and roast it, until it becomes red as God
wills.
3. Another way. Take distilled wine vinegar, in which there is a quarter portion of
purified (L distilled) vitriol. Then put in that which was purified, a quarter portion of
copper acetate made with sal ammoniac and wine vinegar and (L some of) washed copper
filings, and let it boil to bubbling. Then purify it and use it (E for what you will).
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4. [L E] Another way. Take (E distilled) wine vinegar and (E put in it) its quarter of
sal ammoniac and boil it (E to bubbling) and purify it, and to that which was purified add
yellow purified vitriol and boil it. The add its quarter of copper acetate, made with burnt
copper and let it boil (E to bubbling) and purify it. Then add purified ferric oxide to it and
boil it and purify it and use it.
5. [E] Another way. Take burnt copper and dissolve it and add the redness of sulfur
and oil of egg yolk to it and bury it a few days, until it dissolves and turns yellow. Then
use it, and you will find it as a coloring material.
6. Another way. Take (G L green vitriol and) yellow vitriol and white vitriol and red
vitriol and ferric oxide and as much as the whole (L a quarter of the whole) of sublimated
sal ammoniac, and moisten it with wine vinegar, and soak it and pulverize it; and each
time when it becomes dry, moisten it in the same way; (G do this with it) three days and
each time when the three days are finished, roast it on a medium fire, until it becomes red
(L G hot). Then dissolve it and use it (E for what you will).
7. Another way. Take purified vitriol and dissolve it and add an equal amount
redness of sulfur and oil of egg yolk to it [G 112] and bury it a few days, until it dissolves
and becomes pure. Use it, then you will find it salutary.
8. Another way. Take yellow vitriol, that has some golden eyes on its broken
surface, and an equal amount green vitriol, dissolve it in moisture and purify both, then
add to both their quarter of water (G E softened) gold marcasite and sun it a few days and
distill it; then add to it as much as its quarter of ferric oxide, let it stand several days, and
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distill it, after that add to it a quarter of the whole of oil of egg yolks and set it to dissolve
a few days. Now use it for your work, (G E then you will find it G effective E
outstanding.)
9. Another way. Take one ratl yellow sulfur and an equal amount boiled egg yolk
and pulverize both on a grinding surface one full day. Take its water and its oil, combine
both while beating them and mix both with an equal amount of water of copper acetate
and of distilled vitriol (G both distilled) and sun it for a few days; then use it, (G E then
you will find it wonderful) as God wills.
10. Another way. Take dissolved vitriol and lead oxide and red arsenic sulfide and
gold marcasite and green vitriol in equal amounts, and pulverize them continuously, until
they become dry. Then soften them with water of sal ammoniac, sublimated five times
with vitriol and five times with water of white vitriol, and dissolve them with moisture;
then they dissolve to a red coloring water as God wills.
11. Another way. (G it requires that you) distill egg yolk, and take its water and its oil
and combine them both with the five reddened vitriols dissolved in moisture, namely with
green vitriol and yellow vitriol and white vitriol and red vitriol and gold vitriol and then
bury it for three weeks in dung. It dissolves into yellow water without residue, (L then
use it).
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12. Another way. (G It requires that you) take honey and yellow sulfur and vitriol,
from each one ratl individually, and (G in addition) two staters
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yellow white arsenic;

pour distilled wine vinegar on the whole (L on it) [G 113] and cover it up to four fingers
high in a kettle of birham in the shape of a cooking pot and boil it in several bubblings
and purify it and pour a half-ratl water of egg yolk and a half ratl of its oil thereon, sun it
(G soften it) 14 days and distill it and set it aside. Then take ferric oxide and yellow white
arsenic and the dyes of sulfur and egg yolk and green vitriol and gold marcasite, and
soften it with the dissolved sal ammoniac ten times and bury it, until it has dissolved.
Now distill it and combine it with that which was set aside and bury it three weeks, then
it dissolves into a yellow (L red) water; and if you immerse a heated tablet of silver in it,
then it leaves it behind as pure gold as God wills.
13. Another way. Take green vitriol, dissolve it in moisture and (G dissolve it [with
honey] and mix it with honey after it dissolves in the moisture and distill it and set the
distilled matter aside. Then take ferric oxide and an equal amount of (G one part) (L E
yellow) sulfur, pulverize both and soak them with that which was set aside (L E water
and pulverize both) one full day and dry both, then roast them in a clay-coated flask,
whose opening (lid) is tightly sealed. (E Do this with it four times) and soak it each time
with it until what you have left is like a soup. Then pulverize it, until it is dry, and set it
aside. Take copper acetate and pulverize it with a quarter part sal ammoniac and roast it,
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Stater: “1. An ancient weight equal to half an ounce. 2. Any of various ancient coins, esp. a
gold coin or daric of Persia, or a gold or silver coin of ancient Greece.” OED. This term occurs twice in the
Kitāb al-Asrār, here and later in the procedure for purification of borax in the Chapter of Rarities.
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do that four times and each time replenish the sal ammoniac, then take from it one part
and one part from that which you have set aside and pour a stream of distilled water on it,
and sun it until it becomes like blood; then use it as needed.
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14. Then there are the waters which color the substrate red, in which the mercury and
the sulfur and the metals are included. And what pertains to those, in which no mercury is
contained, so they are colored with red dissolved mercury, mixed with the redness of
sulfur (L E or mixed with water of egg yolk), or mixed with water and oil of egg yolk
together.
Description of the red dissolved Mercury.
15. Take mercury sublimated to red and an equal amount yellow sulfur, soak (G
pulverize) both with water from dissolved vitriol [G 114] one day and dry both and let
them sublimate in a māwardiyya, so it sublimates like blood. Then take one part of it and
an equal amount of ferric oxide and pulverize them and pour copper acetate and vitriol
and dissolved sal ammoniac on it. Pulverize it and bury it, until it dissolves into red
water; after that distill it and soften the residue with water of vitriol and of copper acetate
and dissolved distilled vitriol, until the whole thing is distilled. Then sun it (G soften it)
14 days long.
Now we have said enough about the sharp red-coloring waters. Therefore this is the
end of the transformation of mineral matter. Now we begin with the help of Allah with
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the description of the procedures for vegetable matter as God wills.
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Note there are three main steps in this procedure, all using processes that have been explained
previously. It requires planning to have enough liquid left for part three.
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II.

The Procedures of Vegetable Matter

1. We have in that which has gone before in this our book, said the following: “The
interest of the adept is minimal with respect to the utilization of plant substances, and
they make little use of them. The best, of those that are used, is the long moist uschnān,
that is known under the name ‘five-finger (cabbage).”
1. The Procedure for Whitening.
2. Take what you will of the uschnān and distill its water. As soon as it begins to
change (change color) and its nafs (scent, odor) begins to rise – then once again set
another receiver before it and distill it and let it stand until all is distilled. Then take a
new portion of it and distill its water (G until its nafs rises), then let it stand until all is
distilled over. Then take a new portion of it and distill its water, (G until its nafs rises)
then let the remainder in the vessel sublimate with the aludel. Take that which rose up
white from it and calcine the residue, then take one part of it and one part sublimated
mercury and make a paste of it with an equal amount of distilled water and let it solidify
on a gentle fire, in a clay-coated flask whose plug (lid) is sealed, then will it solidify to
powder like rock crystal. Its dirham colors 100 dirham of whichever metal you will and
leaves all behind as white silver as God wills.
3. Another way. You take one part of its calx and one part of its water and one part
sublimated mercury and pulverize it and roast it in a clay-coated flask, according to that
147

In accordance with al-Rāzī’s threefold division into animal, vegetable, and mineral, this is the
end of the longest section – the minerals or earthy substances.
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which has gone before. It comes out for you as a white essence (substance)

148

. Its dirham

colors 150 of whichever metal you will and leaves it behind as silver as God wills.
4. Another way. You soak it with dissolved mercury in four repetitions and roast it
with each soaking, so its dirham falls on 300 of whichever metal you will as God wills.
5. Another way. You soften this (L substance) and pulverize it ten times and
dissolve it again and let it solidify, then its dirham colors 500 of whichever metal you
will as God wills.
6. Another way. Solidify the nafs that you first distilled [G 115] in a blind alembic
149

with the flame of a candle,

until it has dissolved, like honey, pour over it a stream of

water distilled from it and seal the closure. Then put it on the fire again and submit it
once again to this process and let it stand one night and one day; then open it and filter (L
pour) the red water off of it and replenish the water and the procedure, until you have
taken all its color. Then take what remains behind of the nafs (G residue) and boil it
seven times with the weak water of soda, until all of its blackness has gone out of it.
7. Description of the mild water of soda. Take one ratl of soda and calcine it, until it
becomes white, pour four ratls water on it and let it stand one day and one night, and boil
it to bubbling; then purify it and set it aside, then pour four ratls of (L other) water on that
of it which remains behind, let it stand one day and one night and boil it to bubbling and
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The word used here for “essence” is ğauhara.
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First reference to a candle. The introduction of a different kind of heat may indicate a different
source for the procedure or may be a variation between the manuscripts. Ruska’s footnote states the
reference is uncertain.
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purify it; then (G treat it thus three times and) combine the three waters in one jug (E and
set it aside) and use it (E as we have mentioned) as needed as God wills. Then take one
part of the wax that is the whitened nafs, (L E and one part calx and six parts distilled
water) and soak it with this distilled water; pulverize both one day and roast it at night in
a clay-coated flask, until it turns to white powder. Its dirham colors 300 of whichever
metal you will (E to white silver) as God wills.
8. Another way. You soak the (G calcined) calx three times with as much distilled
water, that it remains as a soup and pulverize it by day and roast it by night until it
becomes like a white powder. Then melt it (G in its moisture) and combine it with wax (L
resin) and pulverize it one full day and pour a stream of water on both and bury it 14 days
in a blind alembic, so that it solidifies to a white substance. Its dirham transmutes 600 of
whichever metal you will into white silver that returns to purity. If you add the weight of
10 dirhams to 10 ratl (L E substance of whitened L pulverized) glass [G 116], so it leaves
it behind as pure crystal, after you have placed it in a clay-coated kettle and set it in an
oven (atūn) and have taken it out, when it has become cold.
G: Now is the end of the description of the plant chapter in reference to the creation
of whiteness (L E and this is the most excellent that takes place in the chapter on plant
substances in regard to the creation of whiteness). Now let us begin with that which
creates the redness in them.
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2. The Procedures of Redness
9. Take five parts of distilled water in which redness is dissolved and one part
dissolved mercury and one-half part of whitened stable sulfur; (G then take the red
mercury and the white stable sulfur), place them on a grinding surface and pour an equal
amount of water on it and pulverize it until it has become dry. Then pulverize it after the
drying for a good hour more (E G until all is excellent) and roast it one night in a claycoated flask on a gentle fire. Do this with it, until it has absorbed all the water and has
become a red powder. Its dirham colors 100 of silver; grind one (L 10) with three, then it
will come out as red gold (E pure gold) as God wills.
10. Another way. Take one part calx, I mean, that of the uschnān and one-fourth
whitened stable sulfur and ten parts red water. Soak it and roast it according to what has
gone before, so that it becomes red powder. Its dirham colors 50 dirhams of silver to pure
gold.
11. Another way. Take one part calx of uschnan and one part of wax (L. resin) of its
nafs, pulverize both well and soak them with fourfold red water in four times and roast it
with each soaking, until it becomes a red powder. Its dirham colors 200 dirham of
whichever metal you will to pure gold; it returns to purity as God wills.
12. Another way. When you pour out a stream of four times as much water in which
redness is dissolved, and bury it for 40 days, then it dissolves to water without residue.
Let it solidify in a blind alembic, then its dirham colors 800 (L 100) of whichever metal
you will to gold; it returns to purity as God wills.
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13. Preparation of its essence. It requires that you [take] one ratl crystal and the
weight of ten dirhams gold filings, one dirham [G 117] calx of egg yolk and one dirham
of this elixir. Pulverize it on a grinding surface and put it in a flask (G māwardiyya), that
is coated with a paste made of iron rust with egg white, and coated with the artist’s clay
and is sealed at the top. Leave it in the oven (atūn) one night and take it out when it has
cooled, so that it comes out as a red jewel (essence), that is in no way inferior to the ruby
in its effectiveness (power) except for the effectiveness of emery; its mithqal achieves 50
dinars as God wills.
That is all that we find from the procedures of plant matter; that which we have
mentioned is guidance enough for studying, because the interest of the adept is minimal
with respect to plant substances.
III.

The Chapter of Animal Matter

1. Now let us begin with the procedures (G the reference) to animal stones. We have
said, in that which has gone before, that there are ten stones, and indeed hair, skull, brain,
egg, gall, blood, milk, urine, mussel, and horn. (L G The best of these is hair, then brain,
then egg, then the skull, then blood, then horn.) So let us begin with the references to
their best methods and their description, so that the book will not become too long and
the reader will not grow weary.
1. The Procedures with Hair
2. Take fresh black hair (G E from the hair of adults), wash it with (G E white) clay
as thoroughly as possible, (L so that all the dirt is cleaned out) then wash it also with (L E
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sweet water and ) soap and uschnān and dry it and cut it as fine as possible, fill a vessel
with it halfway and set an alembic on it and distill it until all the moisture is distilled
over. Then extinguish the fire and take the residue out, after the vessel has cooled,
pulverize it well and sublimate it in an aludel and take that which is white sublimated
from it. And if it is not sublimated white the first time, then repeat the procedure (E I
mean that) of the sublimation over again until it comes out white (L: as a white powder).
Place this on a grinding surface and soak it with its water and pulverize it until it has
absorbed an equal amount, after that roast it in a clay-coated flask with a dung fire
[G118] one night, then) E take it out) pulverize it and soak it with an equal amount of
water and pulverize it therewith, until it is dry, and roast it. Do this with it until it has
become white powder like rock crystal. Its dirham transforms 400 dirhams of whichever
metal you will into white silver, it returns it to purity as God wills.
3. Essence of coloring. Calcine that which remains (at the very bottom) in the aludel,
by soaking it with its water in one soaking and pulverize it therewith, until it is dry. Then
place it in the oven (atūn) and take it out again, when it has cooled and repeat the
procedure continuously, until it has become a dust-like calx as God wills.
4. The chapter of its essence.
and 100 parts red Egyptian mina,
150

150

151

Take one part of this calx and one part gold filings

pulverize all of it and to it add one quarter part of

Both this procedure and the preceding one use the word ğauhar, which can also be translated

“elixir.”
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Ruska’s commentary states: “colored Egyptian melted glass (mīnā) was used to generate the
desired colors.” (Zur Erzeugung der gewünschten Farben warden farbige ägyptische Glasschmelzen (mīnā)
zugesetzt.“) Ruska, 46.
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this calx (L elixir) and one part green vitriol and pulverize both with wine vinegar, that
has been distilled with a quarter red natron one good hour. Then put it in a clay-coated
kettle (L flask) and put it in the over and take it out when it has cooled, and thus it comes
out as a splendid adrak.
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5. Another way. Pulverize this elixir and soften it with water of dissolved sal
ammoniac in which as much as a quarter part of it is skull calx. (G Mix it and) bury it
until it dissolves, then let it solidify in a blind alembic, with the flame of a naphtha lamp,
thus it will solidify to powder. Its dirham transforms 600 dirham of any metal you will (E
to silver) as God wills.
6. Another way. Take boiled egg yolk and distill its water and its oil, and soak this
elixir with an equal amount of each constituent of it while pulverizing it on a grinding
surface and do not leave off grinding until it has become dry. Then roast, when you are
done with the grinding (E soaking), all of it, and soak it again with dissolve green vitriol
and roast it, so that it turns into [G119] red ruby-like powder. Its dirham colors 500
dirhams of whichever metal you will to pure gold as God wills.
7. Its essence. Take powder of pure emerald and pure carnelian (G take) from each
one part, and ten parts pure crystal and a tenth of this elixir and one part red natron, soak
and pulverize it with hair water, that has distilled a good hour, until the powder is dry.
Then put it in a clay-coated kettle and place it in the over (atūn) and take it out again,
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Ruska’s footnote: “An unknown gemstone that is also mentioned by Bīrūnī.” (“Ein
unbekannter Edelstein, der auch von Bīrūnī erwähnt wird.”). Ruska, 208.
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when it has cooled. It comes out as a red ruby, its mithqal accomplishes 100 mithqal (L E
500 mithqal Gold) as God wills.
8. Another way. Take the hair and purify it according to the previous procedure and
distill its water and its oil, as we have described. Then repeat, with the water of the
distillation, until it is pure and set it aside, and solidify the oil in a blind alembic on a
small stove with the flame of a lamp or a naphtha lamp or with hot ashes, or in the sun
one day in the summer, until it has become solid. Then place it in a blind alembic and
pour a stream of the water that was set aside on it and seal the closure and set it on hot
ashes one day and one night. Then purify (filter)

153

it (G in the margin: so that it comes

out) crimson. Now replenish the water and repeat the procedure until you have removed
all of its color, and set it aside. After that, take the gold, calcined with mercury and vitriol
and sulfur, and soak it with this water in ten repetitions 20 times and pulverize it with
each soaking, until it is dry, and roast it in a clay-coated flask with a dung fire. Its dirham
transforms 600 dirhams of whichever metal you will into pure gold.
9. Its essence (L essence of coloring). Take gold filings and copper filings and calx
from egg yolk part for part, and ten parts powder from Yemenite carnelian and as much
as the whole of red Egyptian mina
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[G it belongs to the art of glass [G 120], and

exhibits colors that are known to the glaziers] and 100 parts powder of pure crystal and a
tenth of the whole of natron, and as much calx of hair as natron. Pulverize the whole well
153

Example of filtration as a method of purifying.
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Melted colored glass; See previous footnote on paragraph four of this section.
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and add to every 100 mithqal of this mixture one mithqal of this elixir. Pulverize it one
hour and put in a clay-coated kettle, and place it in the over (atūn) and take it out again
when it has become cold, then you will find it as red ruby. Its mithqal transforms 500
mithqals as God wills.
10. Another way. Take ten parts of the redness of hair, dissolved (E with its water)
and five parts of dissolved calx of hair and five parts of whitened stable sulfur. Then
pulverize the sulfur and the calx together on a grinding surface of marble

155

or glass and

soak it with an equal amount of red of (L E with its water) dissolved hair and pulverize it
therewith until it has become dry. Then roast it (G one night) on a gentle fire in a claycoated flask with a sealed closure (lid) and repeat the process with it, until it has entirely
absorbed the red dissolved with its water and has become ruby-like powder. Then soften
it with as much sal ammoniac of hair as the entirety, steam it four times (L three times)
and bury it for 40 days; do not go beyond (this period), until it has dissolved (G E to a
water)as red as blood. Then let it solidify (E in a blind alembic on a small stove with the
flame of a naphtha lamp, thus will it become solid to powder, with a red stronger than
purple and purer than crystal. Its dirham transforms (L its mithqal colors 1000 mithqal of
whichever metal you will; it leaves it behind as pure gold (E it returns it to purity) as God
wills.
11. [G L] Another way. You take this calx (L this elixir) and pulverize it with an
equal amount sal ammoniac of hair, the third of those which we mentioned in the chapter
155

Only reference to marble.
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of sal ammoniac), and steam it therewith repeatedly and dissolve it and add to it the
redness of distilled hair without its water. Then bury it three months until it has dissolved
to pure water that shines in the dark. Then let it solidify in a blind alembic with a weak
fire, thus will it solidify to red powder as pure as the sun [G 121]. Its mithqal transforms
2000 mithqal of whichever metal you will (L to pure gold, it turns back to purity as God
wills).
12. Its essence (L It draws gold like a magnet). Take four ratls pure crystal and 10
mithqals gold filings (G and an equal amount white ruby) and pulverize with 10 mithqals
Yemenite carnelian and four mithqals white ruby and the half of one mithqal of the best
diamond and ten mithqals (L red) natron and an equal amount of tinkar. Pulverize the
156

whole well in a glass mortar

one week long, until it becomes a powder; then add to it

three mithqals of this elixir and pulverize it therewith one full day and place it (L in the
oven, after you have done that) in a clay-coated kettle, and seal its plug (lid) to the
utmost. Leave it in there three days, then take it out, when it has become cold (G thus you
will find it) as a red ruby. It draws gold and silver to itself, like a magnet pulls iron to
itself, and its mithqal transforms 1000 (L2000) mithqal to gold as God wills.
157

13. Another way.

Take hair and purify it according to what we have mentioned,

and divide it up (E cut it up) and distill its water (E its white and yellow and red) and its
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First mention of glass mortar
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This procedure is particularly long and leads to an especially potent end product. It is actually
quite condensed because it utilizes many procedures that have already been explained.
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nafs, this is its redness and its oil,

158

and set each individually aside by itself and distill

the water again until it becomes as pure as rock crystal and one no longer detects it (G in
the flask). Now weigh it and put it aside and solidify the red in a blind alembic with a
light fire, however watch that it does not boil, lest the blind alembic break. Then weigh it
(again) when it is solid and on it in a vessel pour a stream of the water that was set aside
and set the alembic on it and seal the closure and set it on a light (small) stove. Now heat
under it with (G the fire) a naphtha lamp one day and one night, thus will it become a red
water. Then purify it and replenish the water and repeat the procedure, until you have
taken away all of its redness. Then weigh the remaining water, so that you know what has
been taken from it (L has occurred), and the remaining redness, so that you know what
was taken from it [G122], then combine the red waters and weigh it and set it aside. Then
make white that which remained black from the oil (G and boil it) with the mild soda
water, that we described in the chapter on plants, and indeed with it pour it in a blind
alembic and seal the closure and coat the alembic with clay, and place it on hot ashes.
Heat one day and one night, until the water turns black: pour it off from it and replenish
the water repeatedly, until it is white and the water remains on it in its current state,
without changing again, and then set it aside. Thereupon take the residue and pulverize it
with distilled water of hair a good hour, until it is dry, and put it in a clay-coated jug with
a sealed closure, and put it in a self-ventilating oven and leave it in there one day and one
night. Do this with it continuously, until it (E a calx) becomes like ivory filings, and set it
158

Ruska notes that G and L say “redness” and E says “oil.” Ruska, 211.
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aside. Then take one part white wax (L resin) and one part power-fine calx and pulverize
both together a good hour on a grinding plate of glass with a glass rubbing stone, until it
has become one single substance. Then wet it somewhat with the water that was set aside
and pulverize it together for one hour and steam it repeatedly in a clay-coated kettle (L E
beaker) and do not (?) let it stand until it smokes.

159

Then bury it until it has dissolved to

a (E rose-coloring) water without residue. Then mix it with an equal amount (G
dissolved, set-aside) water, in which the redness was dissolved, and bury it 40 days, until
it is pure; then let it solidify, thus you will find it as red powder. Its mithqal colors 2000
mithqal of whichever metal you will to pure gold (L stable in its purity).
And when you have dissolved this elixir, after you have pulverized it with an equal
amount of sal ammoniac of hair, a fifth of that which we have referred to, and you have
steamed it repeatedly and dissolved and added to it as much as a quarter of the whole (G
E whitened G hair E wax and as much as a tenth of calx G of hair E of eggs and as much
as the whole) redness of hair, dissolved in its water, let it solidify in a blind alembic with
a naphtha-fire, then will it solidify in seven days to red powder. Now pulverize it and
soak it with a quarter (G with just as much) water of egg yolk and pulverize it therewith
(E until it is dry) then roast it after strong pulverizing one night on a gentle fire, pulverize
it, and soak it with oil of egg yolk, as much as half the whole, and pulverize it therewith
until it is dry. Then roast it one night on a gentle fire in a clay-coated flask, thus it will
solidify to a red powder. Its mithqal (G dirham) transforms 20,000 mithqal of whichever
159

The question mark is in Ruska’s translation.
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metal you wish. It creeps into them, like the poison of snakes creeps into the bodies of
160

beasts

(G it leaves it behind as fine pure gold as God wills).

[Here follows in all three manuscripts the story reiterated in the introduction, on page
80 and following, of one of Rāzī’s completed transmutions. The closing words acclaim:
(G Therefore to whoever sets eyes on this book) note this elixir, because among those
from animal matter there is none more excellent than this. (L And God is the one called
on for help and in him we trust and God lets us attain what is right.]
14. Essence of carnelian (G essence of coloring). You take ground powder of
carnelian and coral and silica and green mina (enamel) and malachite, from each of them
one ratl, and one uqia ground (powder) of emerald; pulverize the whole carefully and mix
with it one (L two) mithqal of this elixir and soak it with redness of hair, dissolved with
its water, as much as will combine with it, and place it in the oven (atūn), after you have
pulverized it, until it is dry, (G put it) in a clay-coated kettle; then take it out when the
oven has become cold (G then you will find it ) as red powder (L gleaming as the sun), so
that no substance of mineral rubies equals its worth (L E and nothing comes close to its
161

value as God wills.)?

15, Another way. You take (G E in the name of God) five ratls of red (G fox-colored)
cleaned hair (G as came previously) and 15 (L 25) ratl of black hair. Pour on both seven
ratl of (L the water of) distilled hair and bury it, until it has dissolved to a blackened
160

The imagery of coloring permeating base metal and changing its essence emphasizes the power
of this elixir.
161

The question mark is in Ruska’s text.
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water [G125] like tar. Distill it and set it aside, the white and the yellow (L E and the red)
water each individually, and when the distillation is complete, put the fire out and take
the alembic off of it and put in its place an alembic with a very wide opening, and let the
fire act on it again (G with bellows), so that a blackened water distills over, as viscous as
tar; when this occurs, throw it away, because there is nothing good in it. Then change the
substrate and let the fire act on it again, so that the dry vapor rises up and it thickens in
the substrate and the alembic similar to white sal ammoniac and mountain salt (G white)
as salt (E as snow).
Now set it aside and take the white water again to distill, until it is as pure as rock
crystal; then place the residue in a clay-coated jug and set this in the oven, until all the
blackness and oiliness that remains in it is burned, and take it out, when it has become
cold. Do this with it continuously, until it has become white powder as God wills. After
that, pulverize it (L E and in each ratl of it place 10 dirhams of this sal ammoniac and
pour it 5 dirhams of white water on it; pulverize it therewith one good hour and again
place it in the oven and take it out, when it has become cold, and pulverize it) and
sprinkle it with its half of the white water and dissolve it. It dissolves into a white water,
and this is the eastern mercury. Then place it in a clay-coated flask and seal its closure
(lid) and dig a pit for it according to its size, and place the flask inside it and fill the pit
with dung (E earth) and throw dry dung on top of it, light a fire in it and let it become
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cold (again), so that it is hard as crystal. This is the warq,
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its mithqal colors 1000

mithqal of any metal you will as God wills.
16. Another way. Pulverize it and sprinkle it with as much as its half of white water
and pulverize it therewith until it is dry, and roast it one night with a gentle fire in a claycoated flask, thus will it solidify into a white powder. Its dirham changes 10,000 (L
mithqal) of whichever metal you will, it comes out as white silver as God wills.
17.

Another way. Take four (G 10) parts of the white water, [G126] one part of the

yellow water, and two parts of the red, mix one with the others and beat (E roast) it
vigorously and with it soak this (L white) elixir, after you have (G combined and)
pulverized it (L E in the amount of that which is combined; pulverize it together over
again) a good hour, until it is dry, and roast it in a gentle fire; do this with it, until it has
solidified to a red powder. Thereupon, pulverize it, (G and pulverize) with each ratl of it
one uqia (L from this) sal ammoniac and one uqia of red water, and bury it in wetness,
until it has dissolved. After that to each ratl add two uqia of white water and four uqia of
yellow and three uqia of red and bury it again and leave it in there 40 more days, until it
has dissolved and become pure and fine, then let it solidify. It solidifies into red powder;
its dirham transforms 20,000 mithqal of whatever metal you will (G and leaves it behind)
as pure gold.
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Ruska’s note: “The usual meaning of warq is ‘silver’; here the word is actually used as another
name for nuqra.” (“Die gewöhliche Bedeutung von warq ist ‘Silber’; hier ist das Wort wohl als ein
Deckname für Nuqra gebraucht.“) Ruska, 214.
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18. Its essence. Take yellow, green, and red mina (G that is the glass), from each
individual kind one ratl and another half ratl of white silica and one ratl of crystal and one
uqia copper filings and as much gold filings and two uqia silver burned with sulfur.
Pulverize the whole thing and in each 100 mithqal of the total put one mithqal (L E of
this sal ammoniac and one mithqal) of this elixir, and soak it with water of egg yolks and
pulverize it, until it is dry; then put it in a clay-covered kettle and set it in the oven (atūn)
and take it out when it has become cold. You will find it like red powder, it is (shines
like) the light of a lamp in the dark of night, more splendid than natural rubies. Its
mithqal equals 20,000 mithqals of pure gold as God wills.
2. The Chapter on Eggs
19. Take egg yolk and put it in a (G L clay-coated) glass beaker with a fitted lid, then
pour a stream of egg white on it and take it to dissolving and bury it [G 127] during 40
days until it has dissolved. Then distill it and set its white water aside, and when it begins
to change, then exchange (replenish) the substrate, until the yellow water is distilled out
of it (G E and when the red begins, exchange the foregoing again, until it is also distilled.
Then when the distillation has ceased, then put the fire out, and take the alembic off of it
and set in its place an alembic with a wider opening and distill it, then its tar will distill (L
arise) from it and its burning. Build up the fire under it, until nothing more remains of it,
then take the residue and pulverize it and put it in a jug, not clay-coated, after you have
made it into a paste with a tenth part of white water. Put this in a potter’s oven and take it
out when it has become cold, and repeat the procedure with it, until it is white. Then take
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white water and with it make sublimated mercury into a paste and roast it on a gentle fire
in a clay-coated flask. Do this with it three times, but each time add as much water to it,
as combines with its portion, then solidify it to an elixir. Its dirham solidifies 60 dirhams
of whichever metal you will as God wills.
20. Another way. Take two parts of this water and one part shell calx (G E and one
part water of egg whites and ten parts calx of egg whites and bring to dissolving, so that it
dissolves in 40 days to water, pure as rock crystal. Now let it solidify in a blind alembic,
so that it hardens (E in three days) to a white crystal-like powder (E white essence); and
if you light a candle under it, then its dirham will transform 3000 (E 500) of whichever
metal you will, it comes out as white silver as God wills.
21. Another way. You soak this powder (L dissolve it, after you . . .) with water of
hair, repeated four times with an equal amount, and pulverize it there with and roast it, so
that it solidifies to a white powder; its dirham transforms 6000 (L you add . . . to 3000) of
whichever metal you will. And when you dissolve it, after you have repeated it soaked
with the water of hair, then dissolve it to pure clear water [G 128] in 60 days. Thereupon
let it solidify, so it becomes hardened to white powder. (L E its equal will not be seen).
Its dirham transforms 10,000 dirhams of whichever metal you will into white silver as
God wills.
22. Another way. You take one part of the residue of a calcined egg and one part
water and pulverize the whole (E the calx) with a sixth of the white water one good hour
(G until it becomes dry). Then pour it on the remainder and bury it until it dissolves.
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Then put one part of the yellow water in it and one part of the red, and bury it again
another forty days, until it is pure. Then let it solidify in a blind alembic (G so that it
hardens to red powder). Its dirham transforms 2000 mithqal of whichever metal you will
into pure gold as God wills.
23. Another way. You soak it with a potion of its white water in the amount that
163

leaves it as a soup, and take it (E the mercury?)

again to dissolve, so that it dissolves to

a pure water similar to blood. Add to it an equal amount red water and let it solidify
according to what you know (G E thus will it solidify G to a powder similar to garnet); its
dirham transforms 10,000 mithqal of whichever metal you will into pure gold.
24. Another way. Take the egg (G and break it) in a curcurbit, whose height is one
span, and set a beaker on it and seal the connection with sārūğ and bury it for 40 days
until it dissolves. Then distill it and set its water aside and its oil, each one by itself, and
calcine its residue with salt water in the oven (atūn), until it has become white. Then soak
the residue with an equal amount of its oil while pulverizing it, until you have made it
like a soup, and do not stop pulverizing it, until it becomes dry. Then roast it in a claycoated flask (G māwardiyya) with a gentle fire, then will it harden to powder, red as liver.
Its mithqal colors 100 mithqal silver (L to gold), it comes out as pure gold as God wills.
25. Another way. Take (G pulverize) one part of this calx with an equal amount of the
white water, until it has become nearly dry [G 129], then set it to dissolve, until it has
dissolved, and after that add one part of its oil and take it to dissolve again, then will it
163
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dissolve to pure red water (G more pure than any purity). Then let it solidify in a blind
alembic, so that it solidifies to a powder like red rubies. Pulverize it and soak it with the
yellow (L white) water that was distilled from egg yolk, likewise in four repetitions, and
pulverize it vigorously; then roast it (L E and soak it once again with the oil of egg yolk
in four times, pulverize it and roast it), until it has solidified, then pulverize and soak it
with the white water (L E one portion) which leaves it behind like a soup. Then subject it
to dissolving 40 days, thus it will dissolves into a red water (L E strongly to red). Then
add to it the calx of egg yolk, in an amount equal to the water you soaked it with, bring it
again to dissolve another 40 days, until it has dissolved and is pure, then let it solidify in a
blind alembic with the flame of a lamp, thus will it solidify in seven days to a red rubylike powder. Its dirham transforms 100 ratl of whichever metal you will into pure gold (G
it comes out as red pure gold) as God wills.
26. Its essence (L essence for coloring). Take 100 mithqals of Syrian glass and 100
mithqals (L just as much) white silica and an equal amount crushed crystal and an equal
amount (E three mithqal) calx of egg yolk and 20 mithqal natron and one mithqal of this
elixir
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; after you have pulverized the mixture and have dissolved (L E dissolve it and)

make a paste of it with redness of horns and pulverize it, until it is dry. After that place it
in the oven (atūn) in a clay-coated kettle and take it out when it gets cold. You will find it
as a (single) ruby-like red piece; neither before it nor behind it is there anything (G
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comparable) in excellence, weight, and color. No substance affects it except (L E the
best) diamond (G and that does not equal its worth) as God wills.
27. Another way. Take fresh egg and boil it and place some alum and salt in the water
that you boil it in; then take the egg shell by itself (L E and dissolve away its thin
membrane) and the egg white by itself and the egg yolk by itself and calcine the shell (G
after you have removed its membrane) and dry it well, after you have pulverized it. Then
calcine the residue of the egg white with as much distilled water [G 130] as combines
with it into a paste, (G and pulverize it) a good hour, until it is dry. Then put this in a
clay-coated kettle (L E in the oven), do this with it three times and set it aside. Then take
the yellow (L white) and distill its water and its oil and calicify its residue by pulverizing
with water of soda and sal ammoniac. Soak it there with, until you get it like a soup and
pulverize it therewith, until it is dry, and put it in the oven in a clay-coated kettle. Do this
with it over again, until it has calcined and has become the finest powder, like rock
crystal. (L E Now set it aside and do the same thing with the yellow). Then take one part
calx of egg shell and the same amount of water of egg white, and pulverize both on a
hollowed-out grinding slab
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one good hour and set it to dissolve 40 days, thus will it

dissolve. (L E Then put one part oil of egg white in it and one part of its calx and bury it
40 more days in dung, thus will it dissolve to a pure white water. Then let it solidify in a
blind alembic (G with a naphtha flame), thus will it solidify to white powder. Its one
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Ruska suggests that the grinding plate was usually a flat surface, because al-Rāzī only mentions
using a concave grindstone once. This must be the procedure he is referring to. “Es scheint, daß der
Reibstein gewöhnlich eine ebene Platte war, da bei Rāzī nur ein einziges Mal ausdrücklich ein konkaver
Reibstein, also eine Art Reibschale vorgeschrieben wird.” Ruska, 55.
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transforms 4,000 (G 40,000) mithqal of whichever metal you will into white silver as
God wills.
28. Another way. Take one part calx of egg yolk and soak it with an equal amount of
water of egg yolk and bury it, so it dissolves in 40 days into a red water. Put the same
amount as both of oil of egg yolk in it and bury it 40 more days, thus will it dissolve and
become a pure water. Then let it solidify in a blind alembic, thus will it solidify into a red
ruby-like powder. Its mithqal transforms 500 (E 4,000, G 5,000) of whichever metal you
will into pure gold as God wills.
29. Its essence. Take white silica and crystal and magnesia of iron, part for part, and
as much as the whole of red mina and as much as this of blue emeralds and as much as a
tenth of the whole of red natron. Pulverize the whole carefully and add two mithqals of
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the elixir

to it and pulverize it well therewith and put it in the oven (atūn) in a clay-

coated kettle and take it out when it has become cold. You will find it like a red ruby-like
piece, from the best rubies in existence as God wills.
3. The Chapter of Blood
30. Take the cup of fresh blood, put it in a curcurbit and distill its water and its oil and
calcine its residue [G 131] with salt water in the oven (atūn), thus will it calcine in three
repetitions. Take this water to distill once again, until it is pure, then take one part of its
water and one part of its calx and bury it in dung, thus will it dissolve in 60 (50) days.
And to it add mercury sublimated to whiteness, as much as the whole, and bury it 40 days
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until it has dissolved into water without a residue. Then solidify it, so that it becomes
solid to (G white) powder, purer than rock crystal. Its mithqal transforms 500 mithqals to
whichever metal you will into white silver as God wills.
31. Another way. You take one part of its (G white) water and just as much of its
calx, pulverize both in a glass mortar one good hour and bury it until it dissolves. Then
add one part of the wax (L resin) of whitened hair and bury it again, until it has dissolved
and is pure; then let it solidify. Its dirham transforms 1000 mithqals of whichever metal
you will into white silver as God wills.
32. Another way. You pulverize this and soak it with a potion of its white water in the
amount that leaves it like a soup, and bury it until it dissolves. Then let it solidify, then its
mithqal will transform 4000 of whichever metal you will, it comes out as white silver as
God wills.
33. Another way. You take one part of its water and one part of its oil (L nafs) and an
equal amount of its calx as of the water, then you pulverize the whole amount in a glass
mortar one day and bury it in dung until it has dissolved and is pure; then let it solidify,
thus will it solidify to a pure red powder. Its mithqal (G dirham) transforms 1000
mithqals of whichever metal you will (G it comes out as pure gold as God wills).
34. [L E] The treatment of gall and skulls and horns and others like those from the
animal stones are done following these procedures. So take note and work accordingly,
and you will have success as God wills.
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This is the end of the description of the procedures of minerals and animal matter, as
we have promised.
(L Praise be to God, the Lord of the world and prayers for our lord Muhammad.)

Appendix I.
The Chapter of Rarities
1. (G E Now we begin with the details of the rarities and that is the last
chapter of our book.)
We call it rarities (addenda), because it in we gather that which appeared too briefly
(G what was passed over and was doubtful) in this chapter, that we have discussed in this
our book.

1. Sublimation in the Māwardiyyas
2. You place the substance, whose sublimation you wish to undertake, in a
māwardiyya (E pl.), then take for it a small (E large) kettle [G 132], clay-coated as well
as possible, whose height exceeds (E by a fist’s width) the māwardiyya (E pl.) that you
wish to set it in. Then place in the kettle a fist deep of sifted ashes and pack it quite
firmly, then set the māwardiyya (E pl.) in it (the kettle) on the ashes and pack ashes
around it up to the mouth of the flask; (E and pack) the flasks, if there is moisture in it,
with wool and drive off its moisture (G and replace the wool with another) until you,
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when the wool turns dry and yellow (L E and burnt), (E seal) the mouth of the flask.
Light a fire under the kettle until evening, then let it get (E stand and) get cold in its
place.
2. Description of Purified Borax
3. Take one ratl of white borax of bread and five staters salt of dough, pulverize both
well (L E and water it), beat both and let it solidify, after it has set, and filter the water
out of both.
4. Another way. Take one part white borax and an equal amount of borax of bread
and pulverize (L E and water) both and let them sit. Then pour off of both, what is pure
from the water, and let the remainder become solid; this is the purified borax.
3_Description of Soda Salt (L E and Quicklime)
5. Take what you will of white soda and an equal amount of quicklime, and on both
pour seven times as much water as both and boil it, until half of it remains, and purify
(filter) it ten times, and place it in a clean porous jar and hang it over a beaker and gather
what falls below continuously and take it away and keep it from dust, so that it does not
touch the beaker, (E and let it solidify to salt).
4_Description of sharp Soda water
6. Take on ratl white soda and pour twelve ratls (E pure water) on it and let it stand
one night and one day. Then boil it to bubbling and filter it (E and pour the water on
another ratl of soda and let it stand one day and one night and boil it and purify it). Do
this seven times, then distill it and keep it safe, because it lets talc and gypsum turn to
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milk (E is that which dissolves talc and gypsum) as has been described earlier in our
book.
5_Distillation of Oil [G133]
7. Take from it what you will (E new) and boil it with an equal amount of water and
some white clay, until a third of the water has gone away. Then filter it from what
remains of the water and the clay, and replenish the water and the clay and the procedure
ten times. (E Do this with it three times) then place it in a curcurbit and strew powder on
it in an amount that makes it like a thin soup (E and distill it). Do this with it several
times, until it ignites no fire, when you take it out (E test [it]).
8. Another way. Take oil, boiled with water and white clay and put powder and
bitter salt in it in the amount that makes it like a soup, and distill it therewith, until it
lights (no) fire.

6_Distillation of Naphtha
9. Make naphtha into a paste with an equal amount of sal ammoniac and distill it. Do
this with it, until it distills like water and absolutely does not ignite a fire.
10. [E] Another way. Take black naphtha and make it into a paste with white clay,
until it is like a soup, and distill it. Do this with it, until it distills like water and it does
not ignite a fire.
7_Description of Lead burnt through Vitriol.
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11. Take of lead what you will, put it in an iron spoon and add a quarter part of
yellow vitriol to it and place it in the tābistān and shake it back and forth and take it out,
when it is burnt and has turned to ashes. Then soak it with vitriol and roast it, until it
becomes red, as God wills.
8_Calcination of soda.
12. Take of soda what you will (E a fresh piece of soda) and put it in a clay-coated
kettle and place it in the oven (atūn) and take it out, when it has become cold. Do this
with it, without pulverizing it, until it has become burnt and white as God wills.
9_Preparation of Green vitriol.
13. Take strong yellow vitriol, as much as you will, and boil it with an equal amount
of copper acetate in a copper kettle in four times as much water, until a third of the water
is driven off, then purify it and let it solidify in beakers in the sun, and let each beaker be
covered with a beaker, until it has solidifies. Then pulverize it and spread it on a glass
funnel
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after pulverizing it and put a piece of sieve on the end of the funnel and put a

layer of cotton on it and a layer of green vitriol, until it reaches the other end, and hang it
in a sirdāb from the ring on the cover with a linen thread (kattān), after you have set the
funnel (E beaker) on the flask (E qinnīna), then will it dissolve to a red water and solidify
in the beaker in the sun; it solidifies like emerald as God wills.
[G 134] 10_Distillation of Egg White, in which Calx of Egg Shells and Salt of Soda are
found.
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14. Take one ratl of egg white and add to it one uqia calx of egg shells and an equal
amount of soda and beat it strenuously one good hour. Then distill it and keep it safe.
11_The Dissolving of Wise Pythagorus.
15. (G He says:) Take the thing whose dissolving you will, after you have made it
into a salt that melts with moisture, and sprinkle it with sharp water and put it in a new
jug, that is as narrow below as it is above, and in which the lower part is pierced so that
the little finger passes through it. And after you have immersed the jug in water, until it
stands at the same depth, fasten a leather on its upper end, on which is a wet felt, and set
it on a beaker (E and outside the hole that is in the jug, between the beaker and the lower
end of the jug, place a piece of sieve, that you have glued down around it with wax, so
that whatever dissolves from it will be strained) and seal the connection with sārūğ and
let it dry and hang it on a cotton thread in a cone-shaped pit whose upper portion is
narrower than its lower; its depth should be one (E two) ells and its width one ell and its
upper one span. Add water up to halfway (E cistern water however), and furthermore
there should be a groove, whose depth is two fists, filled with water, and furthermore a
lid with a ring. Hang the jug in it and the beaker, and seal the plug and observe the
groove and the pit, and refill the water, when it decreases, until all that was in the jug has
dissolved, and dripped into the beaker as God wills.
12_The Chapter on the Dissolving of Salts.
16. * You dissolve the salt, after you have made it wet, (and indeed) in winter inside a
lemon, that (E in its upper portion) is hollowed out, and in whose lower portion a hole is
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found and in the hole a little piece of palm fiber, that stands on a beaker in a large jug,
which has a lid (and) (stands) on a pillar (E on pillars) of clay on a damp board, where the
wind does not blow on it, after you have covered the jug with a wet cloth of coarse fabric
(linen); and in summer in a curcurbit.
13_The Chapter on Mineral Substances.
17. * Take in the name of Allah and with His help (E one ratl of) the best yellow (E
pulverized) arsenic sulfide and let its smoke dissipate and grate the rot [G 135] off of its
upper surface and sprinkle it with water and salt and roast it. Then wash it and dry it and
repeat the procedure with in, until it becomes white and does not blacken (E the silver).
Then (G soften it now and) dissolve it and set it aside, then take mercury sublimated to
whiteness and soften it and dissolve it and set it aside. Then take calx of silver or lead –
burnt dust-like lead – and soften it and dissolve it and combine these three waters in equal
parts. Take it to dissolving, until they are clean and fine, then let it solidify, then it will
solidify to a powder like lead. Its dirham colors one ratl copper to white silver (E the
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qibrisī,

it returns back to purity) as God wills.

18. * Thus says Abulhasan (G ibn al-Lait): I have seen, that Abū Sahl (G Abū Sa’īd),
the scribe of Abū Tāhir, cast this substance (E chapter) on 100, which came out as white
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silver. He sold it in my presence at the marketplace.
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Reference not known.
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Rare personal reference and the only reference to selling.
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19. * Another way. You take one ratl yellow smoke-free arsenic sulfide and make a
paste with one uqia honey (G with vinegar) and roast it in a clay-coated flask with a dung
fire and pulverize it and repeat the procedure three times. Then soak it with salt water and
roast it continuously, until it turns white, and wash it with each roasting, after you have
pulverized it and dried it. Repeat the procedure with it, pulverize it with salt and
sublimate it, until it no longer blackens silver. Then make a paste with egg white, distilled
with calx and salt of soda and pulverize it until it is dry. Now put it in a clay-coated flask
sealed tightly and bury it in a dung fire seven days and observe the fire that it does not get
weaker, so that it comes out as white powder like rock crystal.
20. * Take mercury, solidify it through the scent of sulfur (E of lead) and pulverize it
with an equal amount of vitriol and three times as much soda salt, and roast it one night
on a gentle fire. Place it in the aludel, set the alembic on it, seal the connection and drive
away its moisture [G 136]. Then take the alembic off and set the lid in its place and
sublimate it three more times. Each time, place the top one underneath, after you have
mixed it with an equal amount of bitter salt, then sublimate it three more times with
calcined bones, as explained previously. Then take dust-like calx of silver and soften it
and dissolve it, then soften the whitened mercury and dissolve it, and combine the three
waters in equal parts and bring it to dissolving, and thus will it be pure and fine in forty
days. Then let it solidify, thus will it solidify to white powder. Its dirham colors 500 of
copper to silver as God wills.
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21. * Another way. You distill these waters and combine them and let them solidify,
so that it solidifies to powder like rock crystal. Its dirham colors 1500 of copper, it comes
out as pure silver.
14_The Chapter of Gold
22. * Take yellow sulfur, pulverize it well and soften it with water of sal ammoniac
several times, dissolve it, and distill it and set its oil (G and its residue) aside. Then boil
(E its oil) several times with the mild water of soda, until its color is clear and its fire
goes away, and set it aside. Then take the residue and treat it according to the procedure
of arsenic sulfide in the first section of the chapter on whitening, until it no longer
blackens (E the silver). Then take calx of gold, that we have mentioned in the chapter on
arsenic sulfide (E zingar) and soften it and dissolve it, then take red mercury, that we
have mentioned in the chapter on procedures with spirits, and soften and dissolve it, then
take whitened sulfur (E and soften) and dissolve it. Then combine the waters in equal
parts and set them in a pit so that they become fine and pure. Then solidify it, it solidifies
to red powder (G like rubies); its mithqal transforms 500 mithqal of whichever metal you
will into pure gold (E it returns it to purity) as God wills.
23. [G] And better than all of these is, that you distill these liquids and combine them
and mix them in equal parts and solidify them. It solidifies to red powder, one mithqal
transforms 4000 of whatever metal you will into pure gold, it returns to purity.
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Appendix II.
Fragments from Rāzī’s Book of Safekeeping
From the Manuscript of the Escorial folio 84 ff.
1. About Sal ammoniac and Mercury
In the Book of Safekeeping it says: Sal ammoniac is a natural element (essence), hot
and sharp; it flies before the fire and one distills its water and its oil. When the oil begins
(to distill over), the fire will flare up. The alembic (for this distillation) must be narrow
and have an ample receiver, that is placed away (as far as possible) from the fire and
whose tube is long and wide. Also, one lays a wet cloth or felt on the receiver and heats
under the alembic, until one sees that dry steam drains into the receiver and settles (inside
the receiver) near the cloth or felt. This is a sharp sal ammoniac.
He says: Mercury resists fire, until (or if?) it becomes strong from the bellows, and it
does not steam (literally: ‘flee’), when you take an iron spoon, on which there is no rust.
Then heat it, until it is red as blood, similar to a glowing ember; pour the mercury on it
and do not cease and blow on it an entire day. There are countless forms of it, which . . .).
Also it is solidified through the exhalation of both leads together.
a.

About Silver and Copper

He says: Silver takes the yellow color through red lead and Egyptian Mina and burnt
copper, when they are melted together. Take as much as a lentil and place it on the upper
surface of a drachma and heat it, so it covers it with a coating of gold . . .
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And the copper is colored in all its parts, so that it resembles the value of bad silver,
when you take 80 dirhams of arsenic sulfide and of magnesia and proportionately 30
dirhams of yellow tutia and 6 dirhams of tin and 18 dirhams of mercury. Amalgamate the
mercury with the tin and pulverize it with the other substances, then add the weight of 40
dirhams of spruce resin and 10 dirhams borax of bread and 40 dirham of incense and
strengthen the pulverizing with these substances. Then roast it in a vial throughout one
night, or, if you will, in a kettle; then put it in the vial and take away its moisture with a
ball of wool. Then strengthen the fire for one full day and one full night; then take off
what has sublimated, and add resin and a fourth part of incense and to it. The let it
sublimate still more and add one dirham to 20 of purified copper, and thus will it come
out as it if were white tin.
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